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Abstract

This thesis examines material properties of the novel Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 alloy, from the perspective
of a solar cell scientist searching for a new light absorbing material to produce highly efficient
thin-film devices.

The main part of this thesis is divided into 4 chapters describing the facile production of thin
films of Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3 materials (i), the better light-emitting properties and reduced
disorder of the material when synthesised at temperatures above 500°C (ii), the bandgap tuning
of Cu2SnS3 to the optimum spectral region of 1.1 to 1.4 eV by alloying with 30 to 70% of Ge
(iii), the low solar cell performance of device completed from absorbers grown at temperatures
above 500°C, attributed to large bulk and interface recombinations of photogenerated charge
carriers (iv).

(i) Single phase Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3 films of copper and sulphur-poor compositions can be
prepared with a simple two-step synthesis route, which only requires the annealing of thin cop-
per films in vapours of chalcogen, S, and group IV chalcogenide, SnS or GeS. Both species
are important, together with a reduced background pressure, to prevent decomposition of the
semiconductor and the segregation of secondary phases.

(ii) The structure of Cu2GeS3 films is studied with X-ray diffraction and photoluminescence,
as a function of the annealing temperature. As in Cu2SnS3, a low-temperature structure (cubic)
and a higher temperature structure (monoclinic) are identified where the latter is the most orde-
red, with a larger bandgap and higher luminescence yield. Novel Raman signature of the cubic
material is recorded, which together with calculations of phonon modes in monoclinic Cu2GeS3

allow to confirm the predominance of the monoclinic structure at temperatures above 500°C.

(iii) Single phase Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 films of various Ge compositions are produced at annealing
temperatures above 500°C. Their lateral and in-depth uniformity allows to study structural and
electronic properties as function of the Ge content, with Le Bail refinement of X-ray data and
photoluminescence. The films are also measured to be p-type, but show however a high hole
concentration of about 1018 cm−3, around two orders of magnitude too high compared to high
efficient record devices.

(iv) Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3 absorber layers are completed into solar cell devices, where model-
ling of external quantum efficiency spectra demonstrate low minority carrier diffusion lengths
space-charge region widths, as suggested by the high doping values. A depth-gradient is en-
gineered in Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 from which a device power conversion efficiency of 2.9% is obtained.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In 2016 the primary energy consumption for electricity generation reached 13.3 gigatonnes of
oil equivalent, representing an increase of 20% over the past decade [1]. 85% of the consumed
energy comes from the burning of fossil fuels (oil, natural gas and coal) which emits carbon
dioxide, CO2, and other greenhouse gases and therefore drives global warming and climate
change. Further economic and population growth are predicted to double the world’s energy
demand by 2040 [2], likely accelerating the finite fossil fuel use. To solve the energy crisis,
a radical energetic transition from fossil fuels to renewable energies is mandatory. The most
powerful clean energy source available is the sun which provides at noon each day about 1000
Watts per meter squared on the Earth. By its power, the sun drives the climate system on
Earth and makes it hospitable for life. Harnessing its energy could feed the rising demand.
The harnessing of sunlight and its conversion into electrical power is done by means of solar
cells and described as ’photovoltaics’. The solar cells contain several semiconductors with
stringent material properties, in general, two: one which absorbs the light and the other which
is there to allow separation of the photogenerated charge carriers and current extraction. Such
solar cells already exist but further improvement would consist in finding the optimal absorbing
semiconductor material: one that is both Earth-abundant and economically competitive. In this
thesis Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 is investigated as a candidate material for thin film solar cells. This chapter
aims to provide an introduction to thin film solar cells and a literature review on Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3

at the start of this work. Finally, the research questions are outlined and an overview of the
thesis is given.

Why thin film photovoltaics?

Nowadays the photovoltaic market is dominated by crystalline silicon (c-Si)-based solar cells
which can transform around 26% of the incoming photon energy into usable electrical energy
[3]. But their high manufacturing costs, toxic waste, as well as handling issues bring researchers
to think about other possible material options.
Inorganic thin film solar cells based on semiconductor materials with direct bandgaps are thin-
ner than c-Si wafer cells and thus have lower processing costs. Their reduced thickness of
around 2 microns allows more flexibility and thus offers more variability for terrestrial and spa-
tial applications in photovoltaic modules. Thin film solar cells consist of a p-n junction where
the p-type doped layer is described as the ’absorber layer’, which as its name suggests should
absorb most of the solar spectrum illuminating the cell. The n-type doped material completes
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1 Introduction

the junction and device finishing is done by addition of electrical contacts around the junction.
Thin film photovoltaics is seen as a promising field for future energy needs, [4, 5] with the p-
type CdTe and ternary alloy Cu(In, Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) as absorber layers, reaching device power
conversion efficiencies up to 22.9% [6, 7]. Fig. 1.1 shows the abundance of common chemical
elements used for thin film solar cells in the Earth’s crust and their market price. As shown in
Fig. 1.1 the scarcity of Te is predicted to lead to a material shortage of CdTe, bringing inevitably
to the search of other compounds, preferably based on Earth-abundant elements [4, 8].

Figure 1.1: Abundance in the Earth’s crust [9] and market price of common chemical elements
used for thin film solar cells (prices from October 2017 for Cu, Sn, Zn and Ag [10]
or averaged over the year 2016 for the other elements [11, 12]).

Alternative earth-abundant Cu-based materials for thin
film photovoltaics

Despite being one of the market leaders, CIGSe thin films contain the expensive indium In and
Ga elements, as shown by current market prices in Fig. 1.1. The optimal situation would be to
find an alternative p-type semiconductor compound with Earth-abundant and cheaper elements
that also could produce efficient solar cell devices. CIGSe is a ternary alloy obtained by alloying
CuInSe2 (CISe) with Ga, thus substituting part of the In atoms by Ga.
Fig 1.2 shows the derivation of CIGSe from the structure of pure Si (diamond). Starting from
Si, a family of compounds is obtained by isoelectronic exchange of the chemical elements with
respect of the octet rule. Fig 1.2 presents two units cells of Si on top of each other. The unit
cell of Si is cubic with each Si atom (4 valence electrons) bonded to four other Si atoms, thus
respecting the octet rule. The zinc blende structure (CdTe (II-VI) and GaAs (III-V)) is obtained
by replacement of the Si atoms by charged ions, keeping the tetrahedral coordination. Good-
man [13] and Parthe [14] have shown that families of multinary compounds can be predicted
by isoelectronic ion cross-substitution in the zinc blende structure, also shown in Fig. 1.2. This
cross-substitution maintains an average number of four valence electrons per atomic site. Ad-
ditionally, each anion is bonded to four cations and each cation to four anions.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.2: Ion cross-substitution in the zinc blende structure produces the chalcopyrite (CIGSe)
and kesterite (CZTS) crystals. The anions are shown in yellow, the cations in grey,
blue, green and red. Figure reproduced from [15].

The derivations of the CISe and CZTS multinary compounds are also presented in Fig. 1.2,
by cross-substitution of ions in the zinc blende structure of CdTe. Cation cross-substitution is
done by replacing the four Cd atoms in the zinc blende structure (group II) by two atoms of Cu
(group I) and two of In (group III). The Te anions are replaced by Se anions. When the two In
atoms in CISe are further replaced by one Zn atom (group II) and one Sn atom (group IV), one
obtains the quaternary compound CZTS. CZTS is composed of the cheaper and earth-abundant
tin, Sn, and zinc, Zn, elements, together with sulphur, S, as shown in Fig. 1.1.

The quaternary CZTS is a p-type semiconductor material with a direct bandgap EG of about
1.45 eV and a high absorption coefficient of 104 cm−1 [16] at the conduction band edge which
is sufficient for the film to be incorporated into thin film solar cell devices as a two micron
thick layer. However, CZTS has many drawbacks in its properties which make it difficult to
track down the main culprit currently limiting the device efficiencies to below 13% [17]. These
properties include the difficulty to grow single phase material due to the high number of con-
stituent elements leading to a large number of possible secondary phases, the different possible
arrangements of the Cu and Zn cations in lattice planes and various deep defects [18–20]. As an
alternative to finding the main culprit, one could just attempt to reduce the number of drawbacks
and thus research a new ternary compound that only contains Earth-abundant elements.

The Cu2(Sn,Ge)S3 alloy as thin film absorber candidate
for solar cells

A new ternary semiconductor compound based on Earth-abundant elements can be constructed
from the quaternary CZTS under Zn-poor conditions. The resulting I2-IV-VI3 ternary com-
pound is Cu2SnS3 (abbreviated as CTS), poorly investigated at the start of this thesis but sug-
gested to be the most suited for photovoltaic applications, among all other Cu-Sn-S ternary
compounds [21]. However, first material evaluations have suggested it could be a good light-
harvesting semiconductor with a light absorption coefficient in the order of 104 cm−1 [22] and
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a direct bandgap, EG, with an energy in the optimal range for photovoltaic cells [23]. The
optimal range for the cells is defined by the calculations of Schockley and Queisser [24] on
the maximum device efficiency reachable for a p-n junction device, as a function of EG, as
shown in Fig. 1.3. The absorption lines in the solar spectrum ’AM1.5G’ used to compute the
Schockley-Queisser limit (SQ) lead to the presence of two close maxima: 33% forEG = 1.35 eV
and 32.8% for EG = 1.15 eV [25]. The cell record efficiencies for c-Si, GaAs, CdTe, CZTSSe
and CIGSe-based devices are also reported in Fig. 1.3. Alloying CISe with Ga (in CIGSe) is
feasible because In and Ga belong to the same group III of the periodic table so the number of
valence electrons in the bonds is maintained by the replacement. The latter allows to tune EG
between about 1.0 eV in CISe to 1.6 eV in pure CGSe, as highlighted by the red dotted line. The
region highlighted in pink in Fig. 1.3 presents the bandgap values for which one could ideally
obtain the highest efficiencies.

Figure 1.3: Maximum device efficiency calculated by Schockley and Queisser and reported in
[5] for single p-n junction devices, as a function of the bandgap, EG, of the p-type
absorber layer. The highest efficiencies are reported with dots for c-Si-, GaAs-,
CdTe- and CZTSSe-based devices. The two ternary alloys CIGSe and CGTS are
also reported and the pink region represents the bandgap values that could lead to
the highest efficiencies in the SQ limit. The bandgap energies of the standard top
layers in solar cells, CdS and ZnO, are also shown.

One sees that the CIGSe alloy with current best efficiency (shown with the dot along the dotted
line) lies in this optimum bandgap region. The best CTS-based p-n junction devices had de-
monstrated device efficiencies up to 2.84% [26] at the start of this work. All devices presented
have the same typical device structure used for CIGSe, and presented in Fig. 1.4 as applied to
CTGS, namely: Mo/CTS/CdS/i:ZnO/Al:ZnO/Ni:Al. The cadmium sulphide layer, CdS, is the
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n-type layer of the p-n junction, deposited by chemical bath onto the CTGS absorber layer [27].
The electrical contacts are made of molybdenum, Mo, at the back, sputtered onto a soda-lime
glass (SLG) substrate [28] and n-type zinc oxide, ZnO, as front contact, sputtered on top of the
CdS buffer layer. The bandgaps of CdS and ZnO are large enough to be transparent to the lower
energy photons, as seen in Fig. 1.3. Ni:Al grids are then deposited by e-beam evaporation onto
the device.

Figure 1.4: Typical structure of a CIGSe-based solar cell in substrate configuration, where here
the Cu2(Sn,Ge)S3 absorber replaces the CIGSe absorber. All solar cell layers are
shown with their average thicknesses. i:ZnO indicates intrinsically doped ZnO and
Al:ZnO is ZnO doped with Al.

The highest performance is obtained for a CTS absorber alloyed with 17% germanium [29]
(CTGS), as also seen in Fig. 1.3. Ge is one of the most expensive elements in thin-film pho-
tovoltaics as it can be noticed in Fig. 1.1 but it belongs to the group IV of the periodic table
like Sn. There could be compromises to make between expenses and device performance, as
for CIGSe, if alloying with Ge was also producing very good CTS devices. The addition of
Ge to CTS appears to increase the bandgap above 1 eV in a similar way to Ga in CIGSe, and
highlighted by the red arrow in Fig. 1.3.
The best device efficiencies η to be reported at the start of this work for pure CTS-based thin film
devices and Ge-alloyed CTS are presented in Table 1.1 with respective device parameters: open
circuit voltage Voc, short-circuit current density Jsc, fill factor FF and bandgap energy EG of the
absorber layer, where η corresponds to the product of FF, Jsc and Voc divided by incident light
power. There was no report of a Cu2GeS3-based device at the start of this work. The CTS films
of the reported devices were grown on Mo in very similar ways, from two-step approaches
where Cu-Sn precursors (deposited on Mo via electrodeposition, sputtering or electron beam
evaporation) are further annealed in sulphur atmosphere only (or both sulphur and germanium
disulphide atmospheres [29]) at temperatures between 550 and 580°C.

At this stage, more emphasis was put on making devices with CT(G)S films than understanding
material properties. The modest device efficiencies were due to both low current collection
with Jsc of only a few mA, as well as a low Voc compared to the bandgap energy EG ∼ 1 eV.
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Absorber layer Year Reference EG [eV] Jsc [mA/cm2] Voc [mV] FF [%] η [%]
Cu2SnS3 2012 [30] 0.93 17 104 30 0.5
Cu2SnS3 2012 [26] ≤ 1 29 249 39 2.8
Cu2SnS3 2012 [22] 0.96-1.00 28 211 43 2.5

Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3

(x = 0.17) 2013 [29] 1.02 30 355 56 6.0

Table 1.1: Some of the best device efficiencies reported for CTS at the start of this work, to-
gether with bandgap energies and device parameters. The absorber layer of the best
CTGS-based device shows a bandgap EG above 1 eV.

Since then, in 2015, CTS has reached a new record of 4.6% by alkali doping (NaF) of the CTS
absorber layer [31]. However, knowledge of the material properties remains fairly low. The
little literature available on the characterisation of CTS films reports conflicting bandgaps from
0.93 eV up to 1.35 eV [32, 33]. There is also the report of a metallic form of CTS [34]. Those
differences in EG were suggested to correlate to changes in the crystallographic structure, and
vary with the synthesis method [35] but without much consensus. What is also unknown at the
start of this work is EG as function of the composition in Ge, starting from pure CTS, constitu-
ting one main research question of this thesis. This thesis thus aims to bring more understanding
of CT(G)S properties.

Research questions and overview of this thesis

This thesis has the ambition of increasing the knowledge on the sulphide CTGS materials, which
show very poor consensus at the start of this work as for any newly investigated materials. Pre-
vious research has shown CTGS films are good light harvesters able to produce working solar
cell devices as p-type absorbers, but a better knowledge of material properties could help on
deciding whether studies on the CTGS material are worth pursuing and how to carry on with
further investigations to approach the Shockley-Queisser limit in future years. The next para-
graphs describe the research questions and overview of the thesis, divided into eight chapters,
of which four are result chapters.

Research questions

As demonstrated by the few CTS and CTGS absorbers at the start of this work, further comple-
ted into working p-n heterojunction devices with CdS, I am convinced that it is possible to form
near-stoichiometric CT(G)S absorber layers by cost-efficient two-step synthesis methods, as
also largely employed for CIGS and CZTS-based technologies. This two-step method involves
the annealing of previously deposited metallic precursors, in a chalcogen vapour atmosphere.
To form CTGS alloys of various Ge compositions via an annealing step, I believe that a better
knowledge of the reaction path and assessment of the vapour pressures of the elements are re-
quired. I hypothesise that the kinetics of vapour-solid (precursor) reactions within the annealing
furnace are of huge importance and will act upon the final composition of the CT(G)S film. I
wish to establish kinetics conditions that are sufficient to form films of uniform phase and com-
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position that are reproducible from any type of precursor. In this topic I extend the study to the
selenide compound Cu2SnSe3 (CTSe), which contrarily to Cu2GeSe3 [36, 37], shows despite a
lower bandgap of about 0.8 eV [38, 39] a similar absorption coefficient to CTS and CGS [40, 41]
and could also be of use for photovoltaic purposes, as bottom cell in tandem devices.

Multiple bandgaps are reported for CTS films and a careful literature analysis suggests they
arise due to different synthesis conditions. I hypothesise that temperature is an important factor
in the synthesis which could affect the crystallographic structure of CTS and thus its bandgap.
A similar model is likely to exist for CGS. I wish to pursue this hypothesis by annealing films
at different temperatures and study the resulting dominant crystallographic structure. If I can
prove that one of the polymorphs shows better photovoltaic properties than another, I could
reduce their study to a single crystallographic phase.

The most performing device reported at the time of writing is one based on a CTGS alloy with
17% of Ge, where Ge has been incorporated into the absorber during reactive annealing of pre-
cursors in the presence of a Ge-containing vapour. Therefore alloys could be formed by reactive
annealing. However, the single composition formed does not necessarily mean a broad solution
range of CTGS exists. Thus I wish to study the existence of the width of the solid solution
which, if a larger range of alloys is shown to exist, would allow to build a library of structural
and electronic properties of CTGS.

Finally, a high doping density of the material could affect the collection of charge carriers in
a solar cell device, which instead of being collected to generate electrical current, are lost by
recombination. I would like to check whether the performance of CTGS devices could be af-
fected by high doping densities.

Overview of the thesis

The thesis starts in Chapter 2 with a presentation of all the characterisation techniques that are
of use within this work for compositional, morphological, crystallographic and optoelectronic
analysis of the films and solar cell devices.
Chapter 3 describes the deposition methods of the precursors via electrodeposition and sput-
tering. Those films will be further annealed to form C(T,G)S. The chapter first explains the
electrodeposition from aqueous electrolytes which has been used to deposit stacks of Cu and Sn
on Mo substrates. It also describes the alternative physical method of sputtering used for deve-
loping various stackings of Ge-containing precursors. The chapter ends with a presentation of
the possible alloys that might form in the Cu-Sn-Ge system at room temperature and/or during
light pre-alloying.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the study of the annealing of precursors inside the furnace where
the kinetic conditions that are necessary to form CTS and CGS films that are uniform in com-
position are established, showing the importance of background pressure in this process, with
dramatic effects when selenised CTSe films are prepared. In parallel, the chemical route to CTS
and CGS formation is given. It is also shown that CTGS alloys of uniform composition are the
most likely to be produced from Ge-containing precursors annealed in presence of group IV
chalcogenide vapours.
Chapter 5 investigates the structural and electronic properties of Cu2GeS3 which in the model
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of Cu2SnS3 also shows a transition from a disordered cubic phase to a more ordered monoclinic
phase when annealed above 500°C. The bandgaps and Raman spectra of the cubic phase are
reported for the first time. Photoluminescence measurements suggest the monoclinic phase is
less defective than the cubic one.
The annealing route to form the monoclinic phase is therefore chosen for Chapter 6 which de-
als with the compositional, crystallographic and electrical characterisation of films of the CTGS
alloys. The chapter shows the rapid kinetics of Ge and Sn intermix in the precursor and the ex-
istence of a broad compositional range for CTGS solid solution. In-depth bandgap gradients as
for well performing CIGS devices thus have to be engineered.
Chapter 7 presents the completion of Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 into devices and attempts to give a route
to explain the large performance losses observed, starting from the high doping densities mea-
sured in Chapter 6. A 2.9% efficient device is produced from a depth-graded CTGS absorber.
Chapter 8 presents the conclusion of this work and suggestions for further research and pro-
gression.
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CHAPTER 2

Characterisation techniques for thin films and solar cells

This chapter presents the theoretical background for all precursor, absorber and solar cell cha-
racterisation techniques used in this thesis. Precursor and absorber characterisation techniques
are presented first, where the absorber is a semiconductor compound in the form of thin polycry-
stalline films. They cover in this order: composition, morphology, phase analysis, light absorp-
tion, doping density. The composition of CTGS was studied with Energy Dispersive and/or
Wavelength Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX/WDX) whilst morphology was analysed
with a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Finally, the structural phase analysis of the
bulk material was performed with X-ray diffraction (XRD) whilst its surface was studied with
Raman spectroscopy. Light absorption was measured with Visible-NIR spectroscopy. Es-
timation of net majority carrier doping densities in the absorber layer was carried out with
Capacitance- Voltage measurements (CV). In a second part, the solar cell characterisation
techniques are presented: Current density-Voltage (J-V) curves followed by the External
Quantum Efficiency (EQE). Reference to the appropriate literature on the techniques is given
in each subsection, together with specific details of measurements conditions employed.

2.1 Characterisation of precursor and absorber layer

2.1.1 Composition and morphology

Scanning electron microscopy

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a multi-functional tool widely used in material
science for imaging and compositional analysis. This section gives an overview of the working
principles of the SEM as applied to the study of thin films. It is described extensively in text-
books, [42, 43], to which the reader is referred for more information. The SEM makes use of
an electron beam which can explore nanoscale material while visible light can only get down
to resolutions of several hundreds of nm due to its larger wavelength range. An SEM there-
fore consists of a microscope column with an electron gun and a separate control console. The
electron gun can accelerate electrons down the column to energies between 0.1 and 30 keV. The
electron path crosses various lenses that are focusing the beam into a reasonably sharp beam
of about 1µm width. To create an image of the sample the beam is swept across the sample
surface with a resolution defined by the beam size. The electron beam interacts with the sample
in various ways as pictured in Fig. 2.1a). A scintillator detector measures the particles that are
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scattered out of the sample: secondary electrons (abbreviated as SE), Auger electrons, backs-
cattered electrons deeper in the bulk (abbreviated as BSE) together with X-ray emission. For an
image of the surface to be produced one looks most frequently at the emitted secondary elec-
trons or backscattered electrons (abbreviated as SE and BSE, respectively). To get information
about the surface morphology the detector can be oriented such as mostly SE are collected,
which is possible since BSE follow more defined directions.

Figure 2.1: a) CASINO simulation [44] of the interaction of an electron beam of 20 keV with
a thin Cu2SnS3 film of 1.5 microns deposited on a standard 500 nm thick Mo sub-
strate. The trajectories of the scattered electrons in the first hundreds of nm are
shown in red (i.e the secondary electrons (SE)) and deeper in blue (i.e the back-
scattered electrons (BSE),) leading to the emission of characteristic X-rays, from
the volume of interaction defined by the blue solid line. Additionally, Auger elec-
trons can also be emitted from the surface. The inset (shown to-scale) shows the
respective beam-sample interactions for a primary electron beam of 7 keV. b) Sche-
matic representation of the generation mechanism of X-rays, via interaction of the
primary electron beam with electron shells (K, L, M...) in the sample. c) Schema-
tic representation of the mechanism of generation of an Auger electron via similar
interactions.

BSE that are beam electrons, scattered elastically by the sample, would be collected to get
information on compositional contrasts, as the number of BSE depends on the atomic number Z
of the atoms probed. As heavier atoms have larger scattering cross sections than lighter atoms,
and thus emit more BSE, their measurement results in brighter spots in the final image. To
reach larger depths in the sample, the acceleration of primary electrons should be increased to
higher acceleration voltages to probe a bigger volume, so that BSE can be emitted. For surface
morphology information, however, smaller acceleration voltages are sufficient, as pictured in
Fig. 2.1a) at 7 keV. The top view images and cross-sections obtained within the scope of this
work were measured with a Hitachi SEM (SU-70). SEM images were usually recorded in SE
mode with an acceleration voltage of the primary electron beam of 7 keV.
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Energy/wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

Besides the analysis of morphological and elemental contrasts with the SEM by detection of
the emitted SE and BSE, the relative composition of elements in a sample can be determined by
analysis of the energy quanta of emitted X-rays. The technique is described as energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (abbreviated as EDX). As sketched in Fig. 2.1b), X-rays are emitted when
an electron from a higher energetic shell falls into an empty and lower state of a SE which
has been knocked out of its shell by the primary electron beam (the transition is here sketched
from the L to the K shell). As the spacing between the electron shells differs with the chemical
element, the emitted quanta of energy are thus characteristic of the elements present in the
sample. By analysis of the integrated intensity of each energy peak of the resulting spectrum,
quantitative information on the elemental ratios in the sample can also be obtained. Energies of
the possible elements to be found in CTGS on Mo (i.e Mo, Cu, Ge, Sn and S) are reported in
table 2.1.1 together with Se, as Cu2SnSe3 films are also measured in Chapter 4.

Nature of emission line/Atom Mo Cu Ge Sn S Se
Kα line [keV] 17.480 8.048 9.887 25.272 2.308 11.223
Lα line [keV] 2.293 0.930 1.188 3.444 (-) 1.379

Table 2.1: X-ray emission lines for Mo, Cu, Ge, Sn, S and Se in keV.

An EDX spectrum measured on a CTGS thin film on Mo with an acceleration voltage of 30 keV
is shown in Fig 2.2a). To measure a specific emission line, the acceleration voltage has to be
higher than the energy of this line. Since the depth probed depends on the acceleration voltage, it
also means that different volumes probe different elements. It can be seen in Table 2.1.1 that the
K line of S and the L line of Mo are very close to each other, only separated by 15 eV, which is
likely below the spectral resolution (130 eV for the Mn K-line at about 6 keV [42]). Therefore,
although new generations of EDX detectors with better deconvolution algorithms effectively
separate the Mo and S signals, the measurement system used in this work requires the use of
wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (abbreviated as WDX) to quantify the relative Mo/S
amounts, with a ten times better spectral resolution than EDX, as shown in Fig. 2.2b). If only
Cu/(Sn+Ge) or Ge/(Sn+Ge) ratio are measured, EDX is sufficient.
If EDX and WDX are performed separately, it is important to use the same acceleration voltage
if one wants to compare the output compositional ratio, especially if the sample has a com-
positional depth gradient. As seen in Fig. 2.1a) for 20 and 7 keV there is a large difference
in interaction volume for different voltages. All EDX/WDX measurements performed in this
work were performed with a Hitachi SEM (SU-70), in most cases done with an acceleration
voltage of 20 keV on ∼ 1µm points or ∼ 60µm2 area. It happened however that films were
sometimes a bit thicker and thus 30 keV were employed as well to test for the depth uniformity
of the sample. WDX was only performed additionally to the EDX in the cases where the films
are thin enough for the beam to penetrate the Mo, and thus inhibit the correct quantification of
the S/(Cu+Sn+Ge) ratio. In Chapter 4 EDX mappings were recorded and overlaid with SEM
top views, allowing to study both elemental distribution and surface morphology.
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Figure 2.2: a) EDX spectrum (EDX counts vs energyE) measured on a SLG/Mo/CTGS sample.
One can see the K lines of Cu, Ge and S at 8.048, 9.887, and 2.308 keV, respecti-
vely, and the L lines of Cu, Ge, Sn, and Mo at 0.930, 1.188, 3.444 and 2.293 keV,
respectively. b) WDX spectrum measured on the same sample (WDX counts vs
energy E) done in parallel with sufficient resolution to separate the L line from the
Mo substrate and the K line from S in the absorber layer.

2.1.2 Phase identification

The understanding of the phases present in a crystalline material together with their structure
is of key importance in physics and material sciences. To find out the nature of these phases
and their relative atomic positions in the polycrystalline films, the interaction of light with the
material is investigated. X-rays have a wavelength in the tenth of nanometer range, which is in
the order of interatomic distances. The general background of the X-ray diffraction technique
is described here but more details on the technique can be found in textbooks [43, 45].

X-ray diffraction

Crystal structures The smallest unit of atomic periodicity within a crystal lattice is termed
the unit cell, which has dimensions a, b and c separated by the angles α, β, γ, denoted the lattice
parameters. The variation of lattice parameters defines seven crystal systems, as referred here
in table 2.1.2 by increasing order of symmetry. More details can be found in crystallography
textbooks such as Ref.[46]. As CTGS is a relatively new material, confirming in which system
it lies is essential, and is studied in Chapters 5 and 6.

X-ray diffraction technique With a wavelength λ ∼1 Å comparable to the interatomic
distance in a crystal, X-rays are the perfect investigators of crystalline structures. In this work,
the X-ray source is an X-ray tube with a copper target, meaning the X-ray beam is described
by the CuKα transition with a wavelength λ = 1.54056 Å. When X-rays impinge on a solid its
electrons start to oscillate with the same frequency, emitting electromagnetic radiation scattered
in all directions. Both constructive and destructive interferences of the scattered radiation occur
symmetrically around the sample. Bragg’s law of diffraction (Eq. (2.1)). describes the condition
for constructive interference, in a geometrical configuration (illustrated in [45]) where atoms in
the solid are periodically arranged on parallel planes separated by the interplanar distance dhkl.
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Lattice system Lattice constants Angles
Triclinic a 6= b 6= c α 6= β 6= γ 6= 90
Monoclinic a 6= b 6= c α = γ = 90°, β 6= 90°
Orthorhombic a 6= b 6= c α = β = γ = 90°
Tetragonal a = b 6= c α = β = γ = 90°
Hexagonal a = b 6= c α = β = 90°, γ = 120°
Rhombohedral

(or trigonal) a = b = c α = β = γ 6= 90°

Cubic a = b = c α = β = γ = 90°

Table 2.2: Seven existing lattice systems with their lattice parameters (a,b,c,α, β, γ) arranged
by increasing symmetry: the triclinic is the least symmetric system and the cubic the
most symmetric.

Each crystallographic plane is characterised by the Miller indices h, k and l. Bragg’s law states:

nλ = 2dhklsin(θ) (2.1)

with n an integer number of wavelength and θ the incidence angle of the X-rays onto the sample.
Bragg’s law is the ground rule of X-ray diffraction (abbreviated as XRD). An X-ray diffracto-
gram is measured by varying the angle θ: this is done either by scanning the X-ray source and
the detector radially around the sample, or by rotating the sample itself. The resulting scattered
X-rays reaching the detector are measured as a number of counts, which produce a pattern of
Bragg peaks as a function of 2θ. The most common setup geometry to measure XRD is a θ - 2θ
scan, as presented in Fig. 2.3a), where the incident and scattered beams each form an angle θ to
the planar surface of the sample.

Figure 2.3: Experimental setups for a) a θ - 2θ scan and b) a grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
scan, where α is the grazing angle and θ the scanning angle.

In the θ - 2θ geometry, Bragg’s equation (2.1) is only verified for the diffraction of X-rays by
lattice planes that are parallel to the sample planar surface. This geometry is not the best suited
for the measurement of thin films because the X-rays only travel a short distance within the thin
film and a larger distance in the substrate. Thus the highest contribution observed in the resulting
XRD pattern is from the substrate. To solve this issue, an alternative geometry, the grazing
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incidence XRD (abbreviated as GI-XRD), is commonly used to analyse thin films and presented
in Fig. 2.3b). In this configuration, the X-ray beam penetrates the sample with a small and
constant incidence angle αwhile the detector moves around the sample as previously. The small
fixed incidence angle increases the path length of X-rays within the film, which is beneficial to
any phase and structural identification. It is possible to evaluate the X-ray penetration depth
in the film for any incidence angle α. This is done by means of the Beer-Lambert law which
expresses the intensity decay of the X-rays after their absorption in the material. Details of the
calculation are given in paragraph 2.1.2 for CTGS films. It is seen in Fig. 2.4 that it is perfectly
reasonable to use α values between 0.5 and 6° to probe from the few hundred nm of the surface
to the full depth of a three micron film. However, it is not recommended to use values below
0.5°, which is around the critical angle of total reflection. Incidence angles below the critical
angle probe the first few nm of the film but lead to weak intensities and systematic peak shifts.
The X-ray diffractograms present Bragg peaks at specific angles 2θ. The amplitude of Bragg
peaks is directly proportional to the square of the structure factor, Fhkl. Fhkl is the Fourier
transform of the scattering density. Assuming that the scattering is localised on the atom centres,
Fhkl can also be calculated as the sum of all individual scattering amplitudes fn (also called form
factor) of each atom n in the unit cell, as given in Eq. (2.2):

Fhkl =
N∑
n=1

fn exp(2πi(hxnkynlzn)) (2.2)

where each atom is represented by its positions in the unit cell defined by the fractional coordi-
nates (xn, yn, zn) and the Miller indices (hkl) of the lattice plane on which it lies.
Each peak in a diffractogram can be assigned to a specific plane (hkl), and thus a crystal struc-
ture assigned to a sample. These may be cross-compared with existing databases with diffrac-
togram patterns of similar compounds. Most measurements in this work (i.e Chapter 4) were
performed in grazing incidence configuration GI-XRD, such as in Fig. 2.3b), with a Bruker D8
DISCOVER. The divergence slit used on the X-ray source arm is 1.2 mm together with a soller
slit. Furthermore, the grazing angle α was set to 0.5°. The GI-XRD measurements discussed
in Chapter 6 were obtained on a PANAlytical XPert Pro MPD diffractometer, using a soller
slit as well as a 1

4

0 divergence slit at the source arm. α was set to 0.5, 3 or 6°. Before each
measurement, a height alignment of the sample was performed in order to avoid peak shifts.
The typical scan range for the investigation of CTGS thin films and their possible secondary
phases was between 10 and 90°. Phase identification is based on the 2016 PDF database from
the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD PDF-2016) [47].
Deeper investigations on the structure and microstructural properties of the films can also be
performed via refinement of the crystal structure. This refinement consists in the attempt to ma-
tch a calculated XRD with the experimental data thanks to an XRD-specific computing software
[48] based on the Rietveld algorithm [49]. The Rietveld refinement method can provide a whole
lot of information (lattice parameters, atomic coordinates, occupancy of atomic positions, pre-
ferential orientation, isotropic thermal parameters and estimations for strain and stress effects)
but it also requires a structural model (i.e all atomic positions) from which the structure factor
Fhkl can be computed. In this work, a simpler model of crystal structure refinement named
Le Bail refinement is used. It is simpler because it does not require any structural model [50]
but only the attribution of an appropriate space group and initial unit cell parameters, which
constrain the Bragg peak positions to specific 2θ values. The parameters being fitted include
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the unit cell parameters, the instrumental zero error, the peak width and peak shape parameters.
Le Bail refinement exploits the following Rietveld decomposition formula (Eq. (2.3)) in an ite-
rative manner to estimate the structure factor F 2

hkl for unknown atomic positions. The formula
states for the pattern intensity IK :

IK =
∑
j

wj,K · F 2
hkl ·

yj(obs)

yj(calc)
(2.3)

where wj,K is a measure of the contribution of the Bragg peak at position 2θK to the diffraction
profile yj at position 2θj and yj(calc) is the calculated total intensity profile at position 2θj
from all contributing Bragg peaks. The sum is over all yj(obs) that can theoretically contribute
to the intensity IK . Initially, all F 2

hkl are set to an arbitrary equal value and IK values for
each Bragg peak are calculated with Eq. (2.3). Those IK values are then used to determine
new F 2

hkl values by iteration. The process is repeated until the fit is in good agreement with
the experimental data. This method yields basic information as the cell parameters, refines
the background and the peak shape. As mentioned space groups and lattice parameters have
to be input in the Fullprof software. The diffractograms are thus fitted to the space group
C1c1 for CTGS and Im3m for the contribution of the Mo substrate, as explained in Chapter 6.
The lattice parameters for CTS, CGS and Mo used are taken from the database 2016 of the
International Centre for Diffraction Data [47]. The refinement process begins with background
fitting, for which points are fixed manually within the FullProf software. FullProf is then run to
calculate the initial model of the intensity profile with an arbitrary structure factor for all peaks,
as explained previously. Iterations were run on a basis of a maximum of 100 cycles with one
parameter being refined at a time in the following sequence: the unit cell, the full width at half
maximum, the zero point of the detector. Refinement of the unit cell parameters a, b, c and β is
performed in Chapter 6 in the monoclinic unit cell of CTGS. Thus changes in the unit cell with
the composition of Ge can be quantified.

Sampling depth of grazing incidence X-ray diffraction in CTGS films Average
X-ray penetration depths z in grazing incidence geometry can be calculated by means of the
attenuation law. z describes the depth at which the X-ray intensity reaches 37% (= 1

e
) of the

incident X-ray intensity I0. The attenuation law expresses the intensity at the distance x in the
film as a function of I0, such as:

I(x) = I0 exp(−µρx) (2.4)

with µ the mass attenuation coefficient and ρ the material density. In the GI geometry presented
in Fig. 2.3b), the incident beam path length Li in the material before reflection and the path
length after reflection Lr can be expressed as function of the penetration depth z as follows:

Li =
z

sin(α)
, Lr =

z

sin(2θ − α)
, (2.5)

with Li+Lr the total distance travelled in the film by the beam, and thus replaces x in Eq. (2.4).
The penetration depth z can be finally calculated for any incident angle α as function of 2θ as:

z =
1

µρ
(

1

sinα
+

1

sin(2θ − α)
) (2.6)
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For example, and for the experimental investigation in Chapter 6, z is calculated for the pure
CTS, CGS and a CTGS alloy for α = 0.5, 3 and 6°. For each compound:

µ(CTGS) = ρ(CTGS)Σ
Mi

M(CTGS)

µ

ρ i
(2.7)

where µ
ρ i

is the elemental attenuation coefficient found in databases (NIST) and the approximate
density ρ(CTGS) is calculated from the volume of a monoclinic unit cell (with the unit cell data
found in [51] considering it contains 4 formula units.)

Figure 2.4: X-ray penetration depth z (nm), calculated for pure Cu2SnS3 (light grey), a
Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 alloy (x=0.5) (dark grey) and pure Cu2GeS3 (black) as function of
2. The calculation is done for grazing incidence geometry angles of α = 0.5 (dashed
lines), 3.0 (solid lines) and 6.0°(dotted lines), following the attenuation law.

Fig. 2.4 confirms that α = 6°allows to reach a depth of 3 microns.

Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is an optical and non-destructive technique using monochromatic laser
light to obtain information on the bonding state of atoms inside a material. The nature of the
bonds gives hints on the crystal structure and composition of the sample. For more details, one
should refer to [43]. When laser light impinges on a material, a small fraction of its photons
(< 1%) is scattered by the material. Scattering occurs both elastically and inelastically, and
Raman measures both signals as a function of their frequency. Elastic scattering, where energy
is conserved, occurs due to the electromagnetic nature of light. The applied oscillating field
induces a time-dependent polarisation in the material, and thus the material radiates energy at
the same frequency. In the resulting Raman spectrum, a high signal from the elastic scattering is
always visible which is called Rayleigh signal and at a frequency equal to the frequency of the
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incident beam. Fig. 2.5a) shows a Raman spectrum measured on crystalline silicon Si, where
the most intense signal corresponds to the Rayleigh peak. Two peaks of lower intensity are also
visible. They relate to inelastic scattering and are the peaks of interest in a Raman measurement.
Inelastic scattering occurs due to the offset between the atomic polarisation fields in the material
(the atoms oscillating with a certain frequency for T> 0 K) and the external electric field. This
offset is described as Raman shift. The two Raman signals seen in Fig. 2.5 around the Rayleigh
peak show this Raman shift and correspond each to the creation of a phonon with the energy
Ω (”Stokes”) or annihilation of a phonon with the energy Ω (”Anti-Stokes”). The creation of
a phonon within the crystal results in the emission of photons of lower energy, while emitted
photons have a higher energy when a phonon is annihilated. Among the two, the Stokes line is
used for analysis due to its higher intensity. The intensity of the Raman signal can be enhanced
to some extent by increasing the intensity of the laser light. It can also be increased together
with the concentration of Raman active species. Eventually, it also varies with the polarisability
of the considered atomic species, explained by group theory.

Figure 2.5: a) Raman spectrum of crystalline Si (found in [43]) showing the elastic (Rayleigh)
and inelastic (Stokes and Anti-Stokes) scattered signals, b) Sketch of a typical in-
strumental setup used for Raman and photoluminescence measurements.

In this thesis, CTGS thin films are analysed with Raman spectroscopy in parallel to XRD,
in Chapters 5 and 6. The measurements are performed with incident wavelengths λ of 442,
532, 633 and 785 nm in Chapter 5, and 633 nm in Chapter 6, with respective laser powers
41, 21, 84 and 45 µW in order of increasing λ. These were carefully selected in order not to
inappropriately heat the sample and result in peak shifts. Prior to measurement λ was calibrated
with an integrated Si-sample. A typical Raman setup is presented in Fig. 2.5b). Raman being a
surface sensitive technique, the beam only probes the first 80 to 150 nm of the film. The laser
beam is focused on the sample with a diameter of about 1 micron. This resolution is defined by
choice of the spectrometer focal length, the diffractometer grating, the incident λ and the pixel
size of the detector. The radiation scattered from the sample is refocused and measured thanks
to a charge-coupled device detector (CDD).
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2.1.3 Optical characterisation with photoluminescence

Photoluminescence (abbreviated as PL) is a suitable and widely employed optical technique
to investigate the quality of an absorber layer for solar cells. PL allows to study the radiative
recombination processes in the semiconductor and conclude on the defect levels existing within
the bandgap. Detailed information on photoluminescence and its application to thin film solar
cells can be found in Ref.[43].
When a solid is irradiated with light of energy E superior to the bandgap of the semiconductor,
i.e E > EG, light is absorbed by the semiconductor material and its electrons are excited
from the valence band (VB) to high energy states in the conduction band (CB), leaving behind
holes in a broad range of states of the VB. The excited electrons in the CB, and holes in the
VB, rapidly thermalise to the conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum
(VBM), respectively, or to defect states within the bandgap. After thermalisation, electrons
recombine with holes either radiatively or non-radiatively via deep defects within the bandgap.
PL consists in looking at the radiative emission where recombination occurs with the emission
of a photon. A PL measurement consists in measuring the energy and intensity of the emitted
photon flux or luminescence. PL can be measured both at room temperature (RT) and low
temperature (low T), depending on the transition one is interested to investigate. Examples of
common recombination pathways measurable at LT and RT are drawn in the band diagram of
Fig. 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Examples of radiative recombination pathways (excitonic, donor-acceptor and
band-to-band transitions) drawn with black arrows, occurring in a PL experiment
after photon absorption and thermalisation of the generated electron-hole pair to the
band edges Ec and EV (both drawn in red).

Excitonic and donor-acceptor transitions are defect transitions that can be observed in PL done
at low T. At RT enough thermal energy is available for the shallow donor and acceptor sta-
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tes to be ionised and the excitons to dissociate, which means only band-to-band transitions or
transitions between donor and acceptor states that are deeper in the bandgap are measurable.
Thus PL measurements done at RT typically allows to determine the bandgap energy EG of the
CTGS samples, mostly underestimated by the donor-acceptor transition. When PL is measured
at room temperature (RT) the measured photon flux YPL outside the sample can be expressed
as [52]:

YPL =
2π

h3c2
E2 · a(E)

exp(E−4µ
kT

)− 1
[=]

photon
area · time · bandwidth

(2.8)

with T the temperature, 4µ the quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS) and a(E) the absorptivity.
4µ describes the difference between the Fermi levels EF of the conduction and valence bands
under illumination. a(E) is function of the front surface reflectivity Rf , the absorption coeffi-
cient αabs and the laser penetration depth x, such as:

a(E) = (1−Rf )(1− exp(−αabs(E)x)). (2.9)

where for λ = 514 and 660 nm, x ∼ 80 and 250 nm in CTGS, respectively [53].
YPL is mostly determined by the exponential decay in Eq. (2.8). Thus a higher YPL of the band-
to-band transition results in a larger QFLS, and a higher device open-circuit voltage Voc can be
expected in the corresponding solar cell device. The prospective Voc can be calculated from4µ
if it can be obtained via fitting of the high energy wing of the PL peak, which in our data is not
feasible due to large tailing of the peak.

PL measurements presented in Chapter 5 were carried out at RT on a home-built setup with an
excitation wavelength of 514.5 nm using an Argon ion laser, with a spot size of 80µm dispersed
with a 303 mm spectrograph. The measurements were spectrally corrected using a calibrated
halogen lamp. The measurements presented in Chapter 6 were performed at RT as well with an
excitation wavelength of 660 nm and 80µm spot size.

2.1.4 Visible-near infrared spectroscopy

Reflectance and transmittance of CTGS films was measured with Visible-Near Infrared spectroscopy
(Vis-NIR) from a tungsten-halogen lamp. Ultraviolet (UV) measurements are also possible with
radiation from a deuterium lamp but are not performed in this thesis where one focuses on ma-
terials with bandgaps below 3 eV. More information on the technique can be found in Refs....
The measurements presented in this thesis in Chapter 2 were carried out using a Perkin Elmer
Lambda 950 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer. The transmission T and reflection R are measured as
a function of the incident wavelength on the sample, in this work between 680 (visible, red)
to 1550 nm (NIR), selected thanks to a monochromator. The monochromatic light is split into
two beams of equal intensity. The reference beam goes to the detector and the second beam is
focused onto the sample. For the reflection measurement, the sample is placed within an inte-
grating sphere, a hollow spherical cavity covered on the interior with white reflecting coating.
This sphere ensures that any light reflected from the sample surface is scattered evenly within
the cavity. This diffuse light is then detected using a photomultiplier tube and InGaAs detectors
which are positioned within the sphere. In the case of transmission measurements, the sample
is mounted at the front of the integrating sphere blocking the entrance point of the irradiating
light. Any light that passes through the sample into the integrating sphere is detected. From
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the measured T and R the absorption coefficient α of the CTGS material can be calculated
following:

α = −1

x
log(

T

1−R
), (2.10)

with x the thickness of the film.
Before any measurement, zero values of T and R must be determined for calibration. In this
aim, T and R are measured over the desired wavelength range with two white boards instead of
the sample.
To be able to measure T the CTGS films should be detached from the opaque Mo substrate and
stuck onto a transparent soda-lime glass substrate. This prerequisite limits the usability of this
technique on the layers annealed in this thesis which show a high adherence to the substrate.
Thus, to be able to evaluate α it would be easier to have CTGS directly deposited on SLG
instead of SLG/Mo, thus the Cu,Sn,Ge-containing precursors should be deposited on SLG. To
study light absorption in Cu2GeS3 in Chapter 5, copper was directly deposited on soda-lime
glass using a wet-chemical method with copper formate as an organic salt, and further annealed
in a GeS and S atmosphere, as described in Chapter 4. One might refer to Ref.[54] for more
details on the precursor deposition method. In this work, one makes sure that the resulting
Cu2GeS3 film after annealing is identical to the ones prepared on Mo, so one can make use of
the T −R measurements.
The inflection points of the absorption spectrum, determined from its derivative dα

dE , are known
to give a fair estimation of the optical bandgap EG [55]. The optical bandgap of CTGS can also
be determined from the plot of the product (α · E)2 as a function of the incident photon energy
E, which is described as a ’Tauc plot’. EG is extracted from the linear extrapolation of the Tauc
plot to the x-axis.

2.1.5 Electrical characterisation with capacitance-voltage
measurements

Capacitance-voltage measurements (abbreviated as CV) yield information on the net doping
density of majority carriers and densities of electrically active defects, in a semiconductor [56].
The capacitance (per unit area) is defined as the change of charge Q (per unit area) by a change
of applied voltage V , such as:

C =
dQ

dV
(2.11)

In this thesis, the Mott-Schottky technique is employed in CV measurements to determine the
net doping density of CTGS films. The CTGS semiconductor film is layered within two metallic
layers: the standard Mo substrate at the back and a 3 micron thick aluminium layer at the front
surface. The Mo-CTGS interface is considered to be ohmic, thus not presenting an appreciable
barrier to hole transfer across the interface. Electronic transport at the metal-semiconductor
interface Al-CTGS is controlled through the Schottky model where a charge depleted region
occurs in the semiconductor, causing band bending. By varying the applied voltage, one chan-
ges the built-in voltage Vbi at the junction, described the magnitude of the bending. The rela-
tionship between the interface capacitance C and the applied potential V is described by the
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Mott-Schottky equation:
1

C2
=

2

qεANA

(Vbi + V − kbT

q
) (2.12)

with NA the doping density (1/cm3), q the elementary charge, A the surface area of the sample
and ε the dielectric constant of the material.
A plot of 1

C2 as a function of V should have a linear region. NA is obtained from the slope Vbi
from the extrapolation to the x-axis. C-V measurements have been performed in this thesis on
the SLG/Mo/CTGS films presented in Chap. 6, with Al evaporated on the surface of the film
with a Ferrotech Electron-beam evaporation tool. The SLG/Mo/CTGS/Al samples were then
mounted in an evacuated cryostat at a temperature of 300 K and left there in the dark for at
least 8 hours before the C-V measurements were carried out with an Agilent E4980A Precision
LCR Meter at a frequency of 100 kHz. The apparent doping was extracted from the slope of the
resulting Mott-Schottky plots (cf. Eq. (2.12)).

2.2 Characterisation of solar cells

Photovoltaic devices may be fabricated out of the produced CTGS absorber layers, following
the structure presented in Fig. 1.4. Device characterisation is performed by measurement of the
device response to photoexcitation, which allows the determination of its power conversion ef-
ficiency. The theoretical background of current density-voltage and external quantum efficiency
analysis presented in this section are found in Ref.[43], to which the reader might refer for more
information.

2.2.1 Current density-voltage characteristics

A solar cell device is characterised by its power conversion efficiency η. η expresses the ratio
between the maximal electrical power Pmax generated by the device and the incident light po-
wer Pin irradiating the device, as:

η =
Pmax
Pin

(2.13)

η could reach in an ideal case the limit of about 33% established from the calculations of
Schockley and Queisser [24] for an absorber layer with a bandgap EG of 1.4 eV. To measure η,
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics are evaluated: in this aim, the sample is illuminated with
known power Pin and its current response I (in Amps) is measured under application of a range
of voltages V (in Volts). The same measurement is repeated without illumination, i.e in the
dark. More often, the current is expressed in terms of current density J , with J = I

A
with A

the surface area of the sample in cm2, which results in J-V curves. An example of a set of J-V
curves, measured in the dark and under illumination, is presented in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: a) Exemplary set of J-V curves of a thin film-based solar cell device measured in the
dark (black) and under illumination (red). The maximum power point Pmax of the
J-V curve under illumination is highlighted as the crossing point of Jmax and Vmax.
The theoretical maximum power point is also shown at the crossing of Jsc and Voc,
b) An external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurement of a thin-film based device
(here CZTS) showing optical and collection losses with their origins highlighted on
the graph [25]. The bandgaps of the CdS and ZnO layers are also indicated.

The current density of the solar cell in the dark, Jd, describing the dark J-V curve in Fig. 2.7a),
is given by the diode equation (2.14):

Jd = J0(exp (
qV

nkbT
)− 1), (2.14)

with J0 the diode saturation current density and n the diode quality factor. n describes how
closely any investigated diode obeys the ideal diode equation [57] and thus equals 1 for ideal
devices. kbT /q is the thermal voltage, giving the temperature dependence of the curve with kb
the Boltzmann constant and q the elementary charge. The J-V curve measured under illumi-
nation is equivalent to the dark J-V curve, shifted by a negative and constant current value, as
seen in Fig. 2.7a). This value is described as the short-circuit current density Jsc corresponding
to the current flow at zero applied bias, V = 0 V. For for V 6= 0 V, Jsc can be approximated as
the photocurrent density Jill, considering that charge carrier collection is independent of the
applied bias. Under illumination, Eq. (2.14) is modified to describe the resulting photocurrent
density J as:

J = J0(exp (
qV

nkbT
)− 1)− Jill. (2.15)

The voltage measured at zero current is the open-circuit voltage Voc as represented in Fig. 2.7a)
and as extracted from Eq. (2.15) for J = 0, can be expressed as follows:

Voc =
nkbT

q
ln
Jill
J0
. (2.16)
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The minimum value of J0 occurs when there is only radiative (band-to-band) recombination in
the device. Non-radiative recombination leads to an increase of J0 and thus a decrease of the
Voc.
The electrical output power P (in Watts) defined as product of I and V reaches a maximum
value Pmax at the maximum power point (Imax, Vmax) on the J-V curve:

Pmax = Imax · Vmax : (2.17)

In an ideal assumption where the device could deliver a constant current density Jsc until the
open circuit voltage [57], thus showing a rectangular J-V curve, the maximal power point would
be at the crossing between the short-circuit current density Jsc and the open-circuit voltage Voc.
A dimensionless entity called the fill factor (FF ) (0 < FF < 1) and usually described as a
percentage exists as:

FF =
Jmax · Vmax
Jsc · Voc

(2.18)

describing how close the measured J-V curve is to the square shape delimited by Jsc and Voc,
as seen on the schematic J-V curve in Fig. 2.7a). The power conversion device efficiency η (cf
Eq. (2.13) can be rewritten considering Eq. (2.17) as:

η =
Jmax · Vmax

Pin
, (2.19)

which with Eq. (2.18) gives finally:

η =
Jsc · Voc · FF

Pin
. (2.20)

Power losses in the device and thus deviations from ideality are described by the diode ideality
factor n as well as both series and shunt (parallel) resistances, Rs and Rsh. These parasitic re-
sistances reduce solar cell efficiency by dissipating power, and thus decrease the fill factor. The
diode equation under illumination (Eq. 2.15) is modified to account for the power dissipation,
as:

J = J0(exp
q(V − AJRs)

nkbT
− 1) +

V − AJRs

Rsh

− Jill. (2.21)

with A the surface area of the solar cell.
Eq. (2.21) assumes that the charge carrier recombination rate is directly proportional to the pro-
duct of electron and hole generation with a sufficiently high charge carrier mobility for charge
carrier collection at any voltage bias. Change in the magnitude or type of recombination is re-
flected in the diode factor, n > 1.
Magnitudes of Rs and Rsh can be extracted from the dark J-V curve. Rs and Rsh are roughly
estimated from the inverse slopes of the J-V curves at voltages more positive than the Voc and
near the Jsc, respectively. In an ideal device, Rsh is infinite and Rs is 0 Ω.
The J-V measurements done in this work were performed at RT both in the dark and under illu-
mination, using a OAI Trisol Standard Solar Simulator with a Keithley current voltage source
calibrated by a silicon reference solar cell (WPVS-Cell, RS-ID-3, Serial No. 006-2007, from
ISE/S. Brachmann) and with a four probe configuration.
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2.2.2 External quantum efficiency
Solar cell devices are subject to both optical and electrical losses that can be analysed with ex-
ternal quantum efficiency measurements (abbreviated as EQE). An EQE measurement consists
in irradiating the solar cell with monochromatic light varying over a given wavelength spectral
range dλ and measuring the collected current for each λ. Without voltage bias, the collected
current equals Isc. The standard EQE plot is obtained by ratio of the wavelength-dependent
number of collected electrons dIsc/e to the incident photon flux dφ, such as:

EQE(λ) =
dIsc(λ)

q · dφ(λ)
, (2.22)

with q the elementary charge. The short-circuit current density of a solar cell can be therefore
be obtained by integrating the product of the EQE spectrum with the incident photon flux over
all wavelengths, following:

Jsc =
Isc
A

=

∫
q · EQE · Φdλ. (2.23)

A standard EQE plot is presented in Fig. 2.7b) for a Cu2ZZnSnSe4 device with report of the
origin of optical and electrical losses on the spectrum. The Gärtner equation [58] (Eq.( 2.24))
expresses the low energy side (high λ) of the EQE in terms of the absorption coefficient α, the
space charge region width W , and the minority carrier diffusion length Ld:

EQE = 1− exp(−αW )

1 + αLd
(2.24)

Under the assumption that in small grained polycrystalline materials, α · Ld << 1, Eq.( 2.24)
becomes [59]:

EQE = 1− exp(−α(W + Ld)), (2.25)

where for highly doped material, it is very likely that W << Ld. For incident photon energies
E = ν near the bandgap EG of a direct bandgap material such as CTGS, α can be expressed
as:

αhν = A(hν − EG)
1
2 (2.26)

with A a constant. Replacing α in Eq. (2.25) by its expression in Eq. (2.26) leads to Eq. (2.27):

− hν ln(1− EQE) = (W + Ld)A(hν − EG)
1
2 (2.27)

A plot of (hν ln(1 − EQE))2 against hν gives a straight line allowing to extract the bandgap
value EG. EG corresponds to the intercept of this line with the x-axis.
EQE measurements presented in this work were made at RT in a home-built setup using chop-
ped monochromatic light source (beam area 1×1 mm) from a Xenon (300 ≤ λ ≤ 800 nm) and
a Tungsten lamp (800 ≤ λ ≤ 1650 nm). The two light sources are calibrated with a Si and an
InGaAs photodiode and the resulting photocurrent is measured using a lock-in amplifier.
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CHAPTER 3

Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 precursor fabrication

This chapter introduces the procedures employed for precursor fabrication. For the growth
of CTGS absorber layers, or more accurately, Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, precursor
fabrication corresponds to the deposition of copper Cu, tin Sn and germanium Ge thin films
on a Mo-coated soda-lime glass (SLG) substrate. The sulphur is only incorporated later during
post-deposition annealing of the precursors where their crystallisation into the final ternary alloy
occurs, as illustrated here and investigated in chapter 4.

Two different procedures were used for metal deposition, on SLG/Mo:

1. Electrodeposition

2. Sputtering

This chapter starts with the introduction of the theoretical concepts of the electrodeposition pro-
cess. The electrodeposition was done two ways: either from aqueous solvents or from organic
solvents which are known to facilitate the deposition of germanium and the reasons for this are
explained in the second part of the chapter. Thirdly, the concepts of DC magnetron sputtering
will be shortly introduced. This method allows for various stacking orders that will be pre-
sented. Finally, the concept of alloying is introduced for the Cu-Sn, Cu-Ge and Ge-Sn binary
systems.
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3 Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 precursor fabrication

3.1 Basic principles of electrodeposition

Electrochemical deposition (or electrodeposition) is a low-cost technique for the deposition of
stacked elemental layers, metal alloys or chalcogenide compounds onto a conductive substrate.
The method is acknowledged for its easy upscaling for industrial purposes and often used alter-
natively to expensive vacuum techniques (e.g Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)) for thin film
deposition [60]. In this thesis stacks of elemental Cu and Sn metallic layers were electrodepo-
sited on conductive Mo-coated SLG substrates. The first section of this chapter describes the
basics of the electrodeposition process, before applying this knowledge to the deposition of Cu
and Sn layers on Mo. More details on the electrodeposition process can be found in Ref.[61].

3.1.1 Redox reactions at the anode and cathode
Electrodeposition makes use of oxido-reduction (redox) reactions to coat a metallic layer on a
conductive substrate. The deposition process of the metal M occurs on the substrate via elec-
trochemical reduction of metal cations Mn+ present in an electrolyte, as follows:

Mn+
(aq) + ne− → M(s) (3.1)

The reduction is thus a gain of electrons, with n the integer number of required electrons e–

required for the cation Mn+ to form one M atom on the substrate. The reduction occurs at the
solid-liquid interface that is the interface between the substrate to be coated and the electrolyte
in which it is immersed. The electrolyte is prepared by dissolving metal salts in a solvent and
thus contains both cations and anions, where only the cations contribute to the redox reaction.
The electrons are provided via an electrical circuit connecting the substrate to a power supply. In
this electrical circuit the substrate corresponds to the negative electrode, also called the cathode
or working electrode (WE). Fig 3.1 shows the considered electrical setup.

Figure 3.1: Electrodeposition setup with the coating of metalM occurring at the cathode via re-
duction of Mn+ cations present in the electrolyte. The cations in solution are drawn
as orange circles while the anions are represented by blue circles. In parallel, oxida-
tion occurs at the anode where the species to be oxidised (often the same M ) loses
electrons. In this case, the anode dissolves and is thus sacrificial. The red arrows
indicate the direction in which electrons flow.
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Any reduction reaction (gain of electrons) at the cathode occurs together with an oxidation
reaction (loss of electrons) at the positive electrode of the circuit, as represented in Fig 3.1. The
positive electrode is called anode, or counter electrode (CE), and undergoes oxidation (i.e a loss
of n electrons) following:

M(s) → Mn+
(aq) + ne−, (3.2)

Both reduction and oxidation reactions require the transfer of n electrons, maintaining charge
neutrality. This necessary current flow is induced by application of a potential difference be-
tween the cathode and the anode. To understand why a potential difference is applied, it is
relevant to look at what happens at a single electrode-electrolyte interface directly after the
electrode is immersed.

3.1.2 Immersion of electrode in electrolyte: open-circuit potential

At immersion of the electrode in the electrolyte, the system is in equilibrium with the Fermi
levels of both the metal of the immersed electrode, EF, and of the redox species in the electrolyte,
EF, redox, at the same energy. Therefore the net electron transfer is zero as illustrated in Fig. 3.2a).
The energy levels of the redox species are described as ”Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital”
(LUMO) and ”Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital” (HOMO). If the Fermi level of the metal
EF > ELUMO an electron is transferred from the metal to the redox species and reduction of
the cation in solution occurs, as seen in Fig. 3.2b). If EF < EHOMO oxidation of the species in
solution occurs in which an electron is transferred from the redox species to the metal, as seen
in Fig. 3.2c).

Figure 3.2: Schematic of a junction between a metal electrode and an electrolyte a) in equili-
brium, b) during a reduction and c) during an oxidation.

These considerations remain the same in a system of two electrodes immersed in an electro-
lyte. In that case at equilibrium EF equals EF, redox, at both electrode-electrolyte interfaces. This
condition implies that no net electric current flows through the cell and thus the voltage drop be-
tween the two metal electrodes, in these conditions, is called the open-circuit potential (OCP).
The value of the OCP will depend on the relative position between the Fermi levels of both
electrodes. An external potential (or voltage) must be applied between the two electrodes for
charge transfer and a redox reaction to occur. The voltage bias causes the Fermi levels of the
two metals to shift in energy and thus electron transfer phenomena become favourable. When
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applying a negative voltage to the WE previously described, its Fermi level rises and thus the
redox species is reduced (cf. Fig. 3.2b)), whereas applying a positive voltage to the WE results
in a decrease of its Fermi level. In this case, the redox species is oxidised as seen in Fig. 3.2c).
This approach implies that by application of a voltage to the WE the opposite reaction occurs
at the CE, in order to maintain charge neutrality. In the case of metal cations in solution, a re-
duction will imply the deposition of metal on the working electrode and a subsequent oxidation
will remove (or strip) the metal from the electrode surface.

3.1.3 Potential considerations for controlled plating
Since the application of a potential difference is necessary for electrochemical deposition, one
needs to be able to measure potentials. This subsection thus considers the requirements for
measuring potential differences in the electrochemical system and potential conditions that are
necessary for the plating to occur.

Use of reference electrode in three-electrode cell

The OCP cannot be directly measured as it corresponds to a potential difference between a
solid and a liquid phase. However, the OCP can be measured respectively to another electrode
whose standard reduction potential is known. This third electrode added to the electrochemical
cell is called the reference electrode (RE). It forms a separate electrochemical system separated
from the two other electrodes by a porous membrane. A scheme of a standard three-electrode
electrochemical cell for deposition is shown in Fig. 3.3 where the potential applied to the WE
is measured relatively to the RE. The resulting current flows between the WE and the CE. This
setup is especially suited for electrodepositions in restricted volumes (i.e small WE areas around
2.5x2.5 cm2) as the RE and WE need to remain close to each other for potential monitoring.

Figure 3.3: Schematics of the electrical setup for electrodeposition, consisting of a three-
electrode setup immersed in an electrolyte and connected to a potentiostat moni-
toring potential and measuring the current flow. WE refers to the working electrode,
RE to the reference electrode and CE to the counter electrode.

No current is passed through the RE as it could easily affect the sensitive redox couple it con-
tains. At the laboratory scale, an Ag/AgCl electrode is used as RE. The redox reaction occurs
between pure Ag and its AgCl salt. Again, the standard reduction potential of the RE is expres-
sed relatively to another electrochemical system, which is the standard hydrogen electrode.
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Standard hydrogen electrode as universal reference

The standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) is the universal RE against which all potential diffe-
rences are set. The SHE consists in a half cell with a platinum wire immersed in a solution
of hydrochloric acid HCl, with H2 gas being bubbled onto the platinum electrode. The con-
centration of protons in the aqueous HCl is 1.18 M, the pressure of hydrogen gas is fixed at
atmospheric pressure (1013 mbar) and the temperature is 298 K. By definition the reduction
potential of the SHE equals 0 V and consists in the following redox half cell reaction:

H(aq)
+ + e− �

1

2
H2(g) (3.3)

A potential difference for a specific redox couple is measured with the SHE under standard
conditions (298 K, 1013 mbar). To account for deviations to these conditions, the Nernst equa-
tion expresses the reduction potential E of a redox couple as function of the standard reduction
potential E0, following:

E = E0 +
RT

nF
ln

[Ox]

[Re]
(3.4)

with R the molar gas constant, F the Faraday constant and [Ox]/[Re] the concentrations of the
oxidant/reductant species in the electrolyte.

Applied overpotential for deposition

To induce the redox reactions necessary for deposition, the system must be moved away from
equilibrium. For this reason, an external potential is applied to the system. The overpotential
ηV is described as the difference between the applied potential E at which the reaction occurs at
the cathode-electrolyte interface (thus current flows) and the equilibrium potential of the redox
couple, OCP, such as:

ηV = E − OCP. (3.5)

Cyclic voltammograms (CV) are recorded when the external potential E applied to the WE
(and monitored by the RE) is swept across and the resulting current response measured between
WE and CE. The shape of a typical CV is shown in Fig. 3.4 for an aqueous electrolyte where a
metallic layer is coated on a Mo substrate. The measurement of the CV starts at OCP conditions,
where the net current is zero.
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of a typical cyclic voltammogram (CV) showing the current I measured be-
tween the counter and working electrodes as a function of the potential E applied
between the working and reference electrodes. The arrows show the direction of
the potential sweep. Regions where both metal deposition on the Mo electrode and
metal stripping off the Mo electrode occur are indicated, as well as the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) for low negative E.

As seen in Fig. 3.4, when E < OCP , ηV < 0 and the current increases, becoming negative.
It is explained by the deposition of the metal M which is taking place following Eq. (3.1). Due
to the depletion of ions around the WE, the reduction process eventually slows down, leading
to a decrease of the current. This current does not reach zero because ion diffusion thanks to
high concentration in the electrolyte from the bulk to the electrode still provides replenishment
of the ions for the reduction to happen. At highly negative potentials the metal reduction on the
WE competes with the hydrogen evolution reaction (abbreviated as HER). The HER is specific
to aqueous electrolytes and will be explained in the next paragraph. When ηV > 0, stripping
of metal off the WE happens, where metal atoms are oxidised following Eq. (3.2). The current
drop observed is due to the complete removal of the deposited metal from the WE. IfE is further
increased, the substrate itself (such as Mo used for solar cell purposes) can also be stripped off
the electrode. Care should be taken in choosing potentials for deposition, that are not too close
to the HER reduction potential, as we will see it is detrimental to the reduction process. The
rate of the CV can be increased by two means: either by an increase of the potential scanning
rate during the sweeping or by an increase of the cation concentration near the cathode. The
cation concentration near the electrode can be increased by providing a higher replenishment of
cations at the electrode interface from the bulk solution, and that is usually done by stirring the
electrolyte during the deposition.

3.1.4 Hydrogen evolution reaction in aqueous electrolytes

Generally, water is used as a solvent for preparation of the electrolyte from metal salts. Samples
deposited at the University of Luxembourg in this work use aqueous solutions. However many
compounds and elements (such as germanium) have a reduction potential E0 that is close or
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even below that of water decomposition, which corresponds to the hydrogen evolution reaction
[62].
The HER happens at the cathode and is represented by Eq. (3.6), written as:

2 H+
(aq) + 2 e− −−→ H2(g),E0 = 0.00V, (3.6)

where E0 indicates the standard reduction potential (measured relatively to the SHE).
In parallel at the anode, the following oxidation happens:

2 H2O(l) −−→ O2(g) + 4 H+
(aq) + 4 e−,E0 = +1.23V. (3.7)

The two half-reactions constitute the water splitting into hydrogen and oxygen gases, such as:

2 H2O(l) −−→ 2 H2(g) + O2(g),E0 = −1.23V, (3.8)

Thus instead of depositing germanium, in aqueous electrolytes, the HER will dominate and
the mass of germanium deposited will be lower than expected. In those cases, the deposit of
Ge should be analysed and compared to the charge passed during the deposition process. To
avoid this parasitic reaction, solvents such as ionic liquids and various organic compounds are
employed instead of aqueous electrolytes. These alternative solvents have larger electrochemi-
cal windows, meaning a larger range of potentials can be applied in which the solvent does not
get reduced or oxidised. In this work, a CGS film was prepared from Ge-containing precur-
sors deposited by Dr João Malaquias at the KU Leuven (Belgium) with organic solvents. This
occurrence is the single one of this work using electrodeposited precursors out of non-aqueous
solutions. Since only analysis of the annealed absorber has been made by the author of this
work, but not the deposition of the precursors, the latter will only be briefly mentioned.
Theory can give some predictions on the mass of the deposit from charge considerations, des-
cribed in the next section.

3.1.5 Quantity of deposited matter
Following Eq. (3.1), one first assumes that each cation in solution is converted to a metal atom
by the uptake of n electrons. In this case the mass mF deposited onto the substrate can be
calculated as function of the net charge Q (= nq, with q the elementary charge) passed through
the circuit (in Coulomb) thanks to Faraday’s law of electrolysis, considering that Q = I · t with
I constant current applied for a time t:

mF =
QM

nF
(3.9)

where M is the molar mass, n the number of transferred electrons and F the Faraday constant.
Using the density and substrate surface area, m can be converted back into a deposit thickness.
Alternatively, using the molar mass and Avogadro’s number NA, m can be converted back into
a number of atoms. This equation gives a hint on the charge to be passed through the circuit
to obtain the wished thickness. However, this equation describes an ideal situation where the
amount of charge Q at the electrode is directly proportional to the current I . Side reactions
(such as the HER) happening at the cathode will, in reality, affect the deposit thickness. The
current efficiency usually expressed as a percentage Pe < 100 %, thus describes real cases with
the ratio between the theoretical deposited massm calculated from Eq. (3.9) and the real deposit
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mass m, as follows:

Pe = 100×mF/m, (3.10)

where m is measured with techniques such as X-ray fluorescence (XRF) or atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM).
Comparative studies between AFM and XRF on electroplated copper layers (2.5x2.5 cm2) have
shown Pe reaches about 80 to 90%, which is a satisfactory experimental reproduction of the
expected deposit calculated with Eq.(3.9). Standard deviations among thicknesses of layers
prepared with similar Q are below 5 %, which we consider as proof of reproducibility of the
deposit thickness.

3.2 Electrodeposition of thin films of copper and tin

In this work, the electrodeposition of thin elemental Cu films or Cu and Sn stacks is done
onto molybdenum-coated soda-lime glass (SLG) substrates. Molybdenum is commonly used
as conductive substrate and back contact for thin film technologies, such as in CIGS, as it offers
a good ohmic contact [60].

3.2.1 Upscaled electroplating setup

Instead of the potentiostatic mode using a reference electrode within a three-electrode cell, two-
electrode galvanostatic electrochemical cells that do not include the RE but only a CE with
the WE can also be employed for electroplating (as in Fig. 3.1). Due to the absence of the
RE for potential monitoring, the process is controlled by applying a constant current between
the two electrodes. What results is a variation of E with time. This system is adequate when
deposition is meant to occur on substrates immersed in larger vessels because the electrodes
are automatically further apart while the use of a RE requires it to be close to the WE. The
galvanostatic mode is therefore interesting when one wishes to upscale the deposition to larger
surface areas. Electrodeposition on larger substrates can be attempted at the laboratory scale
and has been successfully performed in this thesis, for substrates with four times the standard
surface, i.e 45×50 mm2. Thus with an upscale of the surface area of the substrate requiring
vessels of two litres for the electrolyte, the galvanostatic mode was more frequently used in this
thesis.

3.2.2 Substrate preparation

All Cu or Cu-Sn precursors are deposited onto a 45×50 mm2 substrate which consists of 2 mm
SLG sputtered with a thin film (500 nm) of Mo. Prior to deposition, the Mo surface is etched
in NH4OH solution to remove possible surface oxides and is then further rinsed in deionized
water. Immediately after etching, the substrate is dried with a N2 gun and fixed onto a glass
holder, as seen in Fig. 3.5. Electrical contacts are made between the Mo surface and a crocodile
clip connected with the WE wiring to a potentiostat. A chemically resistant tape is stuck on
top of the copper tape, to protect it from the electrolyte. The quality of the contact between the
front of the Mo film and the crocodile clip connecting it to the potentiostat is checked with an
ohmmeter (< 1.5 Ω). The CE is made out of a large inert Platinum electrode.
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Figure 3.5: Top view of the 2L electrodeposition bath with the CE and WE immersed in the
electrolyte containing the Cu or Sn cations. A motor ensures the stirring of the
solution. On the right the configuration of the Mo substrate onto the glass holder is
described.

Constant stirring of the solution is done via a motor attached to a stirring grid immersed in
solution. Plating of copper and tin on upscaled Mo substrates is thus performed that way.

3.2.3 Precursor configurations
The two different precursor configurations, electroplated from aqueous baths, are shown in
Fig. 3.6. Essentially the deposition is performed with the Mo electrode (WE) immersed in the
electrolyte containing either copper or tin cations.

Figure 3.6: Schematics (dimensions not to scale) of the two different configurations of precur-
sors (copper layer and copper-tin stacks) deposited from aqueous baths on SLG/Mo
in this work.

The deposition of Cu occurs with the reduction of the Cu2+
(aq) cations and the deposition of Sn

with reduction of the Sn2+
(aq) cations, such as (with indications of the standard reduction potentials
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against SHE):
Cu2+

(aq) + 2 e− → Cu(s),E0 = +0.342V (3.11)

and:
Sn2+

(aq) + 2 e− → Sn(s),E0 = −0.136V. (3.12)

As seen in Fig. 3.6, due to the difference in E0 observed, Cu has to be deposited first on Mo.
If Sn was deposited first on Mo, the potential needed to deposit Cu on top would oxidise the
Sn layer, leading to its stripping out of the substrate. Therefore to avoid stripping of the layers
from the Mo and be able to control the final composition, it is necessary to electrodeposit the
metals in a stacking order following an increasingly negative standard reduction potential.

3.2.4 Nature of aqueous electrolytes

The aqueous electrolytes used for the plating of copper and tin films were previously tes-
ted and their recipes updated at the University of Luxembourg (UL) for small-scale plating
(25x25 mm2). The upscaled deposition of Cu and Sn stacks was suggested to require a thin seed
layer of acidic copper bath before standard basic copper is deposited. The overall smoothness
of the plating copper is enhanced with this added seed. However, the adhesion of the tin layer
to the stack has shown to be very poor, with the layer peeling off during annealing. The choice
was made to avoid the seed and plate thicker layers of copper and tin on the upscaled substrate
(∼ 250 nm each), that showed not to peel off the substrate during the annealing process. The
copper cations are provided thanks to 1 L of basic aqueous bath of CuSO4 containing the fol-
lowing compounds with their respective concentrations: 3 M NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 98%),
0.2 M Sorbitol (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 98%), 0.1 M CuSO4·7H2O (Alfa Aesar, 99%) and 0.932 mM
Empigen BB detergent (VWR, 30% in solution).
For the deposition of tin, an acidic tin bath is used containing the cations of interest, Sn2+ with
the following composition: 1 M Methanesulfonic acid (Sigma-Aldrich,≥ 99 %) , 50 mM Sn(II)
methane sulfonate (Sigma-Aldrich, 50% wt.% solution in H2O, 3.6 mM Empigen BB detergent
(VWR, 30% in solution).

3.3 Configuration and deposition techniques for
Ge-containing precursors

3.3.1 Summary of all precursors, with/out Ge

As mentioned previously, the electrodeposition of Ge from aqueous baths is difficult due to
the competing hydrogen evolution [62]. Therefore to produce Ge-containing ternary and ter-
nary alloy semiconductors, alternative deposition techniques avoiding this issue were employed
outside of the UL. The depositions were performed by members of other institutions and the
precursors further annealed and characterised at the University of Luxembourg. All the precur-
sor configurations characterised within this work are presented in table 3.1 with references to
the respective thesis chapters. Electrodeposition from an organic solvent and DC magnetron
sputtering were used as alternative techniques to aqueous electrodeposition to study both the
influence of deposition technique as well as varying stacking orders.
As it can be seen in Table 3.1, Cu/Sn stacks with no Ge were also DC sputtered, so additional
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Precursor configuration Technique Provenance Ref. Chapter Target
Cu ED (aq) UL 4, 5 -
Cu/Sn ED (aq) UL 3, 7 -

sputtering HZB 7 (A)
Sn/Cu:Ge ED (organic) KU Leuven 4 -
Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge sputtering Uni.Liverpool 6 (A)
Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn sputtering Uni.Oldenburg 6 (B)
Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn sputtering Uni.Oldenburg 6 (B)
Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge sputtering Uni.Oldenburg 6 (B)

Table 3.1: Stacking configurations and origin of the various precursors used in this thesis. ED
refers to the electrodeposition technique and sputtering to the DC-magnetron sputte-
ring. Stacks are described by ”/” and codeposited elements by ”:”.(A) refers to DC
magnetron sputtering from separate pure Cu, Sn or Ge targets and (B) to DC magne-
tron sputtering from binary Cu:IV targets with composition 64:36 at.%, respectively.
References to the chapters of interest in this thesis are also given.

comparisons are possible between various techniques, stack orderings or annealings. Descrip-
tion of the DC sputtering and organic ED techniques are done in the next paragraphs.

3.3.2 Alternative deposition techniques for Ge-containing
precursors

Coelectrodeposition of Cu and Ge from organic solvents

To avoid the hydrogen evolution reaction from aqueous electrolytes, co-electrodeposition of
Cu-Ge on SLG/Mo/Sn was performed from an organic solvent. Dr J. Malaquias (KU Leuven,
Belgium) successfully deposited homogeneous Cu3Ge films from a propylene-glycol-based
electrolyte at room temperature [63]. The resulting Cu3Ge alloy showed a higher plating ef-
ficiency than pure Ge. The final Mo/Sn/Cu3Ge precursors were annealed at the University of
Luxembourg to form a CTGS alloy. Results are presented in Chapter 4.

Cosputtering of Cu-Sn and Cu-Ge

To study various Ge-containing precursor configurations without additional limitations due to
the electrodeposition technique, the physical DC sputtering technique was employed to produce
precursors in three different institutions: the University of Liverpool, the Helmholtz-Zentrum
Berlin (HZB) and the University of Oldenburg giving us different stacking orders to anneal.
Sputtering is a physical vapour deposition technique. It makes use of a high vacuum environ-
ment into which a low pressure of inert gas is added (typically Argon). The Ar atoms are ionised
into a plasma by application of a DC voltage between the target and the substrate to be coated.
By acceleration of those ions, they collide with the target and eject its atoms which come to
condense onto the substrate. Electrons created during the ionisation process are accelerated to
the substrate and collide with more Ar atoms, further ionising them so the sputtering continues.
DC sputtering was used to produce Cu/Sn/Ge-containing precursors onto the standard SLG-Mo
substrate, presented previously in table 3.1.
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3.3.3 Interdiffusion

The as-deposited Cu-Sn and Cu-Sn-Ge precursors all have depth composition gradients, defined
by their stacking configuration. To minimise its Gibbs free energy, a layered matrix tends to
achieve a uniform atomic distribution. This uniformisation process occurs via atomic interdif-
fusion, starting at room temperature. Driven by concentration gradients, this mass transport via
atomic motion occurs in solids via vacancy or interstitial diffusion. The kinetics of interdiffu-
sion can also be increased by a pre-annealing thermal treatment of the precursors, called ’pre-
alloying’. A pre-alloying treatment was performed on some precursors in this thesis to form a
stable alloy. The interdiffusion will thus define the phases present in the precursors before their
annealing. These phases are alloys that can either be intermetallic compounds (i.e mixtures of
chemical elements with defined proportions), or solid solutions (i.e mixtures of chemical ele-
ments which are completely soluble in each other and could thus span a larger compositional
range). In this work, the Cu-Sn, Cu-Ge and Ge-Sn binary systems constitute the three metallic
interfaces that might be found in the precursors and could lead to various intermetallic or solid
solutions. To acknowledge the possible existing phases in the precursors before their annealing
it is thus relevant to look at existing phase diagrams for these three binary systems. The pre-
cursors used in this work are not subject to temperatures higher than 550°C during pre-alloying
and annealing, to prevent degradation of the glass substrate. Therefore focus will be made on
the temperature range from room temperature to 550°C, and the following phase diagrams are
only shown up to 600°C.

The Cu-Sn system

When Cu and Sn are in contact, interdiffusion occurs already between both metals at room
temperature. The interdiffusion occurs mostly via movement of the copper atoms into tin at the
interface, as demonstrated by the high diffusion coefficient of copper atoms in a tin matrix at
room temperature of 2.0×10−10 m2s−1 [64] (compared to the diffusion coefficient of tin atoms
in a copper matrix, 1.3×10−27 m2s−1 [65]). Multiple Cu-Sn phases, such as bronze alloys, exist
in the Cu-Sn phase diagram, as taken from [66] and presented in Fig.3.7. Below 350°C, the
phase diagram shows the existence of the following phases: a Cu-rich solid solution with up
to 10 at.% Sn, Cu3Sn and Cu6Sn5 intermetallics, as well as a Sn-rich solid solution with up to
50 at.% Cu. Cu6Sn5 is known to form already at room temperature while Cu3Sn forms when
the precursors are annealed above 100°C [64] either when in copper excess or leaving Sn as
a by-product. Elemental Cu and Sn can thus also be present in the precursor after alloying.
Cu3Sn has an eutectic point at 227°C for 0.5 at.% Cu, above which it thus becomes a liquid
phase. The melting point of pure Sn (231.9°C) is therefore lowered by the slight presence of
Cu atoms. From 350°C on, the Cu4Sn intermetallic compound exists on the Cu-rich side of the
diagram. To evaluate the nature of the alloy, electrodeposited Cu-Sn stacks are analysed with
X-ray diffraction at room temperature before their annealing. The resulting diffractogram is
shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Cu-Sn phase diagram, as reproduced from [66] between 100 and 600°C.

Figure 3.8: XRD of electrodeposited Cu-Sn stacked precursors at room temperature. The peaks
relative to the Mo substrate are indicated by the dashed grey lines. Reference to the
Cu6Sn5 alloy is given by the orange pattern taken from [47].

Fig. 3.8 demonstrates the existence of the Cu6Sn5 alloy in Cu-Sn precursors already at room
temperature [41, 67].
As explained later in Chapter 4 the high vapour pressure of SnS during annealing leads to the
formation of Cu-poor absorbers, for all types of precursors.

The Cu-Ge system

The interdiffusion of copper and germanium at room temperature is controlled by the movement
of copper atoms into the germanium matrix [68]. The Cu-Ge phase diagram, as taken from [69]
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and presented in Fig. 3.9 shows the phases existing between 200°C up to 600°C as: a Ge-rich
solid solution, the alloy Cu3Ge (ε1), a Cu-rich disordered alloy (ξ) and a Cu-rich solid solution
with up to 10 % Ge at 550°C. Cu3Ge was shown to exist at room temperature [63].

Figure 3.9: Cu-Ge phase diagram, as reproduced from [69].

Cu3Ge is measured in sputtered Ge-based precursors with GI-XRD, as presented in Fig 3.10.
As explained later in Chapter 4 the high vapour pressure of GeS during annealing leads to the
formation of Cu-poor absorbers, for all types of precursors.

Figure 3.10: XRD of sputtered Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge stacked precursors at room temperature. The
peaks relative to the Mo substrate are indicated by the dashed grey lines. Refe-
rence to the Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Ge alloys are given by the orange and blue patterns
taken from [47].
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The Ge-Sn system

The Ge-Sn phase diagram, as reproduced from [70] and presented in Fig. 3.11 shows a very
Ge-rich solid solution (Ge) (less than 1.1 at.% Sn), a continuous solid solution of Ge and Sn for
most compositions and a solid solution of Ge in Sn (βSn) melting above the eutectic point at
232°C (which equals the melting point of Sn).

Figure 3.11: Ge-Sn phase diagram, as reproduced from [70], between 0 and 600°C.

Dewetting in Cu-Sn and Ge-Sn thin films

As seen in the phases diagrams of the Cu-Sn (Fig. 3.7) and Ge-Sn (Fig. 3.11) systems, the pre-
sence of Sn with a low melting point at 232°C affects the stability of solid compounds. Table 3.2
reports the melting points of the pure Cu, Ge and Sn at atmospheric pressure, demonstrating that
only Sn is subject to melting in the annealing temperature range. As seen in the Cu-Sn diagram
only a little bit of Cu incorporation suffices to lower the melting point of Sn. However, the
domain of existence of the solid solution is low compared to the intermetallics (bronzes) with
high melting points. The phenomenon worsens in the case of Ge-Sn which shows an extended
eutectic for most compositions of the Sn-rich solid solution.

Chemical element melting point (°C)
Cu 1085
Sn 232
Ge 931

Table 3.2: Melting points of pure Cu, Sn and Ge at atmospheric pressure.

Consequently, if Cu/Sn stacks are heated to temperatures above the melting point of Sn with
a sufficiently high heating rate, Sn melts before Cu diffuses in the Sn matrix. This melting
leads to uncoverage of the Mo substrate, and is called dewetting, as observed after attempts of
prealloying in Fig. 3.12c).
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Figure 3.12: SEM top view of a) an electrodeposited Cu/Sn stack b) the same stack after pre-
alloying to 250°C, c) the same stack after pre-alloying to 350°C.

If prealloying is to be made on the precursor stacks, one should thus be careful of the tempera-
ture and heating rate or dewetting occurs uncovering the substrate as in Fig. 3.12c). As a clear
effect of surface improvement is not observed between Fig. 3.12a) and b), prealloying was not
performed on the precursors before annealing. The case is worse for Ge-Sn, where the alloy
formed will most likely always melt. In this work a decision was made to avoid this Ge-Sn
interface, where dewetting definitely will lead to pinholes and thus shunting which is no good
for solar cell applications. This explains why only Cu-Ge and Cu-Sn were chosen as the basis
of alloys for the precursors in the synthesis of CTGS.

3.4 Conclusion of the chapter

The chapter presented the basics of aqueous electrodeposition used to deposit Cu or Cu and
Sn stacks on SLG/Mo substrates. There, one concludes that the hydrogen evolution reaction
is detrimental to the deposition of Ge, which explains the choice made in this work to have
Ge deposited within the precursors from alternative techniques: electrodeposition from organic
solvents and DC sputtering. In particular, the DC sputtering allowed to obtain various stacking
orders of Cu:Sn and Cu:Ge alloys on Mo. Due to the low melting point of Sn, prealloying
tests of Cu/Sn stacks showed dewetting which uncovers the substrate and can detrimental to
future solar cells. It was chosen not to perform prealloying treatments on the precursors before
annealing. The precursors described here are used in the following chapters where they are
annealed in the presence of chalcogen and group IV chalcogen vapours to form CTS, CTSe,
CGS and CTGS films. In order to study the formation path to CTS(e) and CGS layers during
annealing a simple configuration of precursor is chosen: a single electrodeposited Cu layer.
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CHAPTER 4

Annealing of Cu2SnS3, Cu2GeS3 and Cu2SnSe3 thin films

4.1 Goal

This chapter investigates the annealing of three candidate absorber layers for thin film solar
cells: the ternary compounds Cu2SnS3 (CTS), Cu2SnSe3 (CTSe) and Cu2GeS3 (CGS). As de-
monstrated in the introduction to this work their sufficient light absorption above 104 cm−1

directly at the conduction band edge makes CTS, CTSe and CGS suitable candidates for the
production of films with thicknesses down to two microns. After introducing in Chapter 3 the
precursor deposition, the goal of this chapter is to investigate the growth of CTS, CTSe and
CGS films during chalcogenisation of the metallic precursors. In this respect, I have chosen
to anneal a single precursor layer of copper in chalcogen and group IV chalcogenide vapours.
Three themes of interest will be first discussed in this chapter:

1. Background: theoretical assessment of thermodynamics and kinetics of reaction in the
Cu-Sn-Ge-S and Cu-Sn-Se systems

2. Experiment: Time-resolved phase evolution studies during chalcogenisation of a metallic
Cu precursor and derivation of the formation mechanism for the CTS, CTSe and CGS
absorbers

3. Combined theoretical and experimental study of the generation of group IV chalcogenide
species in a vapour as a rate-limiting step of the chalcogenisation process,

where parts 2 & 3 were published in Ref.[71]. Finally, these results are used at the end of this
chapter to study the formation mechanism of the CTGS alloy, as an opening to the Chapter 6.

4.2 Background

Considering a solid chalcogen source X (S or Se) placed at a given distance (∼ 2 cm) from the
edge of a metallic precursor M (2.5× 2.5 cm2), both placed inside a thermally homogeneous
graphite box (see Fig. 4.1), the formation of the chalcogenide compound from the precursor
during annealing will be related to the mass transfer of reactants and the reaction rates. A
kinetic reaction scheme for the reaction between M and X can be defined in three steps drawn
in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of the three processes (vapour generation, diffusion, reaction) for chal-
cogenide formation during annealing in the sealed and heated graphite box where
the precursor lie together with a source of chalcogen X = S or Se (shown as a tri-
angle). The filled circles correspond to the vapour molecules generated from the
chalcogen source by sublimation.

1. Generation of the vapour phase from the chalcogen source X

2. Diffusion of the vapour phase to and over the entire precursor sample

3. Absorption & chemical reaction between the vapour phase and the precursor sample.

Once the chalcogen has reached the reaction front (2), thermodynamic conditions will determine
whether the chalcogen metal reaction could be theoretically spontaneous (3).
In this background section, the equilibrium phase diagrams of the Cu-Sn-S, Cu-Sn-Se, Cu-Ge-S
and their respective sub systems are first reported. Secondly the thermodynamics of chalcogen-
metal reactions will be used to explain the relative stability of secondary phases. Thirdly, using
the standard Gibbs free energy of formation the equilibrium partial pressure of X required for
chalcogenisation of each of the metals will be determined. Finally, the temperature behaviour of
the equilibrium vapour pressures of all species is presented, as a major indicator for the kinetics
of generation (1).

4.2.1 The Cu-Sn-S, Cu-Sn-Se and Cu-Ge-S material systems

The Cu-Sn-S system

The Cu-Sn-S system was studied by Fiechter et al. with the report of 18 stable Cu-Sn-S phases
of various stoichiometries (at all temperatures) [72], as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The Cu2S-SnS2 tie
line (shown in Fig. 4.2b)) was also studied by Olekseyuk et al. [73] where a smaller number of
phases is reported (three on the tie line instead of nine in[72]).
The Cu2SnS3 phase is observed along the Cu2S-SnS2 tie line and was suggested as the most
promising candidate for photovoltaic applications [74]. The tie line around Cu2SnS3 shows the
existence of the copper-rich phase Cu4SnS4 or copper poor Cu4Sn3S8 and Cu2Sn4S9, that would
be formed as secondary phases. Only more recently Baranowski et al. suggested a stability
region for single phase Cu2SnS3 at about 300°C [21]. The outcome is shown in Fig. 4.3 and
corresponds to a single temperature version of the survey triangle by Fiechter at al., shown in
Fig. 4.2a). The single phase region is only a very narrow stripe on the Cu-Sn-S ternary diagram
extending from Cu/Sn ∼ 1.6 to 2.7 and S/Sn ∼ 2.3 to 4.2. The narrow region is surrounded by
three alternative Cu-Sn-S phases and SnS. Cu4SnS4 is found for low sulphur pressures, while
at high pressures Cu3SnS4 and Cu4Sn7S16 are found. However, the diagram suggests deviations
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Figure 4.2: a) Survey of all Cu-Sn-S phases observed over all temperatures [72], b) Phase dia-
gram of the Cu2SSnS2 system found in [73] with: (1) L, (2) L + α, (3) L + Cu2SnS3,
(4) L + γ, (5) Cu2SnS3 + α, (6) Cu4SnS4 + α, (7) α, (8) α + α’, (9) α’, (10) α’
+ α, (11) α, (12) Cu4SnS4 + α, (13) Cu4SnS4 + α, (14) Cu2SnS3 + Cu4SnS4, (15)
Cu2SnS3 + γ, (16) γ, (17) Cu2SnS3 + Cu2Sn4S9, (18) Cu2Sn4S9 + γ, where L refers
to a liquid phase, α, α’, α” to different Cu2S phases and γ to an SnS2 phase.

to the stoichiometry of 4 at.% (absolute) in composition can still produce single phase material
while in CZTS, the single phase region does not extend above 1-2 at.% at the growth temperature
[18]. Thus, it should be easier to avoid making secondary phases in Cu2SnS3, than in CZTS.

The Cu-Sn-Se system

The Cu-Sn-Se system is less investigated than the Cu-Sn-S system. The few reported Cu-
Sn-Se compounds with other stoichiometries than Cu2SnSe3 can not be neglected but there is
not enough evidence of their actual existence [75]: Cu4Sn3Se5 has been observed once in the
literature, Cu3SnSe3 is most probably representing the limit of Cu solubility in Cu2SnSe3 and
Cu2SnSe4 another extension of the solid solution to Se-rich compositions. However Cu2SnSe3

is observed as a major Cu-Sn-Se phase with a congruent melting point at 695°C. The Cu2S-
SnSe2 tie line [75] is shown in Fig. 4.4 It indicates a small solid solubility region (τ ) for Sn in
Cu2SnSe3.

The Cu-Ge-S system

The Cu-Ge-S system has also been less investigated than the Cu-Sn-S system. In literature only
the Cu2S – GeS2 tie line was published by Khanafer et al. [76], as shown in Fig. 4.5. It shows the
existence of two ternary compounds: the monoclinic Cu2GeS3 and the copper-rich Cu8GeS6.
Cu8GeS6 has a phase change at 55°C from the low-temperature phase α (monoclinic) to the
β-structure (orthorhombic).
Although no Cu-Ge-S ternary phase diagram has been published, due to the similar properties
of group IV elements it is suggested that Cu2GeS3 should obey a similar diagram as Cu2SnS3
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Figure 4.3: Cu-Sn-S phase diagram reproduced from [21], showing in blue the very narrow
single phase space of Cu2SnS3. Library samples prepared under different sulphur
partial pressures (at 275°C for the high and intermediate lines and at 325°C for
the low line) have allowed the experimental assessment of the single phase space,
surrounded by several alternative Cu-Sn-S phases.

with a narrow single phase region. Khanafer et al. also suggest that some phases might have
been omitted on the tie line.

Nomenclature for composition

The general nomenclature used to describe the composition of a CTS, CTSe or CGS film is
described in Table 4.1 where Sn and Ge are the two group IV components. As it is difficult to
aim towards stoichiometry, corresponding to one point in the phase diagram, more frequently
off-stoichiometric material is formed and thus final composition expressed in terms of copper
and chalcogen (X = S or Se) poor or rich compositions. As seen previously, compositions with
both Cu/Sn ∼ 1.6 to 2.7 and S/Sn ∼ 2.3 to 4.2 lie in the single phase region predicted in [21].

4.2.2 Chalcogenide metal binaries in the (sub) Cu-Sn-Ge-S(e)
system

After report of the knowledge of Cu-Sn-S, Cu-Sn-Se and Cu-Ge-S systems, a closer look at the
sub- systems is done in this section. The sub-system that is of interest regarding the annealing
process corresponds to chalcogenide binaries, i.e the reaction of Cu, Ge and Sn metals with S or
Se. All phase diagrams are shown up to temperatures of 600°C. First, sulphides are presented,
followed by the selenide compounds. Only the Ge-Se diagram is absent because as explained
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Figure 4.4: Phase diagram of the Cu2S – SnSe2 system, reproduced from [75].

Cu-poor stoichiometric Cu-rich
Cu/IV < 2 2 > 2

S(e)-poor stoichiometric S(e)-rich
S(e)/IV < 3 3 > 3

Table 4.1: Definition of Cu-poor vs Cu-rich and S-poor vs S-rich compositions in Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3

material. ”IV” is used to describe contributions of group IV elements of the periodic
table: Sn, Ge or Sn+Ge [at.%].

in the introduction, the Cu2GeSe3 ternary will not be studied in this work.

The Cu-S system

The phase diagram of the Cu-S system is shown in Fig. 4.6 [77]. Copper sulfides Cu2 – xS
(x= 0...1) are reported to be p-type semiconductors [78, 79]. Their conductivity decreases
from copper rich (x= 0) to copper poor (x= 1) with charge carrier concentrations as high as
1021−22 cm−3 [79] down to 1012−13 cm−3 [78]. Direct bandgaps are reported between 1.2 and
3.1 eV [78–82]. Indirect bandgaps were also reported below 2 eV [79]. The uncertainty in the
bandgap values is pretty large due to a broad range of compositions and bandgap determination
methods.
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Figure 4.5: Phase diagram of the Cu2S – GeS2 system reproduced from [76].

Figure 4.6: Cu-S phase diagram, as reproduced from [77] between 0 and 600°C.

Seven different Cu-S binary chalcogenides are observed in the phase diagram in Fig. 4.6. On
the copper rich side of the phase diagram, the α-chalcocite Cu2S phase (α-Ch) is shown to be
stable between room temperature and 103.5°C following a monoclinic crystal structure. Above
103.5°C Cu2S becomes hexagonal and is described as β-chalcocite. The chalcocite phase even-
tually decays into the less Cu-rich digenite phase Cu2 – xS (cubic) above 435°C, where x has
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values below 0.3 [83]. The digenite phase is stable down to 72°C, under which it becomes the
orthorhombic anilite phase Cu7S4. On the copper rich side of anilite, the monoclinic Cu31S16

phase, stable up to 72°C. Above 72°C this phase decays into the digenite Cu2 – xS and chalcocite
Cu2S phases. On the copper poor side of the diagram, the hexagonal covellite phase CuS phase
is present together with an orthorhombic solid solution of copper in sulphur with restricted
copper miscibility. CuS is stable up to 507°C. Above this temperature it decays into digenite
Cu2 – xS.

The Sn-S system

The phase diagram of the Sn-S system is shown in Fig. 4.7 [84]. The diagram shows the
existence of three different phases with increasing amounts of sulphur: SnS, Sn2S3, and SnS2.
SnS crystallises in an orthorhombic structure (α). Tin monosulphide SnS is a p-type compound
with charge carrier concentration in the order of 1013-16 cm−3 [85]. It has a direct bandgap
around 1.3-1.4 eV [85, 86]. Sn2S3 and SnS2 are instead n-type semiconductors with higher
optical bandgaps about 2.0 and 2.5 eV, respectively [87].

Figure 4.7: Sn-S phase diagram, reproduced from [84] between 0 and 600°C.

The Ge-S system

The phase diagram of the Ge-S system is shown in Fig. 4.8 [88]. Controversy exists on the pro-
perties of the germanium sulphide phases since they have been poorly investigated, for example,
the bandgap of GeS is reported as both direct and indirect between 1.1 and 1.6 eV [89].
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Figure 4.8: Ge-S phase diagram, reproduced from [84] where the temperature range used in this
work is shown in grey.

The GeS phase was introduced by [90] as an orthorhombic phase (α), and is substituted by the
orthorhombic GeS2 on the germanium-poor side of the diagram.

4.2.3 The Cu-Se system

The phase diagram of the Cu-Se system is shown in Fig. 4.9 [91]. Copper selenides are reported
to be p-type semiconductors with carrier concentrations as high as in copper sulphides around
1020−22 cm−3 [92]. Direct bandgaps are found between 2.0 and 2.3 eV and indirect from 1.25
to 1.5 eV [93].

Figure 4.9: Cu-Se phase diagram, as reproduced from [91] between 0 and 600°C.

On the copper rich side of the phase diagram, the α-Cu2Se phase is shown to be stable between
room temperature and 123°C following a monoclinic crystal structure. Above 123°C it becomes
cubic and is described as β-Cu2Se. This phase extends to the Se side as Cu2 – xSe with various
values of x: the tetragonal Cu3Se2 stable up to 112°C, the hexagonal CuSe stable up to 51°C,
the orthorhombic β-CuSe stable between 51 and 120°C, the hexagonal γ-CuSe stable between
120 and 377°C and finally the orthorhombic CuSe2 stable up to 332°C. As also observed during
the growth of CuInSe2 [94]and more recently with Cu2SnSe3 [41], CuSe2 melts incongruently
at 332°C to CuSe and a Se-rich liquid, before CuSe converts to Cu2 – xSe at 377°C. Thus, for T
> 377°C we can write:
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2 CuSe(s) � Cu2−xSe(s) + Se(l) (4.1)

with:

Se(l) � Se(g) (4.2)

where � indicate reversible reactions.

4.2.4 The Sn-Se system

The phase diagram of the Sn-Se system is shown in Fig. 4.10 [84]. The diagram shows the
existence of two different phases with increasing amounts of selenium: the orthorhombic SnSe
and the hexagonal SnSe2.

Figure 4.10: Sn-Se phase diagram reproduced from [84] between 100 and 600°C.

4.2.5 Thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical reactions

After the previous section introduced the expected ternary and binary chalcogenide phases in
the Cu-Sn-S, Cu-Ge-S and Cu-Sn-Se systems in thermodynamic equilibrium, this section in-
troduces the background theory of thermodynamics of chemical reactions. The section starts
with a summary of the basic principles of equilibrium reaction theory before the free energies
of the various possible formation reactions for chalcogenide metal binaries are shown. Finally,
calculation of the minimum required partial pressures of chalcogen X for those binaries is per-
formed together with the presentation of the vapour pressures of the most common elements
and compounds in this quaternary system. More details on the theory of thermodynamics can
be found in [95].

Gibbs free energy

The outcome of a chemical reaction is governed by both thermodynamics and kinetics. Kinetics
have to do with reaction rates, determining whether a reaction occurs slowly or rapidly, while
thermodynamics deal with energy changes and spontaneity. In thermodynamics, the Gibbs
free energy G is the key to evaluating the spontaneity of a chemical reaction. Particularly the
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difference in Gibbs free energy between products and reactants of a chemical reaction 4G,
which for constant p and T is expressed as:

4G = 4H − T4S (4.3)

where 4H is the change in enthalpy and 4S the change in entropy. A positive 4G indicates
that the chemical reaction of interest is not spontaneous in the forward direction.
Any chemical reaction of the following form with A, B reactants, and C, D products (a, b, c, d
indicating their respective amounts):

aA + bB � cC + dD (4.4)

is an equilibrium reaction, which as its name says, eventually reaches thermodynamic equili-
brium. Equilibrium occurs when the rate of the forward reaction aA + bB → cC + dD equals
the rate of the reverse reaction cC+dD → aA+ bB. At equilibrium reactants and products are
thus both present in the system but due to the equal rates there is no net change in concentrati-
ons, i.e the reaction ’stops’.
Along with the reaction process until equilibrium,4G changes as proportions of reactants and
products change and it reaches a minimum at equilibrium. Before the equilibrium 4G can be
expressed as:

4G = 4G0 +RT lnQ (4.5)

with 4G0 the standard Gibbs free energy of formation (defined as the change in Gibbs free
energy when one mol of a compound is formed at 1 bar from its elements in their standard
states), R the gas constant and Q the reaction quotient.
Q is defined for the equilibrium reaction (4.4) as the ratio of activities ’a’ of the respective
products and reactants, such as:

Q =
aC

c · aDd

aAa · abb
(4.6)

where the activity would refer to a partial pressure for a gas phase. For a solid or liquid phase,
a = 1. At equilibrium, Q = Keq described as the equilibrium constant with:

Keq = exp(−4G
0

RT
), (4.7)

from which4G0 can be extracted and substituted by its expression in Eq. (4.5), giving out:

4G = RT ln
Q

Keq

(4.8)

meaning that when Q < Keq, 4G < 0 so the forward reaction will occur spontaneously, and
vice-versa, until Q = Keq.
Following Eq.( 4.5) and (4.6) if the equilibrium reaction (4.4) corresponds to the sulphurisation
of a solid metal M via a vapour of sulphur or selenium (described as X(g) for generalisation), of
the following form:

M(s) + X(g) � MX(s), (4.9)
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then Eq.( 4.5) resumes for this solid-vapour reaction to:

4G = 4G0 +RT ln
aMX

aM · aX
,

4G = 4G0 +RT ln
1

1 · pp
, (4.10)

with pp partial pressure of X(g).

Free energy of formation for binary metal chalcogenide phases

The chalcogenisation of metals during annealing correspond to equilibrium reactions in the
form of Eq. (4.9). The main stoichiometric binary chalcogenide phases observed at thermody-
namic equilibrium in the Cu-S, Sn-S, Ge-S, Cu-Se and Sn-Se phase diagrams of the previous
section are: CuS, Cu2S, SnS, Sn2S3, SnS2, GeS, GeS2, Cu2Se, CuSe2, SnSe and SnSe2 with
their formation reactions written as follows (assuming sulphur is present as S2 and selenium as
Se2 in the gas phase - which is a correct approximation for T > 330°C and p < 100 mbar -
details of allotropes are explicated in section 4.2.5):

4 Cu(s) + S2(g) −→ 2 Cu2S(g)

2 Cu(s) + S2(g) −→ 2 CuS(g)

Cu(s) + Se2(g) −→ CuSe2(g)

4 Cu(s) + Se2(g) −→ 2 Cu2Se(g)

2 Sn(s) + S2(g) −→ 2 SnS(g)

2 Sn2S3(s) + S2(g) −→ 4 SnS2(g)

4 SnS(s) + S2(g) −→ Sn2S3(g)

2 SnSe(s) + Se2(g) −→ 2 SnSe2(g)

2 Sn(s) + Se2(g) −→ 2 SnSe(g)

2 Ge(s) + S2(g) −→ 2 GeS(g)

Ge(s) + S2(g) −→ GeS2(g)

Table 4.2: Main chalcogenisation reactions in the Cu-S, Sn-S, Cu-Se, Sn-Se and Ge-S systems,
whose thermodynamical data are found in literature [96–99].

From thermodynamical data found in literature ([96, 97] for Cu-S and Sn-S, [99] for Sn-Se and
[98] for Ge-S), the Gibbs free energy of formation 4Gf per mole X2 for those compounds is
calculated and plotted in Fig. 4.11a) as function of T (350 ≤ T ≤ 600°C). Each line indicates
the equilibrium between the metal M, the chalcogen X and the corresponding binary metal
chalcogenide MX.
Below the line pure M can be expected while above the line MX is favoured. The metals that
show less negative values of the standard Gibbs free energy and appear higher up on the diagram
are more stable and more likely to be found in their pure solid form. As we move towards the
bottom of the diagram, towards large negative values of the Gibbs free energy of formation, M
becomes progressively more reactive and MX becomes harder to reduce. Knowing the Gibbs
free energy of formation of the MX it is possible to determine the critical partial pressure of
chalcogen X required to avoid decomposition of the binary compounds. The partial pressures
of X required to reach equilibrium can be calculated from equation (4.10) using the values
of 4Gf presented in Fig. 4.11a). The resulting partial pressures of all considered reactions
are presented in Fig. 4.11b) as function of temperature. Each line on the graph represents the
equilibrium between X, M and MX. If the partial pressure of X is below the equilibrium value,
the chalcogenisation reaction lies more to the reactant side and the binary will dissociate to
form the respective M and X. If the partial pressure of X is greater than the equilibrium partial
pressure, the reaction likes more to the product side and the metal will be chalcogenised. In this
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Figure 4.11: a) Temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy of formation 4Gf per mole
of X2 of the expected reactions in the Cu-S, Sn-S, Ge-S, Cu-Se and Sn-Se systems
according to [96–99]. b) Minimum partial pressure of X2 required to form the
respective phases at equilibrium. Each color represents a unique chalcogenisation
reaction, as labelled.

case the partial pressure of X will drop until the equilibrium pressure is reached. It is observed
for example that to reach equilibrium a lower partial pressure of sulphur is required for SnS
to form, than for GeS or CuS. Therefore in the case where the precursors and sulphur piles
follow the heating ramp during the annealing and thus have the same temperature, we expect
the sulphur vapor to react more readily with metallic Sn than with Cu or Ge for T > 350°C. But
necessarily the kinetics of the process should also be considered, as sufficient chalcogen supply
is required for these reactions to occur. The vapour pressures of these elements are reported in
the next section as they give relevant hints on the generation of the vapour phases and should
also be taken into account.

Vapour pressures

The vapour pressure of a species MX describes the pressure exerted by its vapour over the
respective solid phase, following the reaction:

MX(s) −→ MX(g) (4.11)

The temperature dependence of vapour pressures for all chalcogens X, metal chalcogenides MX
and metal M species of interest in this work is presented in Fig. 4.12 between 0 and 1400°C
[100–107]. The vapour pressures shown for S and Se represent the mixture of chalcogen allo-
tropes, well approximated by their predominant species: S8 and Se6 for T < 330°C, S2 and Se5
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+ Se2 above (cf subsection 4.2.5). As seen in Fig. 4.12, S, Se, SnS, SnSe, SnSe2 and GeS have
high vapour pressures between 350 and 600°C, meaning they are highly volatile, while Cu, Sn
and Ge metals are not in this temperature range. No Cu-S or CuSe vapour pressure is shown for
the reason that the vapour pressures of Cu-X species are to be expressed as the vapour pressure
of X(g) into which they decompose [108].

Figure 4.12: Vapour pressures of gaseous X (S, Se), MX (GeS, SnS, SnSe2, SnSe) and M spe-
cies (Sn, Cu and Ge) above their respective solid phase as function of temperature
[100–107] shown between 0 and 1400°C.

Allotropes

Case of SnS, SnSe and GeS Other allotropes of binary chalcogenides may exist in the
vapour phase, such as SnSe2 reported to exist as a predominant tin selenide gaseous phase with
a higher vapour pressure than SnSe [107], as shown in Fig. 4.12. Due to the scarcity of reports
on the matter, no SnS2 vapour analogue being reported at all and GeS2 reported as vapour
phase having a vapour pressure very similar to GeS [107], the SnSe2 vapour species will not be
considered further in this work.

Case of S and Se Sulphur and selenium both exist in a large number of allotropes. In
the case of sulphur those various allotropes (S2 to S8 [109]) have been debated for a while,
but more recent chemical potential calculations have shown the predominance of both S2 and
S8 allotropes in most temperature regimes [110] but showing a high pressure dependence. For
background pressures below 100 mbar in our system and T< 330°C, S8 is shown to describe the
gaseous mixture as the majority species while above this temperature S2 predominates instead.
For selenium, Se6 is considered as the major species for T < 330°C while Se5 and Se2 become
predominant at higher temperatures [99]. The vapour pressures of mixtures of S and Se allotro-
pes can thus be approximated by the vapour pressures of the predominant allotropes. Fig. 4.12
shows the experimental vapour pressures curves.
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4.3 Formation mechanism of CTS, CTSe and CGS

The first result section consists in the derivation of the formation mechanism for CTS, CTSe and
CGS during annealing. For that, thin copper films electrodeposited on SLG/Mo are annealed in
a tube furnace (Elite Thermal System Ltd - Type ”TSH12/38/250-2416”) to a maximum tem-
perature T of 525°C for 30 minutes, sufficiently below the temperature where the SLG starts to
bend and still providing sufficient thermal energy for grain growth [111]. The thermodynamics
of the system at the reaction front are derived for these given kinetic conditions by analysis of
the composition of the resulting CTS, CTSe and CGS films along the heating ramp.

4.3.1 Volatility of MX species

X and group IV-based species MX were reported in Fig. 4.2.5 to have high vapour pressures
between 100 and 600°C. Investigations in the quaternary system of Cu2ZnSnSSe4 have shown
Sn losses from the film via desorption of SnSSe(g) during annealing [112, 113]. The loss is
diminished by adding a partial pressure of SnSSe(g) to the annealing atmosphere. As similar
material systems, CTS and CTSe could similarly lose Sn via desorption of SnS(e)(g) during
annealing. Respectively, CGS could lose Ge via desorption of GeS(g) following:

2 Cu2MX3(s) → 2 Cu2X(s) + MX(g) + X2(g), (4.12)

Reaction (4.12) was shown to be spontaneous (4G < 0) in the case of CTS when the annealing
of a CTS film was performed in a high vacuum with a constant supply of X2(g) [114]. The film
after only 1 hour of annealing only contained the binary Cu2S. The Sn loss rate has been reduced
in CZTS when an additional partial pressure of SnS was added to the annealing atmosphere
[112]. During the annealing of CTGS(e) films, losses of group IV elements could be similarly
expected and should be avoided.

4.3.2 Annealing with X and MX partial pressures

Supply of group-IV based chalcogenide powders

To compensate for group IV losses via desorption, additional MX supplies could be added to the
annealing atmosphere in the form of solid powders. Prior to this work, it has been shown that a
supply of SnSe(g) to the annealing environment decreases the amount of secondary Cu2Se phases
in CTSe films [41, 115]. This supply was insured via sublimation of a solid source of SnSe.
The benefit of MX(g) during the annealing of CTS and CGS films was however not known
until the start of this work. Only since then it has been employed in a few occurrences, mostly
for CGS growth [29], without showing the investigation of its actual benefit. The relevance of
SnS(g) has been only investigated during the growth of CZTS films where SnS(g) shows to be
essential in the atmosphere to reduce Sn losses. We expect a similar outcome in the Cu-Sn-S
system. Berg et al. [116] showed that CZTS can be formed from Cu-Zn precursors annealed
in a S and SnS(g)-containing atmosphere, as described by Eq. (4.13) [116]. Sn was provided
during annealing only, showing completion of the formation reaction happened thanks to the
sublimation of solid powder of SnS and reaction with the Sn-free precursors, following:

4 Cu(s) + 2 Zn(s) + 2 SnS(g) + 3 S2(g) � Cu2ZnSnS4(s) (4.13)
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We want to evaluate the importance of having both X and MX partial pressures during the an-
nealing process and the impact on composition of the CTS, CTSe and CGS thin films. Fig. 4.13
presents a schematic of the heated zone of the annealing furnace used in this work, consisting
of a graphite box enclosed within a quartz tube. The precursor sample to anneal is always in-
troduced in the middle of the graphite box, at a constant distance from the powder supplies on
the left-hand side of it. The powders supplies consist in the chalcogen X and the additional
binary chalcogen MX previously mentioned, highlighted in red in Fig. 4.13, and described in
Table 4.3.

Semiconductor compound to be formed CTS CTSe CGS
Annealing of Cu with powders of: S and SnS Se and SnSe S and GeS

Table 4.3: Description of powder supplies added to a copper layer for synthesis of CTS, CTSe
and CGS semiconductors during annealing

The quartz tube around the graphite box is filled with a pressure of inert gas suggested, instead
of vacuum, as a necessary background to slow down the film decomposition back into chalco-
genide binaries [41, 114]. Since the species from the solid supplies are highly volatile due to
their high vapour pressures, an additional background pressure of forming gas pback allows to
build up a longer lasting partial pressure within the graphite box, and thus allow longer time
for the ternary formation to occur. We make use of forming gas H2/N2 as background inert gas
(mixture of H2 and N2 gases with ratio 10%/90%). Pure N2 or Ar are more commonly used
as background inert gases for the annealing of thin films [117], but H2-assisted annealing pro-
cesses have been shown to be beneficial for solar cell applications, at least in CIGS [118], and
forming gas usage avoids the toxic H2(S, Se). Assuming a high thermal conductivity of grap-
hite and glass, it is considered that all elements within the heating zone follow the same heating
ramp shown in Fig. 4.14 as also measured with a thermocouple, thus Tprecursor ∼ Tpowders. Be-
fore the start, the entire annealing zone is filled with high purity nitrogen N2 and forming gases
H2/N2 to atmospheric pressure and further vented to the lowest reachable pressure (low vacuum
∼ 10−3 mbar). After this, the furnace is re-filled with pback and the heating ramp follows a rate
of approx. 0.5 °C/s (determined by linear fitting of the slope in Fig. 4.14) to the wished anne-
aling temperature (e.g 525°C in this case) where it stays for a tunable duration (usually thirty
minutes). At this point, the furnace cools down naturally to room temperature.
Using this annealing system we want to quantify the importance of both chalcogen and group
IV chalcogen partial pressures on the S/IV and Cu/IV ratio. Starting from this the simplest
formation reaction to the compound can be written as a reversible reaction such as:

2 Cu(s) + MX(g) +
2

x
Xx(g) −−⇀↽−− Cu2MX3(s) (4.14)

where the allotrope form of X (thus its subscript x) depends on temperature (see subsection
4.2.5 for details) and MX(g) and Xx(g) are vapour species coming from the sublimation of the
solid powders of MX(s), and X(s). As the temperature rises the generated vapour phases react
with the copper layer, as observed during Kesterite formation [116] and following the three
steps explicated in the introduction in Fig. 4.1. The idea is to verify this formation reaction
experimentally, noticing that if true, its equilibrium could easily depend on the partial pressures
of the two vapour phases.
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Figure 4.13: Annealing furnace configuration showing the precursor sample in the graphite box
with chalcogen and group IV chalcogen powders, surrounded by inert gas H2/N2

in a sealed space.

Figure 4.14: Heating ramp of the used annealing furnace, evaluated with a thermocouple, sho-
wing the increase of temperature to 525°C directly after the flushing step at 100°C.
After the annealing is complete the heating stops and the oven cools down to room
temperature in a few hours (not shown). The heating rate is evaluated from the
slope of the ramp.

4.4 Assessment of formation reactions

To verify the formation reaction of the CTS, CTSe and CGS, i.e investigate phase formation
and the importance of the partial pressures of X and MX vapour phases in approaching target
composition, copper layers (SLG/Mo/Cu, refer to Chapter 3 for details about the precursor
deposition) were annealed to temperatures from 300 to 525°C in the presence of sources of
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X and MX, as shown in the furnace in Fig. 4.13 and described in Table 4.3. Details on the
provenance, purities, and amounts of the X and MX sources used are given in Appendix A. In
this way the resulting composition and crystallographic structure are studied along the heating
ramp. All reference patterns of XRD are taken from the ICDD database and referenced in
Appendix B.

4.4.1 Chalcogenisation of the metallic precursors

Formation of Cu2 – x (S, Se) from Cu

Annealing to 300°C: formation of CuS and CuSe2 Fig. 4.15 presents GI-XRD recor-
ded on the copper samples annealed to 300°C with immediate cooling. Fig. 4.15a) recorded

Figure 4.15: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 300°C following by immediate cool-
ing, in the presence of a) S and SnS powders, b) Se and SnSe powders, c) S and
GeS powders. The pink pattern corresponds to covellite, CuS, and the green to
marcasite, CuSe2. The dashed grey lines indicate the contribution of the Mo sub-
strate. Potassium cyanide, KCN, is known as an etchant for copper sulphide phases
[119]. Unidentified peaks labelled with a star disappeared with the rest of the peaks
after KCN etching [30] and are thus attributed to various minor non stoichiometric
Cu-S (or Cu-Se) binaries.

on copper annealed in S and SnS at 300 °C shows the presence of the CuS phase only. There
is no trace of a Sn-related phase in the XRD and the SnS powder in the box remained visibly
intact. EDX studies (sensitive down to 1 at.%) done in parallel on individual grains confirmed
this absence of Sn [120]. This means only the vapour sulphur phase has reacted with the sample
and not the tin sulphide. The observed CuS is expected from the copper-sulphur phase dia-
gram at this temperature (cf.section 4.2.2). The copper sample annealed in S and GeS shown
in Fig. 4.15c) gives the same result with only CuS present. No trace of Ge is detected in the
sample. The copper annealed in Se and SnSe to 300°C in Fig. 4.15b) shows instead the presence
of the CuSe2 binary, in agreement with the copper-selenium phase diagram (cf. section 4.2.3),
and again no Sn. Therefore at 300°C the SnS, SnSe and GeS powders have not reacted with the
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sample yet, but only the pure chalcogen S and Se that have 104 times higher vapour pressures
than the binaries at this temperature (above 0.1 mbar for the chalcogens and below 10−6 mbar
for the binary chalcogens) as seen in Fig. 4.12).
The difference in vapour pressure explains the first reaction of S and Se species with the copper.
The reaction with the SnS, SnSe and GeS species is only expected for T > 300°C where they
have higher vapour pressures and therefore provide stoichiometric amounts of group IV ele-
ments. Considering the predominant allotropes of the chalcogens for T < 330°C (cf subsection
4.2.5), the first two chemical reactions can, therefore, be written as follows:

Cu(s) +
1

8
S8(g) → CuS(s) (4.15)

corresponding to reactions in Fig. 4.15a) and c), while for b)

Cu(s) +
1

3
Se6(g) → CuSe2(s) (4.16)

This is only an intermediate step in the formation of the absorber layers, thus similar annealings
are performed at higher temperatures.

Annealing to 400°C: formation of Cu2 – x (S, Se) Here the case of SnS is considered
first, where a copper layer is annealed in the presence of S and SnS up to 400°C for 30 minu-
tes. GI-XRD is performed on the sample extracted out of the oven after cooling down to room
temperature. The resulting diffractogram is presented in Fig.4.16. It shows the presence of the

Figure 4.16: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 400°C for 30 minutes in the presence
of S and SnS powders, followed by immediate cooling. The pink pattern corre-
sponds to covellite (CuS) and the black to Cu9S5. The dashed grey lines indicate
the contribution of the Mo substrate. Unidentified peaks labelled with a star di-
sappeared with the rest after KCN etching [30] and are thus attributed to various
minor non stoichiometric Cu-S binaries.

CuS binary together with the copper-rich Cu9S5 binary at 400°C. Similarly to the sample anne-
aled at 300°C, neither metallic Sn nor SnS binaries are detected in the sample with WDX and
XRD. The diffractogram shows minor unidentified peaks, that disappeared after KCN etching,
similarly to the 300°C samples, and are therefore attributed to non stoichiometric Cu-S binaries.
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The transition from the CuS to the Cu9S5 binary is predicted from the phase diagram at 507°C
(cf. section 4.2.2 [77]) but happens at lower temperatures here, suggesting that sulphur escapes
the graphite box. This is also seen as sulphur comes to condense on the cold sides of the quartz
tube outside of the graphite box. The reaction occurring here between copper sulphide phases
is described as a decomposition reaction, written as follows, considering S2 as the predominant
sulphur allotrope for temperatures >330°C [110]:

2 CuS(s) → Cu2S(s) +
1

2
S2(g) (4.17)

so the covellite CuS transforms to chalcocite Cu2S via desorption of S2(g) (as previously men-
tioned in section 4.2.5). The absence of Sn in the sample can be again explained by the low
vapour pressure of SnS (< 10−5 mbar) at this temperature. The absence of Sn is therefore also
expected if copper was annealed with Se and SnSe as p(SnSe) ∼ p(SnS). However the equili-
brium vapour pressure of GeS is 104 times higher than SnS or SnSe, thus the presence of Ge
could be expected in the sample at 400°C and the hypothesis will be checked in the next sub-
section.
When copper is annealed with Se and SnSe, no tin is expected but a look at the Cu-Se phase
diagram in section 4.2.3 with Eq.( 4.1) and (4.2) suggest that under a high vapour pressure of
Se(g), Cu2 – xSe(s) would coexist with CuSe(s) in thermal equilibrium. The similarity between
copper sulphide (Eq.(4.17)) and copper selenide (Eq.(4.1)) decomposition reactions is to be no-
ted, but the liquid selenium phase resulting from the copper selenide binary is detrimental for
both morphology and composition. A copper sample was annealed up to 390°C for 30 minu-
tes in the presence of Se and SnSe and the following EDX analysis confirmed Eq. (4.1). The
resulting EDX shows a tin-free sample with a very open morphology where various copper se-
lenide binaries with stoichiometries from 1.8:1 (Cu2 – xSe(s)) to 1:1 (CuSe) coexist. The open
morphology observed where the substrate is exposed between the grains is a detrimental source
of shunt paths for future solar devices if they are not filled during the final synthesis steps. The
next step is to increase the temperature and see if Sn reacts with the sample (and investigate the
case of Ge).

Annealing to 450°C: formation of low temperature Cu-Sn-S ternary A copper sam-
ple is annealed to 450°C for 30 minutes in presence of S and SnS powders. The resulting
GI-XRD presented in Fig. 4.17 shows again the copper rich binary Cu9S5 together with a Cu-
Sn-S ternary compound. This pattern associated with the ternary fits the best with the reference
pattern for cubic Cu2SnS3 from the ICDD database [47]. Among available reference diffrac-
tograms for Cu-Sn-S phases, the cubic CTS is concluded to have the best cross-comparison of
peaks to the measured data. However neither a SnS phase is observed in XRD, nor Sn-rich
compositions are measured with EDX, revealing that the reaction between the vapour of SnS
and solid Cu9S5 must be immediate when SnS(g) reaches the sample.
A copper sample is annealed to 480°C for 30 minutes in presence of S and GeS powders. The
resulting GI-XRD presented in Fig. 4.18 shows, similarly to the case of the annealing in SnS, a
Cu-Ge-S ternary compound associated with the reference pattern for cubic Cu2GeS3 [47]. The
absence of copper sulfides can be explained by the higher annealing temperature used for this
run.
However due to the higher vapour pressure of GeS compared to SnS and SnSe (cf Fig. 4.12),
it would be expected that the reaction of GeS(g) with copper sulphide happens at lower tem-
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Figure 4.17: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 450°C for 30 minutes, followed by
immediate cooling, in the presence of S and SnS powders. The black pattern cor-
responds to Cu9S5 and the red to cubic Cu2SnS3.The dashed grey lines indicate the
contribution of the Mo substrate.

Figure 4.18: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 480°C for 30 minutes, followed by
immediate cooling, in the presence of S and GeS powders. The red pattern cor-
responds to cubic Cu2GeS3.The dashed grey lines indicate the contribution of the
Mo substrate.

peratures. It should be noted that at 350°C, the equilibrium vapour pressure of GeS equals
the vapour pressure of SnS at 450°C when Sn reacts with copper sulphides. The formation of
Cu2GeS3 is thus expected at 350°C. This hypothesis will be tested in the next section.

4.4.2 Uptake of group IV vapour species MX

Reaction of MX(g) with Cu-S is limited by stoichiometry

To check for the hypothesis that GeS(g) should react with Cu-S at lower temperatures than
SnS(g) a copper sample is annealed up to 350°C in presence of GeS and S powders. At this
temperature the vapour pressure of GeS equals the vapour pressure of SnS at 450°C, so the
formation of the CGS ternary would be expected (cf Fig. 4.12).
The resulting XRD, presented in Fig. 4.19, shows instead the absence of GeS in the sample,
or even Ge, as determined with WDX analysis. Only CuS is detected in the sample, giving
the same pattern as in Fig.4.15. GeS is thus only present as a vapour above the sample and/or
as a condensate on the CuS at this stage of the annealing and these results suggest that the
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Figure 4.19: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 350°C for 30 minutes, followed by
immediate cooling, in the presence of S and GeS powders. The pattern is identical
to Fig.4.15 at 300°C, giving the single CuS phase. The dashed grey lines indicate
the contribution of the Mo substrate.

sufficient vapour pressure of the metal chalcogenide and thus its presence above the sample
and/or on the sample is not sufficient for the reaction between CuS and GeS to happen. Instead,
the stoichiometry of the copper sulphide may be relevant and required to be copper rich (1.8:1)
for the direct reaction of SnS or GeS with the sample to happen, and form the final ternary
compound, i.e4G < 0.

Formation of monoclinic Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 via direct reaction with Cu2 – x (S, Se)

Annealing up to 525°C The annealing of copper layers is repeated up to the final tempera-
ture of 525°C for 30 minutes. The resulting XRD are presented in Fig. 4.20 for a) S and SnS,
b)S and GeS and c) Se and SnSe. They indicate the formation of monoclinic CTS, CGS and
CTSe, respectively, which present a different diffractogram than the cubic phase observed at
annealing temperatures below 500°C. This phase transition was observed in other CTS samples
prepared from Cu-Sn alloyed precursors [54], suggesting that the annealing temperature has an
impact on the arrangement of Cu and Sn cations around the sulphur anions in the crystalline
structure [54]. Results on the investigation of the crystalline structure for CGS are presented in
Chapter 5. In Fig. 4.20, the monoclinic CTS and CGS samples appear as single phase ternary
compounds with the exception of the very few minor and unidentified peaks indicated by ar-
rows. On the other hand, CTSe coexists with the Cu2 – xSe binary. Looking back to Eq.(4.1) it
means some CuSe decomposed into Cu2 – xSe via the escape of selenium vapour from the box,
thus decreasing its partial pressure. The reaction with SnSe(g) is however still incomplete, com-
pared to the case of SnS. This suggests either that the partial pressure of SnSe(g) is insufficient
to fulfil the ternary formation (i.e low mass transport for the duration of annealing) or that the
free energy of formation of CTSe is very close to the free energy of formation of its binaries so
that binaries and ternary coexist.
To check for the hypothesis, another copper precursor was annealed in presence of more Sn.
The tin was provided directly to the precursor, as an additional layer electrodeposited on top
of the copper (cf Chapter 3). The resulting sample showed a reduced amount of Cu2 – xSe on
its surface, and more CTSe instead. However the reaction, despite the additional Sn layer, has
not reached completion. Therefore we expect the free energies of formation of CTSe and its
binaries to be close.
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Figure 4.20: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 525°C for 30 minutes, followed by
immediate cooling, in the presence of a) S and SnS powders, b) S and GeS pow-
ders, c) Se and SnSe powders. The dashed grey lines indicate the contribution of
the Mo substrate. The red patterns indicate the monoclinic CTS, CTSe and CGS
phases, respectively. The blue pattern indicates the presence of Cu2 – xSe. Unidenti-
fied peaks labelled with an arrow disappeared after KCN etching [30] and are thus
attributed to various minor non stoichiometric Cu-S binaries.

Verification of model of study: relevance of two partial pressures In order to check
for the reversibility of Eq. (4.14), the prepared CTS, CGS and CTSe films are re-annealed to
525°C in vacuum. The oven stays at 525°C for durations of 3, 5 or 12 hours. Those long an-
nealing durations chosen arbitrarily (compared to 30 minutes) under vacuum conditions should
allow sufficient time for full desorption of the vapour phase and total escape from the graphite
box. SEM top view images of the samples re-annealed for the longest time of 12 hours are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.21 overlaid with EDX line scan for Cu and group IV elements. The line scans
show the total absence of group IV element within the absorber layer after the re-annealing.
Preliminary WDX analysis showed the absence of group IV element on CTS and CGS samples
re-annealed for 3 and 6 hours as well, with the exception of the CTS sample annealed for 6
hours. This can be explained by a Sn-contaminated annealing environment supplying an un-
wanted partial pressure of SnS, i.e the graphite box being very porous. Similarly, absorbers
re-annealed in the presence of chalcogen show no group IV loss.

Establishment of complete formation reaction The studies made in this chapter allo-
wed us to establish the complete and reversible formation reactions for CTS, CTSe and CGS
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Figure 4.21: EDX line scan for Cu (red) and group IV element Sn or Ge (blue) overlaid with
SEM top views where the scan position is indicated by the green line.

semiconductors as follows.

Cu2X(s) + MX(g) +
1

2
X2(g) � Cu2MX3(s), (4.18)

revealing the importance of the vapour species during annealing, as well as the background
pressure. However the formation of CTSe did not reach completion, even with an additional tin
supply and secondary Cu2 – xSe phases were still present.

4.5 Film composition

The previous section highlighted the importance of partial pressures of both chalcogen and
group IV-based chalcogen species during the annealing of CTS, CTSe and CGS thin films. The
study showed a full decomposition of these ternary compounds into copper sulfide or copper
selenide binaries via desorption of Sn or Ge, in the absence of powder supplies.

4.5.1 Lateral compositional gradient

The samples annealed to 525°C at pback = 10 mbar showed in Fig. 8.1 the presence of minor
Cu-S or Cu-Se binaries which actually happen to follow a specific lateral distribution when one
carefully observes them with the EDX mapping tool. From lateral EDX/WDX measurements,
distribution of binaries within the films was deduced and sketched in Fig. 4.22. It shows the
annealing box in the tube in the model of Fig. 4.13, after completion of the annealings of CTS,
CGS and CTSe. For CTSe, SEM top views of the sample are presented underneath the box
sketch overlaid with EDX chemical mapping for Cu and Sn. Due to their high vapour pressure,
there is no visible leftover of S, GeS or Se powder in the box. As described in the previous
section, monoclinic CTS and CGS have been synthesised uniformly, while Cu2 – xSe phases
are found to coexist with monoclinic CTSe for annealing temperatures of 525°C. However
next to this open morphology present in CTSe surrounded by copper selenides, an additional
composition gradient is visible at larger distances from the powders, i.e. the right-hand side
of the sample, and also for CTS and CGS but particularly enhanced in the case of CTSe. The
schematics (not to scale) in the three cases aim to help for visualisation.
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Figure 4.22: Schematic of the annealing furnace configuration after completion of the process
showing the sample in the graphite box in the case of a) CTS annealed with S and
SnS, b) CGS annealed with S and GeS and c) CTSe annealed with Se and SnSe.
For the CTSe sample, SEM top views are shown below (20 kV, 5k) recorded at
different distances of the sample left edge (1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm and 5 mm)
where chemical mapping for Cu and Sn is performed with EDX. The green colour
is associated to the presence of tin and the red to the presence of copper.

The right-hand side of all samples show a lateral composition gradient with Cu2 – x(S, Se) and no
group IV species. The CTSe sample shows the largest surface without group IV species while
the CGS sample shows to be the most uniformly covered with the CGS ternary and a reduced
Cu-S volume.

Relevance of background pressure

The background pressure of forming gas pback appeared as another relevant and tunable parame-
ter during annealing. Annealings of CTS, CTSe and CGS were repeated at lower background
pressures of 0.1 and 1 mbar. EDX analysis performed on single grains allow for the study of
the Cu/IV ratio as function of the distance to the powders, as presented in Fig. 4.23a), b), and
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c) for all ternaries. The EDX data was corrected in the case of CTSe in c) due to the additio-
nal composition gradient seen in Fig. 4.22c) where the coverage by copper sulphides increases
from the left to the right of the sample (from 1 mm to 5 mm) until the sample becomes tin-free
on its right edge. It suggests that the amount of SnSe vapour is not sufficient to reach the right
end of the sample and react with it. The Cu/IV ratio for CTSe could thus obviously only be
extracted from the grains that do contain tin. Thus it is averaged over Cu-Sn containing grains
and afterwards corrected by the total surface area of copper.
It is observed in Fig. 4.23a) that the Cu2GeS3 film is of a uniform copper-poor composition
with 1.6< 2Cu/IV< 2 at all background pressures, as it could be expected from the high va-
pour pressure of GeS.

Figure 4.23: Lateral evaluation of final Cu/IV ratio from EDX/WDX measurement after anne-
aling a Cu layer in a) S and GeS, b) S and SnS and c) Se and SnSe at 525°C for
30 minutes under different background pressures of H2/N2 : black 0.1 mbar, red
1 mbar, blue - 10 mbar.

However, the CTS sample in Fig. 4.23b) only presents a uniform copper-poor composition on
the totality of the sample for the lowest pback of 0.1 mbar. With increasing background pressures
of 1 to 10 mbar, a gradient is observed with the absence of Sn after 13 mm for the sample
annealed under the highest pressure. The sample also shows a Cu/Sn ratio increasing to about
4 towards the left of the sample before it becomes tin-free. These copper-rich compositions are
explained by the formation of the Cu4SnS4 ternary, seen in GI-XRD presented in Fig. 4.24.
The gradient is the most enhanced in the CTSe sample. The Sn has reacted with no more than
4 mm of the sample from its left edge at 1 mbar. Due to the dewetting phenomenon followed
by data correction, the Cu/Sn ratio of the CTSe reaches high values above 2.8. This would not
happen if we had Sn on all the grains where we could and compare the absolute values with
CTS.
The CTSe sample prepared at the highest pback of 10 mbar shows the presence of tin over 2 mm
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Figure 4.24: a) EDX mapping with copper (red) and Sn (blue) and b) GI-XRD of the CTS
sample annealed at 1 mbar, measured at 14 mm of the left sample edge, where
the Cu/Sn ratio shows to be increasing. The red pattern represents the Cu4SnS4,
although secondary phases (unknown peaks) can be seen marked with stars. They
likely correspond to Cu-S binaries as seen on the image (red grains)

only, which is in the error of the measurement of the position of the sample in the box. Therefore
the trend between maps at 1 mm and 2 mm corrected by the area, is not conclusive. We can only
say that the coverage by Sn is lower when annealed at 10 mbar than at 1 mbar.
The next section aims to unify theory to these experimental observations to understand the
reasons for this lateral gradient.

4.5.2 Study of reaction kinetics to avoid lateral gradient

The investigation of the reason for the lateral composition gradient in Sn-based ternaries is
done via division of the annealing process in three steps (generation, diffusion and reaction),
as introduced in Fig. 4.1. We find which step is responsible for the Sn gradient by using a
combined theoretical and experimental approach. The theoretical description of the generation
and diffusion steps require the kinetic molecular theory, introduced in the next section.

Kinetic molecular theory

The kinetic molecular theory describes a gas as an ensemble of many particles being hard sp-
heres of diameter d where d << λt, the average distance between two particles. They move
constantly and randomly along straight lines, and there is no force of attraction between them.
Fig 4.25 presents a schematics of this theory applied to our annealing system described previ-
ously. The particle trajectory is only deviated when it collides elastically with another particle
or the walls of their container (i.e the graphite box). Collisions with the walls of the graphite
box define the total pressure of the gas pt, as an applied force on the surface area of the walls.
When different vapours X and MX coexist in the same box, the Dalton’s law describes pt as the
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Figure 4.25: Application of the kinetic molecular theory in the annealing box, with definition
of the molecular diameter d and the free mean path, λt.

sum of partial pressures of all coexisting species, following:

pt = p(X) + p(MX) + pback, (4.19)

where pback is included as the box is not a complete sealed element, so X and MX will tend to
escape as soon as their partial pressures is high enough, but also the forming gas exerts a force
on the outer box walls.
The average distance between particles λt (in m), better described as the average travelling
distance between two collisions is called free mean path and is calculated as follows at constant
temperature T :

λt =
kB · T√

2 · π · d2 · pt
(4.20)

with kB the Boltzmann constant and d the molecular diameter. The average speed of diffusion
of the particles at T (in m.s−1), expressed as ”the root mean square speed” vrms (m/s) can also
be computed:

vrms =

√
3 · kB · T

m
, (4.21)

with m the molecular weight.
From both λ (Eq. (4.20)) and vrms (Eq. (4.21)) the diffusion coefficient of particles D (m2.s−1)
is then calculated as:

D =
1

3
· λt · vrms, (4.22)

leading to the following definition of D:

D =
3 · π · vrms(T,m) · λ(d, pt)

16 ·
√

2

D = C · vrms(T,m) · λ(d, pt)

(4.23)

with C a constant. Therefore D can be calculated at any T as long as m and d are known for
the species of interest.
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Molecular weights and diameters Most of the molecules present in the annealing atmos-
phere (and previously introduced in section 4.2.5) are diatomic: S2, Se2, SnS, SnSe and GeS.
Therefore they also have a linear geometry and rough values of their diameter d, required for
the calculation of D, can be computed from covalent radii rcov and bond lengths re found in
literature [121] and presented in Table 4.4. The table shows the resulting average molecular
diameters d ∼ re + 2 · rcov together with molecular weights calculated from individual atomic
weights found in the periodic table. There is one exception of non-linear molecule present in
the annealing environment which is the crown-like S8, whose diameter is directly taken from
literature [122].

Atomic species rcov [Å]
S 1.02
Se 1.22
Sn 1.46
Ge 1.17

Molecule re [Å] d [Å] m [u]
S2 1.89 3.93 64.13
S8 (-) 7.6 [122] 256.52
Se2 2.16 4.6 157.92
SnS 2.21 4.69 150.77
SnSe 2.33 5.01 197.66
GeS 2.01 4.01 104.71

Table 4.4: Report of atomic covalent radii rcov and molecular bond lengths d taken from [121],
used to calculate the average molecular diameters d, with the exception of d for S8

found in [122]. The molecular weights m (in u) are calculated by summing the
weights of individual chemical elements found in the periodic table.

Step 1: Generation of vapour phase

Theoretical minimum generation rate As suggested in section 4.2.5, the generation of
the MX-related vapour phase in the graphite box by sublimation of a solid powder of MX is
quantified by the vapour pressure. Therefore it also varies with temperature. A minimum va-
pour generation rate rmin of MX(g) is necessary to complete the ternary formation on the entire
sample surface by sufficient uptake of group IV element. A theoretical value for rmin can be
calculated considering the number of copper atoms present in the precursor layer and the target
stoichiometry (Cu/IV = 2). Using the surface area S of the copper precursor (25× 25 mm2), its
thickness a (∼ 250 nm and the annealing duration t of 30 minutes at 525°C:

rmin =
a× S × ρ(Cu)×NA

2M(Cu)× t
(4.24)

with ρ(Cu) the density of copper, M(Cu) the molar mass of copper, and NA the Avogadro
number, giving out:

rmin ∼ 6.1 nmol s−1 (4.25)
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as a theoretical minimum value of MX molecules to complete the formation. rmin should be
compared to an experimental value. An experimental value of the maximum generation rate
can be calculated by making assumptions on the partial pressure of the X species.

Experimental upper limit for the generation rate From experimental conditions it is
possible to calculate an upper limit for the generation rate, described as the maximum rate of
sublimation rmax. The Hertz-Knudsen equation expresses rmax for a source X in vacuum at the
constant temperature T [123]. Under those conditions the maximum number of molecules cre-
ated per second for a 1 m2 surface area solid source is given as:

rmax =
α · vrms · p(X)

4 ·R · T
(4.26)

with vrms the root mean square speed described in Eq. (4.21), R the gas constant, p(X) the
vapour pressure of the species X and α the sticking coefficient of gas molecules onto the surface
of the condensate. α takes values between 0 and 1 and is unknown for the considered species
here. In the current situation, Eq. (4.26) has to be modified to consider the total surrounding
pressure, pt. The derived form of the Hertz-Knudsen law gives out rmax as:

rmax =
α·vrms·p(X)

4·R·T
1 + α vrms

4
L
D

, (4.27)

with L the distance travelled by the vapour from its source (cf Fig. 4.26) and D the diffusion
coefficient function of pt as expressed in Eq. (4.23).

Figure 4.26: Schematic of the annealing configuration used for calculation of rmax, where MX
sublimes in the presence of p(X) and pback

Eq. (4.27) can be simplified as α vrms

4
L
D
� 1, thus

rmax =
D · p(MX)

RTL
(4.28)

where D is function of pt. To calculate rmax, pt = pback + pp(X) is required so an assumption
has to be made on the partial pressure of X, pp(X). One considers two different situations
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when X = S or X = Se. When one performs an annealing in the presence of sulphur, one rapidly
notices a condensation of sulphur on the cold quartz tube at the edges of the heating zone where
the graphite box lies. Therefore we can easily consider that at T = 525°C sulphur vapour has
already escaped the graphite box. We hypothesise that at the same T there is still selenium
vapour in the box. From this, we can write:

pt = pback = 10 mbar for annealings in S (4.29)

pt = pback + pp(Se) ∼ pp(Se) ∼ 100 mbar for annealings in Se (4.30)

while the vapour pressures of interest (= p) at 525°C are reported in Table 4.5. The values
calculated for rmax following Eq. (4.28) are reported in Table 4.5 as well, considering a 1 cm2

powder source. Finally, as seen in Table 4.5 rmax amounts to values that are much below the

Vapour SnS SnSe GeS
p(MX)[mbar] 10−3 10−3 1

rmax[mol/(s · cm2)] 0.06 0.005 4.5

Table 4.5: Vapour pressures used for calculation of rmax at T = 525°C and pback = 10 mbar to-
gether with the resulting rmax.

required value of rmin calculated in Eq. (4.25) for annealings of CTS and CTSe. This means
that at pback = 10 mbar the annealings will not reach completion. If pback is decreased by a factor
of 100 (0.1 mbar), as rmax ∝ p(MX)

pt
, in the case of CTS rmax increases to 9 nmol s−1 which

is in the same order of magnitude as the required rmin for full completion of semiconductor
formation. CTS annealed at background pressures of 1 and 10 mbar is thus predicted to have a
Cu/Sn gradient whilst the 0.1 mbar should not. In the case of CTSe, the pback should be even
below 0.1 mbar or the sample always shows a gradient. In the case of GeS which has a 100 times
higher vapour pressure than SnS for any given temperature, the generation rate is predicted to
be sufficiently high even at pback = 10 mbar to form a uniform sample.

Step 2: Diffusion of gas phase to the sample

The diffusion is calculated by means of the diffusion coefficient D from the kinetic molecu-
lar theory as presented previously in Eq. (4.23). The resulting D is presented in Fig. 4.27 as
function of pt for all vapour species considered in this work.
It is observed in Fig. 4.27 that for all species considered here, the diffusion happens really fast
and the box is filled in one second only. Therefore, the diffusion cannot be the limiting process
for semiconductor formation during the annealing.

Step 3: Reaction gas phase-sample

We have seen that while diffusion is very fast, generation is a slow process that can be accele-
rated by decreasing the background pressure. The gas-solid reaction is the third and last step
of the series to consider as a potential limiting step for completion of semiconductor formation.
Studies have shown the complete of Kesterite formation in less than five minutes, by a full in-
corporation of gaseous Se in the solid precursors [124]. Also, the experimental part showed us
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Figure 4.27: Diffusion coefficient of all species as function of the total pressure pt, calculated
from Eq. (4.23). The horizontal dashed line represents the surface area of the box
that the vapour phase should travel to fullfill the box in one second.

that MX can not be found in Cu2 – x(S, Se) samples where the ternary compound is suggested to
form directly when the 2:1 stoichiometry is obtained in the copper sulphide and MX can react
with it. Therefore from the experimental evidence the reaction between vapour and sample is
assumed to happen within a short fraction of time, that is much smaller than the 30 minutes
usually given as annealing time. It does not appear to be a limiting step.

4.6 Generation as limiting step and final suggestions
for a uniform target composition

Table 4.6 recapitulates the kinetics of the three processes stated in Fig. 4.1 accessed in this
chapter by a combination of theory and experiments. Unification of experimental observations

Step 1.Generation 2.Diffusion 3.Reaction
Timescale [s] 1800 1 � 300

Table 4.6: Recap of timescales for the three steps of the annealing as sketched in Fig. 4.1

and theory have enabled to evaluate the generation of Sn(S,Se) gaseous molecules as the critical
step for completion of CTS and CTSe formation. A lateral composition gradient can be avoi-
ded in CTS or reduced in CTSe, when pback is decreased, which increases the generation rate.
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Therefore using minimal background pressures is a necessity.

4.7 Formation reaction for ternary alloy Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3

This study on the annealing of CTS and CGS ternary compounds gives some indication on
how to proceed for the synthesis of the CTGS ternary alloy. The background pressure pback is
lowered to 1 mbar for all further annealing processes to avoid lateral composition gradients in
the produced samples, by maximising the partial pressures of GeS & SnS vapours. That means
1 mbar of H2/N2 are introduced into the annealing furnace under ”low” vacuum (”low vacuum”
∼ 10−3 mbar). Using both SnS(s) and GeS(s) in the annealing box for supplies of Sn and Ge,
similar annealing studies could be repeated from a single layer of copper to try and produce a
uniform CTGS absorber.

4.7.1 Expectations of alloy composition: x ∼ 1

The difference in vapour pressures of S, GeS and SnS (cf Fig. 4.27) suggests , as previously
the first reaction of Cu with gaseous S. The reaction of the gas phases with the precursor were
shown to depend not only on the presence of the gas phase above the sample but also on the
stoichiometry of the copper sulphide phase in the precursor. SnS(g) was shown to react with the
sulphurised precursor between 400 and 450°C to form Cu2SnS3. Due to its higher vapor pres-
sure, GeS(g) was expected first to incorporate at around 350°C but since the Cu9S5 forms only
around 400°C, the formation of Cu2GeS3 only happens above 400°C as well. The formation of
the CTGS alloy is thus also expected above 400°C as only then the presence of Cu9S5 allows
for incorporation of Sn and Ge. However, since GeS owns a higher vapour pressure than SnS,
GeS(g) is expected to be above the sample before SnS(g), and thus could react with it to form
Cu2GeS3(s) as soon as Cu9S5 is available. In the model of Eq. (4.18), the following formation
reaction model would then be expected for CuSn1 – xGexS3:

Cu2S(s) + xGeS(s) + (1-x) SnS(s) +
1

2
S2(g) � Cu2GexSn1−xS3(s), (4.31)

with the chalcogen binaries in equilibrium with their respective gas phases following:

GeS(s) � GeS(g), (4.32)

and:
SnS(s) � SnS(g). (4.33)

If GeS(g) reacts immediately with Cu2 – xS(s) to form Cu2GeS3(s), the final composition of the
alloy will depend on whether SnS(g) can incorporate in Cu2GeS3 during the rest of the anne-
aling. Therefore if correct the final composition of the CTGS alloy depends on the following
equilibrium reaction:

Cu2GeS3(s) � Cu2S(s) + GeS(g). (4.34)

If it rather lies on the right hand side, some Ge is lost via desorption in the gas phase, and SnS(g)

could incorporate. The annealing being done in the presence of pback in a saturated box with S
and GeS, reaction (4.34) is rather lies to the left. A final CTGS with x ∼ 1 is thus expected.
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4.7.2 Verification of expectations: Establishment of formation
reaction

Annealing to 430°C: formation of Cu2 – xS

A copper sample is annealed to 430°C for 30 minutes in the presence of S, GeS and SnS pow-
ders. After annealing the sample is mapped with EDX for analysis of Cu, Sn and Ge contents,
at the micron scale. The amount of Sn detected is below sensitivity (< 1 at.%) at any position,
while Ge is found locally in amounts that range between 1 and 2 at.% with no specific distribu-
tion. For this reason the resulting EDX map (presenting mostly copper) is not shown. However
for further analysis the produced sample is also analysed with GI-XRD, as shown in Fig. 4.28.
Fig. 4.28 shows the coexistence of two phases in the sample: the binary Cu9S5 and the ternary

Figure 4.28: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 430°C for 30 minutes in the presence
of S, GeS and SnS powders. The black pattern corresponds to Cu9S5 binary while
the red stars refer to two single major peaks from the cubic Cu2GeS3. The dashed
grey lines indicate the contribution of the Mo substrate.

Cu2GeS3 (cubic). Only the two main peaks of the cubic Cu2GeS3 are detected in the XRD,
demonstrating a preferred orientation along the (111) and (220) planes and confirming the local
incorporation of Ge. At 430°C the formation reaction can be therefore expressed as:

Cu2−xS(s) + GeS(g) � Cu2GeS3(s)(T = 430°C), (4.35)

with the equilibrium rather on the left hand side, as EDX demonstrates a very poor Ge content.
It also confirms that SnS(g) has not yet reacted with the sample.

Annealing to 470°C: formation of Cu2GeS3 and Sn-secondary phases

A copper sample is annealed to 470°C for 30 minutes in the presence of S, GeS and SnS pow-
ders. The XRD measured on the resulting sample (presented in Fig. 4.29) show the coexistence
of the cubic Cu2GeS3 together with Sn-containing secondary phases. EDX studies done in pa-
rallel suggest a rather homogeneous Sn distribution varying between 0.5 and 2 at.% which is
still low to draw a clear conclusion. One relies on the XRD which suggests Sn rather belongs
to a minor secondary phase than incorporated within a CTGS alloy.
The resulting EDX mapping analysis demonstrates the existence of Sn above 1 at.%. Delamina-
tion problems due to stress in the precursor layer have affected the sample with shows an open
morphology with islands surrounded by an uncovered Mo layer. The islands of about 2 microns
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Figure 4.29: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 470°C for 30 minutes in the presence
of S, GeS and SnS powders. The red pattern refers to the cubic phase of Cu2GeS3

and the dashed grey lines indicate the contribution of the Mo substrate. The two
black stars highlight the two broad shoulder peaks suggesting the presence of one
or several unidentified secondary phases, very likely to contain Sn, as measured
with EDX.

size can be analysed with point EDX to establish the Cu/IV ratio. The average of the Cu/IV
ratio is around 1.4, which, lower than the 1.8 standards in the ternaries, suggest the presence of
a minimum of one Sn-containing secondary phase. The results suggest the poor incorporation
of Sn in the sample, and most of all the fact it does not mix with the existing Cu2GeS3 ternary
already present.

Annealing to 525°C: formation of Cu2GeS3

A copper sample is annealed to 525°C for 30 minutes in the presence of S, GeS and SnS po-
wders. An EDX mapping is performed on the sample after annealing. The resulting map is
presented in Fig. 4.30 together with data from a line scan. Low amounts of Sn are detected

Figure 4.30: EDX line scan for Cu (red), Ge (blue) and Sn (yellow) overlaid with SEM top
views where the scan position is indicated by the green line.

which are just slightly above the sensitivity limit at 1 at.%. As seen in Fig. 4.30, the Ge/IV
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and Cu/IV ratio vary from point to point. GI-XRD results presented in Fig. 4.31 show the ex-
istence of pure Cu2GeS3 together with minor Sn-containing phases which suggest that Sn does
not incorporate well in CGS to form CTGS.

Figure 4.31: GI-XRD of the copper layer annealed up to 525°C for 30 minutes in the presence
of S, GeS and SnS powders. The red pattern refers to the monoclinic phase of
Cu2GeS3 and the dashed grey lines indicate the contribution of the Mo substrate.
The unidentified peak highlighted by a cross refers to secondary Sn-containing
phases.

Therefore Sn incorporation does not occur as wished in Cu2GeS3, at best a very Ge rich CTGS
is formed with Sn-containing secondary phases. The experiment suggests that to form a single
phase CTGS alloy, Sn should already be present in the precursor.

Annealing to 525°C of Sn-containing precursors

The Sn/Cu3Ge precursors deposited on Mo from organic solvents, as described in section 3.3.2,
are annealed at 525°C for 30 minutes in the presence of S and GeS powders and pback = 1 mbar.
As reported in [63], the precursor stack was plated with a chemical composition of Cu/IV = 2.0
and Ge/IV = 0.7. After annealing, the chemical composition of the absorber was determined
by EDX to Cu/IV = 1.9 and Ge/IV = 0.8, showing the loss of Sn during annealing, as it could
be expected from the absence of SnS vapour in the atmosphere. GI-XRD of the absorber also
shows the poor Sn content with angular positions close to Cu2GeS3. Therefore, it is highlighted
that to form CTGS alloys, Sn should be present in the precursor but also in the annealing
environment to prevent its desorption as SnS(g).

4.8 Conclusion of the chapter

The chapter showed the successful synthesis of thin films of Cu2SnS3, Cu2GeS3 and Cu2SnSe3

by a two-step method consisting in the annealing of single copper layers in chalcogen and group
IV chalcogenide vapours. Respective formation routes are described, a method which is simple
and can be used for any type of Cu-based semiconductor compound as long as the vapour pres-
sures of the other constituent elements are sufficiently high. To avoid film decomposition during
annealing it is necessary to provide both S and SnS, Se and SnSe or S and GeS vapour phases
to the annealing atmosphere. The final compositions follow copper and sulphur-poor conditi-
ons. Large compositional gradients were observed in the films, especially in SnSe-containing
films. By calculation of the diffusion and generation constants, it was established and verified
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experimentally that generation of the group IV containing vapour from the solid pile of group
IV chalcogenide is slow, which hinders the formation of a film of uniform composition. It is
further expected and verified that increasing the background pressure has the dramatic effect
of lowering the kinetics of formation, leading to enhanced compositional gradients in the film.
However, increasing the duration of the annealing would not help as the vapour phases even-
tually escape the annealing box. During the formation route, we also have observed that CTS,
CTSe and CGS show different predominant crystalline structures (cubic when the films are an-
nealed at temperatures below 500°C and monoclinic when annealed at higher temperatures). In
Chapter 5 one would like to extend get further insight into the crystalline structure and optical
properties of the CGS polymorph, on the model of a study performed on CTS. An attempt at
forming CTGS from Cu was performed by annealing in group IV containing vapours. Howe-
ver, the resulting films mostly show a CGS phase or very Ge-rich and/or minor Sn-containing
secondary phases. Additionally, a Cu-Sn-Ge precursor was annealed in GeS, and lost all its Sn,
confirming that to form CTGS alloys of various compositions in Ge, one should anneal not only
Sn and Ge containing precursors but also provide all group IV chalcogenide species. Alloys
will be prepared in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5

Characterisation of the Cu2GeS3 ternary compound

5.1 Goal

This chapter is based upon the X-ray diffraction results presented in Chapter 4, suggesting a
change in the crystallographic structure of Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3 from cubic to monoclinic
when their annealing temperature is increased above 500°C. In the case of Cu2SnS3, these re-
sults correlate with the report of the same structure transition by de Wild et al. [54], from the
reactive annealing of Cu-Sn precursors. More insight into the crystallographic properties of the
ternary compounds and their respective optoelectronic properties is essential for future photo-
voltaic applications, especially if one of the phases shows better characteristics than another.
After the presentation of the initial background literature on Cu2SnS3, this chapter shows in-
vestigations of the predominant crystallographic structures in Cu2GeS3 and respective bandgap
energies, absent of literature at the start of this work. Four themes of interest will be thus
discussed in this chapter:

1. Background literature on the Cu2SnS3 & Cu2GeS3 polymorphs

2. Change in the Cu2GeS3 polymorph with annealing temperature

3. Estimation of bandgap energies for the polymorph by three different optical methods

4. Assessment of Raman spectra of the polymorph

Parts 2 & 3 were published in Ref.[125].

5.2 Background

At the start of this work, the existing literature focuses on Cu2SnS3 reporting a broad range
of bandgaps between 0.93 and 1.35 eV [30, 32, 33], suggested to correlate to different cry-
stal structures of Cu2SnS3 which is a polymorphic material. Four structures are often cited: a
high-temperature cubic phase grown at temperatures above 775°C and the less ordered triclinic,
tetragonal and monoclinic phases prepared at lower temperatures [30]. The different bandgaps
reported are suggested to relate to the formation of different structures of Cu2SnS3, without
much of a consensus. The calculations of Zhai et al. [126] brought more insight on the several
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structures found in Cu2SnS3. Despite being derived from the zinc blende structure like Kes-
terite CZTS with tetragonal arrangements of cations around each sulphur anion (cf. Fig. 1.2),
CTS does not respect the octet rule. There is no configuration of Cu and Sn cations around S
anions that adds up to 8 valence electrons. Out of 5 possible motifs (Cu2Sn2, Cu3Sn, CuSn3,
Cu4, Sn4), the two that are the closest to the octet rule, Cu2Sn2 and Cu3Sn, were calculated to
be energetically the most stable [126] and arranged into the monoclinic structure of Cu2SnS3. It
was suggested that larger deviations to the octet rule would lead to highly disordered structures.
The study of de Wild et al.[54] within this thesis project was one of the first steps in studying
the polymorphic transitions of Cu2SnS3 and first optoelectronic properties, in the temperature
range adequate for annealing of samples grown on soda-lime glass, therefore between 450°C
and 550°C. The phase identification is performed by cross-comparison of measured X-ray dif-
fractograms with CTS phases from the ICDD database [47], as presented in Appendix B. In
literature, the selected measurement range is often too narrow to allow a fair differentiation of
the different phases as their peaks show many overlaps. In the studies done at the UL, the measu-
rement range of 2θ is therefore extended down from 10-20°to 90°, which allows to evaluate the
nature of the predominant crystallographic structures. It is shown in [54] by cross-comparison
of X-ray diffraction and Raman data that Cu2SnS3 shows a predominant cubic structure at an-
nealing temperatures below 500°C and a predominant monoclinic structure above 500°C. The
monoclinic phase also shows higher luminescence than the cubic phase which suggests a hig-
her quasi-fermi level splitting and a larger open-circuit voltage when implemented in solar cell
devices [54]. The monoclinic phase is reported to have a bandgap of about 0.95 eV. In parallel,
the best CTS-based devices reported are from monoclinic absorbers [31], which would favour
annealing temperatures above 500°C.
This chapter is based on the hypothesis that different CGS polymorphs and/or secondary phases
are formed at different process temperatures. Recent studies of Cu2GeS3 reported bandgaps be-
tween 1.3 and 1.6 eV [127–129]. Similarly to CTS, the deviations in measured bandgap should
be clarified. Cubic [130], tetragonal [131] and monoclinic [132, 133] crystallographic structures
have all been presented in the literature as possible configurations of the CGS lattice, from both
single crystal or thin films XRD studies. However, there is no agreement on secondary phases
or consistency on the existence of polymorphs and the temperature range in which the polymor-
phs and secondary phases are formed. This chapter aims to get more insight into this and check
whether CGS follows similar trends as for CTS in terms of polymorphism and optoelectronic
properties.

5.3 Structural characterisation

Thin films of Cu2GeS3 were prepared with a similar methodology as in Chapter 4 [71]. The
method uses the high vapour pressure and diffusion coefficient of germanium monosulphide
GeS to grow uniform Cu2GeS3 films by annealing copper layers deposited on Mo, in GeS and
S vapours. The background pressure of 1 mbar is set via input of forming gas H2/N2 (10/90)
around the graphite box. It was shown in Chapter 4 that the incorporation of Ge into the film
only happens at temperatures above 450°C, hence setting the minimum annealing temperature
required to prepare CGS via this method. To study the existing polymorphs of CGS present
across the annealing temperature range, annealings of similar Cu precursors are repeated at
480, 500 and 520°C and the resulting samples studied with GI-XRD. The resulting GI-XRD
are presented in Fig. 5.1. The structural analysis is done by cross-comparison of measured peak
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positions with reference patterns found in the ICDD database [47] and presented in Appendix
B. In the film annealed at 480°C a cubic CGS phase is formed, as seen in Fig 5.1a). The film
annealed at 500°C in b) shows peaks belonging to the monoclinic structure as well, indicating
likely a mixture of the cubic and monoclinic phases. When annealed at 520°C in c) the CGS
structure suggests the presence of a predominant monoclinic phase.

Figure 5.1: GI-XRD measured on the Cu2GeS3 films after annealing at a) 480, b) 500, c) 520°C.
The blue pattern corresponds to the cubic CGS, the red to monoclinic CGS, the
green to orthorhombic Cu8GeS6 and the black to the Mo substrate (refer to Table 8.2
in Appendix B for details on the reference patterns). The crosses (×) in the diffrac-
tograms b) and c) indicate the reflection that also remains after KCN etching, likely
belonging to the Cu-rich Cu8GeS6 phase. The arrows on b) show the transition of
the diffractogram from the cubic to the monoclinic polymorph at 500°C when the
main reflections double.

The signature of an additional component is present as a shoulder on the right-hand side of
the main peak at 30°in the diffractograms b) and c). The film annealed at 520°C in c) was
etched in KCN for surface cleaning [119]. The etched sample presented in c) after KCN etch
still shows the CGS monoclinic phase together with the additional shoulder, which suggests it
could be a minor Cu-Ge-S phase that cannot be etched away. The unknown component was
further identified to likely belong to the Cu-rich Cu8GeS6 phase (orthorhombic, as reported in
Table 8.2) and also observed along the Cu2S-GeS2 tie line. The diffractogram of the Cu2GeS3

sample presented in Chapter 4 in Fig. 4.20b) and annealed at a similar temperature might contain
the Cu8GeS6 impurity as well. It is only described as an impurity as only seen in one peak of
the GI-XRD and is suggested to refer to some copper left unreacted. The crystal structures of
the monoclinic and cubic CGS are presented in Fig. 5.2a) and b), respectively, as plotted with
the software VESTA [134] from lattice parameters and atomic positions found in the ICDD
database and corresponding to the reference XRD patterns used in Fig. 5.1. In the monoclinic
structure, each atom has a defined position. The monoclinic structure in CTS was calculated to
be the most stable structure with only two Cu-Sn clusters around S anions: Cu3Sn and Cu2Sn2
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that approach the octet rule [126]. One sees it is the same in CGS. In the cubic structure, each
cation site could be occupied either by a Cu or a Ge atom, leading to local disorder. This
low-temperature cubic structure is seen as highly disordered.

Figure 5.2: a) Unit cell of monoclinic Cu2GeS3 and b) two unit cells of cubic Cu2GeS3, all
drawn with VESTA [134], using lattice parameters in Table 8.2 and respective ato-
mic positions found in the ICDD database.

A highly disordered phase could easily lead to local fluctuations in EG and does not lead to
any good for device application [126, 135, 136]. However one is interested in estimating the
bandgap EG for the polymorph. EG will be determined by a combination of PL and light T −R
measurements.

5.4 Bandgap extraction for the Cu2GeS3 polymorph

5.4.1 Transmission-reflection measurements

Light transmission and reflection measurements were performed on CGS absorbers directly
grown on SLG substrates from a Cu precursor deposited on SLG, as described in section 2.1.4.
The annealing of the copper film is performed at 480 or 525°C. The films annealed on SLG
present the same crystallographic structures as the films prepared on Mo.
Using Eq. (2.10) with the film thickness x ∼ 1 micron, the absorption coefficient α of Cu2GeS3

prepared at different temperatures can be calculated from the measured T and R. Finally, the
bandgaps of the cubic and monoclinic phases can be estimated either from inflection points or
Tauc plots, as described in section 2.1.4. The absorption coefficients calculated for the film an-
nealed below 500°C and above are presented in Fig. 5.3a) in the range from 0.8 to 1.8 eV. The
absolute values of α below 104 cm−1 are most likely underestimated due to the high number of
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pinholes in the layers. Fig. 5.3b) presents the inflection points calculated from α, and c) the
respective Tauc plots. It is seen in b) that the cubic sample only shows one inflection point at
1.23 eV while the monoclinic sample shows two inflection points at 1.55 and 1.68 eV. Instead,
the Tauc plots allow to extract one bandgap value for each sample, 1.06 eV for the cubic sample
and 1.41 eV for the monoclinic one. The two plots confirm the that the cubic and monoclinic
phases have different EG.
The first inflection point observed in monoclinic Cu2GeS3 at 1.55 eV was attributed to the VB-
CB transition, corresponding to EG, while the second inflection point at 1.68 eV was attributed
to a second VB validated by theoretical calculations and also present in Cu2SnS3 [53]. The
transition from the second VB to the CB is not seen in the Tauc plot as it lies above EG. Combi-
nation of both methods is thus essential to determining all optical transitions. Despite the offset
in EG from the two methods, the cubic polymorph can be thought of having a bandgap be-
low 1.3 eV and the monoclinic above 1.4 eV. PL measurements were also done as an additional
method for bandgap extraction and are presented in the next section.

Figure 5.3: a) Experimental absorption spectrum of cubic CGS (black) and monoclinic CGS
(blue), b) First derivative of both absorption spectra, with the three vertical lines
showing their respective inflection points, (c) Tauc plots. Only the first transition
could be determined from the Tauc plot, while the second transition gives a value
below the main band gap.

5.4.2 Photoluminescence measurements
Photoluminescence measurements were performed on the bare absorbers on Mo annealed at
different temperatures. The resulting spectra are presented in Fig. 5.4. The samples annealed
below 500°C presenting a cubic phase in GI-XRD in Fig. 5.1 do not show any measurable PL
yield between 1.0 and 1.7 eV. The only yield is recorded for the samples annealed at T> 500°C,
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with a peak maximum located at 1.57 eV.

Figure 5.4: PL yield of the Cu2GeS3 annealed at T = 480, 500 and 520°C. The line shows the
maximum of the 520°C sample at 1.57 eV.

The PL peak seen at 1.57 eV is close to the inflection point of the monoclinic polymorph at
1.55 eV as determined from the absorption spectrum in Fig. 5.3b). Since this transition refers
to the band-to-band transition [53], monoclinic absorbers are the most likely giving the hig-
hest QFLS (cf. Eq. (2.8)). The large tailing, unfortunately, does not allow quantification of the
QFLS by fitting of the high energy side of the signal so that the comparison between the sam-
ples annealed at 500 and 520°C is not possible. However, one can conclude that annealing at
temperatures above 500°C is absolutely required for synthesis since the QFLS gives the highest
limit for the open circuit voltage that we want as close as possible to the bandgap. An additional
broad feature is recorded at lower energies below 1.5 eV which could refer to the existence of
secondary phase(s). However, due to its too broad width, the estimation of the CGS bandgap
energy is not possible precisely.

5.5 Raman spectra as other signature of the material

Raman measurements were performed on the cubic and monoclinic CGS samples. A first exci-
tation wavelength of 633 nm was used and the resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 5.6 for wave-
numbers between 50 and 500 cm−1. This work constitutes the first report of Raman data for the
low-temperature cubic phase and additionally is extending the measurement range of the mono-
clinic phase where usually peaks are only shown between 250 and 500 cm−1 [51, 137, 138]. All
spectra were averaged over several positions on the samples to discard the possible influence
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of local defects. For instance, in order to verify the homogeneity of the monoclinic sample a
rapid mapping was made on approximately twenty thousand positions, where no evidence for
another phase could be made. The peak maxima of both cubic and monoclinic-related spectra
in wavenumbers are reported in Table 5.1. Despite the fact that a lot of modes are found to be
common, the intensity ratio of peaks between cubic and monoclinic phases are different,and the
most intense modes are located at different wavenumbers. Additionally, the cubic phase shows
larger broadening of the modes, which eventually confirm in parallel to the XRD the different
nature of both samples.

Figure 5.5: Raman spectra of the Cu2GeS3 annealed at T = 480°C (cubic) and 520°C (mono-
clinic). The dashed vertical lines highlight the peak maxima of the cubic sample.
The grey line at the bottom shows the sketch of the Raman modes calculated for
monoclinic CGS represented with constant width. Higher intensities correspond to
the overlap of several modes.

As seen in Fig. 5.6, the Raman spectra of the cubic and monoclinic samples are different
with maxima located at different wavenumbers [cm−1] which as given in Table 5.1, amount
to 317 cm−1 for cubic CGS and 395 cm−1 for monoclinic CGS. Theoretical physicists at the UL
calculated the phonon modes expected in a monoclinic structure of CGS. With N = 12 atoms
in its primitive unit cell, 3 N - 3 or 33 Raman active modes are present in the spectrum, shown
together with the experimental data in Fig. 5.6. The calculated modes allow to confirm that mo-
des reported here between 50 and 250 cm−1 well belong to the sample and not to a secondary
phase. Thus, it is useful to extend the measurement range to obtain a full signature of vibrational
modes of CGS. Even though overlaps between modes in the experiment do not allow to count
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modes and compare them to the calculation, four regions of modes are identified, as highlighted
in Fig. 5.6.

The same measurements were repeated at other λ of 442, 532 and 785 nm. The resulting spectra
are shown in Fig. 5.6 and the positions of peak maxima added to Table 5.1. It is seen that the
intensity of the Raman modes varies with the laser source, suggesting different resonance phe-
nomena. Generally, most of the modes are found at all wavelengths within the measurement
error of less than 4 cm−1. However even if more insight is currently not available those measu-
rements lead to the conclusion that measurement ranges and conditions should be multiplied to
get a full picture of the material and progress.

monoclinic CGS cubic CGS
Nr. 442 nm 532 nm 660 nm 785 nm [137] [138] [51] 442 nm 532 nm 660 nm 785 nm
1 60 60 62
2 73 72 73 72 68
3 84 83 83 89
4 99 96 95 94 95
5 107 105 105 104 106
6 113 114 112 112
7 140 140 139
8 160 159 154 156 158 155
9 184 182
10 217 214 213 212
11 246 246 247
12 276 275 274 275 275 276 273 272 269
13 294 293 296 292
14 303 303 302
15 320 318 317 315 321 320 319 323 320 321 317
16 339 338 338 337 339 340 340
17 349 349 348 355
18 370 372 373 373 367 373
19 396 395 395 395 396 397 397 393 392 396 391
20 421 420 421 420 416 416 418 416
21 424 428 429 427 424

Table 5.1: Report of peaks positions extracted from the Raman spectra of cubic and monoclinic
CGS. Literature references [51, 137, 138] measured on monoclinic CGS between
250 and 450 cm−1 with λ= 532 nm, are added for comparison.

5.6 Conclusion of the chapter

This chapter showed that Cu2GeS3 follows a similar crystallographic transition as Cu2SnS3

from a low-temperature cubic structure to a more ordered predominant monoclinic structure,
when the annealing temperature is increased above 500°C. Both materials are polymorphs and
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5 Characterisation of the Cu2GeS3 ternary compound

Figure 5.6: Raman spectra of the cubic (left) and monoclinic (right) Cu2GeS3 measured with
λ= 442, 532, 633 and 785 nm. The dashed vertical lines are guidelines to the eye,
to highlight the common peaks.

the cubic structure seems to be subject to local composition fluctuations, as Cu-Ge clusters can
arrange themselves differently. In the monoclinic structure, atom positions are well defined
while the low-temperature cubic phase is highly disordered. Photoluminescence measurements
combined with absorption spectra suggest the presence of two absorption onsets as in Cu2SnS3,
with a second valence band close to the first one. The band-to-band transition allows to deter-
mine a bandgap of 1.56 eV for the monoclinic sample. Absorption spectra allowed to determine
the bandgap of cubic phase at 1.21 eV where the inflection point is found. Despite the complex-
ity of the disordered phase, we have now developed its Raman database and bandgaps, which
were not reported previously. Additionally one suggests that measurement range and conditions
should be extended to fully characterise the material.
The recorded photoluminescence yield suggests that annealing temperatures above 500°C should
be preferentially used for preparing absorbers designed for solar cell implementation. Those
conditions are chosen to prepare CTGS alloys in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

Synthesis and characterisation of Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 ternary
alloys

6.1 Goal

Alloying Cu2SnS3 layers with germanium Ge offers great opportunities to better fit the bandgap
of pure Cu2SnS3 to the maximum of the Shockley-Queisser limit (cf Fig.1.3) and tailor other
optoelectronic properties to the specific requirements of a solar cell device. Recent investigati-
ons such as in Ref. [29] showed device power conversion efficiencies could be improved from
2% for Cu2SnS3 to 6% for Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3-based devices (x= 0.17), which motivated to start
researching on this material. A precise control of the elemental composition, particularly of the
[Ge]/([Sn]+[Ge]) ratio, x, of a Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 (CTGS) absorber layer is a prerequisite in order
to influence the film formation towards a desired Ge concentration or respectively, a specific
bandgap profile through the depth, as done in highly efficient CuIn1 – xGaxSe2 (CIGSe)-based
devices [139]. To be able to control the composition and possibly further engineer graded ab-
sorbers one first needs a fundamental understanding of the reactive processes which govern the
growth of the thin film between precursor and annealing stages. A stable alloy corresponds
to the configuration with the lowest Gibbs free energy but the phase diagram of the Cu-Sn-Ge
system is not available. The free energies could also be in favour of the absence of wide solid
solution range. Therefore thin film analysis of Ge-containing Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 absorber layers
synthesised by annealing of Cu-(Sn,Ge) precursor stacks in a sulphur atmosphere, has been per-
formed to check for the nature of the intermixing. This chapter splits this theme in four sections
in the following sequence:

1. Theoretical background of alloying and literature review of Ge-alloying in Cu2SnS3

2. Growth of Ge-containing Cu2SnS3 absorber

3. Study of miscibility and existence of Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 alloys

4. Estimation of doping densities for future device applications

These results were published in Ref.[140].
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6.2 Background

This section groups the basics of the theory of semiconductor alloys. For more information the
reader is referred to Ref.[141]. Alloying is widely used in semiconductors to tune properties
of pure compounds into ones that are more suitable for electronic devices, such as solar cells.
The primary goal of alloying is to engineer the minimum energy gap of the semiconductor,
but it usually also influences others like the lattice parameters or mechanical constants. To be
technologically useful, semiconductor alloys must be single phase with nearly perfect mixing.
The perfect mixing results from a high solubility of the starting pure elements or compounds.
Several types of alloys exist such as binary (mixtures of two elemental semiconductors), ter-
nary (mixtures of two compound semiconductors) or quaternary alloys (mixtures of a larger
number of compounds). This work focuses on ternary alloys as the mixture of two crystalline
semiconductor compounds, Cu2GeS3 and Cu2SnS3. Depending on the relative size of the atoms
replaced in the crystal structure, the average lattice parameter of the resulting alloy crystals will
vary compared to the pure compounds. The lattice parameter of a crystal alloy aA1−xbx , mixture
of two compound semiconductors A and B, is generally described as the average of the lattice
constants of the pure compounds aA and aB, weighted by the alloy composition. The resulting
linear rule is known as Vegard’s law:

aA1−xBx = (1− x) · aA + x · aB (6.1)

suggesting a linear evolution of the lattice constant between the starting parameters of the pure
compoundsA andB. Vegard’s law represents an average over sufficiently large crystal volumes
where local composition fluctuations do not affect the overall property. However, optoelectronic
properties such as the bandgapEg are localised to first and second neighbour bonds in the crystal
structure and thus do not necessarily scale linearly with the alloy composition. A non-linear
behavior of an alloy is then described by a bowing parameter c such as for EG:

EG(A1−xBx) = EG(A) + (EG(B) − EG(A))x− cx(1− x). (6.2)

A larger bowing is synonymous with poorer miscibility (i.e local phase separation) and most
measurements techniques such as PL are sensitive to those local bandgaps. The solubility range
of a new semiconductor alloy (or range of solid solution) is essential to know. The stability of
an alloy is determined by the change in Gibbs energy 4G (see Chapter 4 for the definition)
with the change in composition. 4G is defined as follows:

4G = Σµi4Ni = 4E − T4S + p4V, (6.3)

wITH µi the chemical potential of the species i and Ni the number of atoms or molecules of
that species. 4E corresponds to the change in bond energy with the alloying,4S the change in
entropy at constant T . Usually4V = 0. The alloy will choose the crystallographic configuration
that owns the smallest 4G and is thus the most stable. The extent of miscibility of Ge in
Cu2SnS3 was unknown at the start of this thesis. Mostly attempts at forming Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3

layers with x ∼ 0.2, single value of solid solution were performed, as reported in Table 6.2.
The study of a solid solution in the CTGS system is complexified by the polymorph character
of the pure CTS and CGS ternaries. Optoelectronic properties such as the bandgap energy vary
with the polymorph structure. Therefore one should be very careful in attributing a property to
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a polymorph material and make sure good quality XRD data is reported to match a property to a
certain crystal structure. The bandgap values EG reported for the data presented in table 6.2 are
shown in Fig. 6.1, showing the deviation between values, especially for large x, likely arising
from different crystal structures.

Reference Year Nature Composition(s) x (0 < x < 1) η [%]
[29] 2013 TF 0 ; 0.17 6.0

[129] 2015 TF 0 ; 0.18 ; 0.40 ; 0.63 ; 0.83 ; 1 (-)
[142] 2016 TF 0.17 (-)
[51] 2017 P 0 ; 0.1 ; 0.2 −→... 0.9 ; 1 (-)

[143] 2017 TF 0.07 3.8
[144] 2017 TF 0 ; 0.14 ; 0.66 ; 1 3.4
[145] 2018 TF 0.1 2.1

Table 6.1: Literature review of all studies for CTGS solid solutions with report of the best device
efficiencies if any, TF refers to thin film and P to powder data.

Figure 6.1: Report of bandgap energies Eg measured on CTGS thin films (the dashed line refers
to the linear extrapolation of data in [129], the red dot to [29], the green dots to
[144], the black square to [145], the light grey dots to the powder samples in [51]),
together with black crosses from PL measurements done at the UL [53, 125]).

The lower bandgap for CGS (x= 1) reported in Fig. 6.1, as reproduced from [129], matches with
the cubic structure of CGS measured in [125]. Therefore depending on synthesis conditions
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polymorphs show deviations in their reported bandgap values. The powder study is the most
complete. However, miscibility in the powder form does not necessarily mean thin films of
CTGS show a solid solution for all x as well, depending on the kinetics of reaction. Araki et al.
prepared CTGS powders by heating pure elements in a sealed ampoule for durations of more
than a week at temperatures up to 1000°C [51]. Those extended durations go in favour of any
thermodynamically stable reaction to occur, and the respective products form. However for thin
films, annealing is usually around half an hour only, in an environment prone to vapour losses
(cf chap 4), thus much more sensitive to kinetics. In this work it is investigated whether stable
and uniform alloys can form, and on which composition range of x.
As seen previously in Chapter 5 the structures of both Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3 ternaries are based
on tetrahedral atomic arrangements where the sulphur anion is tetradrehally coordinated to four
cations [146] that are Cu and group IV atoms. The only bonds are between sulphur anions and
Cu or sulphur anions and group IV cations. The Cu-S and Sn-S average bond lengths in Cu2SnS3

were evaluated to be between 2.30-2.33 Å and 2.50-2.60 Å, respectively [146–148]. Ge-S bond
lengths are smaller around 2.21-2.25 Å [146], which reflect the smaller size of the Ge atoms.
Replacing a fraction x of the Sn atoms in Cu2SnS3 by Ge should therefore lead to a decrease of
the average bond length in the crystal lattice. It is therefore expected, according to Bragg’s law
(Eq. (2.1)) that an incorporation of Ge atoms in Cu2SnS3 to form Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 reduces the
average interplanar distance and thus shifts the reflections of its X-ray diffractogram to larger
2θ angles. GI-XRD is thus a tool of importance for analysing the structure and composition of
CTGS films with high depth resolution. The result section begins with the study of the effect of
stacking order on the final CTGS composition.

6.3 Growth of Ge-containing Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 films

6.3.1 Importance of stacking order in precursor

Cu,Ge,Sn-containing precursors with different stacking orders are annealed under the same
conditions to form CTGS alloys. Standard and fixed annealing conditions are chosen in accor-
dance with previous research (cf chap 4, T = 550 °C, pback = 1 mbar, t = 30 min) to form the
monoclinic structure of Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3. CTGS is likely a polymorph as well and one
makes the hypothesis that a monoclinic structure of CTGS will be formed as well under these
same annealing conditions. Isostructural alloying (starting with two compounds of the same
crystallographic structure) is the most likely to form a solid solution [141]. The importance
of the stacking order on the final CTGS composition is evaluated for three different Cu-Sn-
Ge-containing precursors, presented in table 6.3.1. The annealing is performed in the furnace
presented in Chapter 4 in the presence of a sulphur source and GI-XRD measured on the films
after annealing. The precursors were sputtered from from binary Cu:IV targets with compo-
sition 64:36 at.%. The target composition matches the precursor composition. The different
stacking orders allow to study the interdiffusion of Sn and Ge.
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1 Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn
2 Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn
3 Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge

Table 6.2: Stacking configurations of the DC sputtered precursors from binary Cu:IV targets
with composition 64:36 at.%, used to prepare Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 thin films. Stacks are
described by ”/” and codeposited elements by ”:”.

Figure 6.2: GI-XRD (α = 2°) of the annealed a) Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn, b) Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn and c)
Cu:Ge/Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge precursors, in S at 550°C for 30 minutes, cross compared with
the theoretical XRD generated with PowderCell [149], for a monoclinic CTGS layer
with x = 0.2. Mo peaks are indicated by the dashed grey lines.

The resulting GI-XRD in 6.2 show the same Bragg peaks for all three resulting films. The-
oretical X-ray patterns for the CTGS alloys (0 < x < 1) considering a uniform intermixing
of Ge and Sn can be generated with the software PowderCell [149] for any x. The software
calculates the X-ray diffractogram after input of the crystallographic details (lattice parameters,
space group, atomic positions and site occupation). Assuming that CTS and CGS both follow
a monoclinic structure under the chosen annealing conditions and that their alloy forms a solid
solution on the entire composition range (0 < x < 1), Vegard’s law (Eq. (6.1)) can be used
to estimate lattice parameters for all x [150], i.e the lattice parameters decrease linearly bet-
ween the reference values for pure CTS [151] and pure CGS [133], reported in Table 8.2. Thus
follows for a:

aCu2Sn1−xGexS3 = (1− x) · aCTS + x · aCGS (6.4)

and similarly for b, c and β. The atomic positions are not known for the alloys 0 < x < 1.
Instead atomic positions of the atoms in pure CGS are used arbitrarily. One therefore makes
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the hypothesis that the atomic positions do not vary much when changing x. The occupation of
cationic sites by Sn and Ge are written respectively as 1− x and x. Such an examplary unit cell
for Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 with x = 0.5 is represented in Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Conventional unit cell of Cu2Sn0.5Ge0.5S3 drawn with VESTA [134], using lattice
parameters calculated considering a solid solution with Vegard’s law (Eq. 6.4) and
atomic positions of Cu2GeS3. The occupation site reflects the replacement of a
randomised fraction of Sn sites by Ge.

Visual inspection of the three GI-XRD in Fig.6.2 is done with a diffractogram generated for x =
0.2, showing the same identical Bragg peaks for all precursors a), b) and c). The three GI-XRD
were taken with sufficiently high incident angle α to probe the entirety of the film (cf.2.1.2)
and also peaks related to the Mo substrate are recorded. This cross comparison suggests a
similar outcome in composition of CTGS for different precursor stacks with formation of a
single alloy. This means that in the thirty minutes allowed for the annealing the Sn and Ge
could perfectly interdiffuse. Engineering a gradient in Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 would certainly necessit
shorter annealing times. Kinetics of formation of the alloy seem sufficiently quick to avoid
gradients and thus alloy the study of Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 bulk. Deeper studies of depth uniformity
on a series of absorbers with various x are performed. These absorbers are produced from one
type of Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge precursors annealed to produce several x that can be analysed.
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6.3.2 Lateral uniformity of the Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 films

Since the precursor stacking has shown no influence on the composition of the final CTGS
films which seem to show no apparent grading, one of the precursor types is selected. When
various CTGS alloys with different x can be synthesised from those precursors with sufficient
volume without lateral and depth compositional grading, one could evaluate the structural and
optoelectronic properties of the alloy, and study in parallel the width of the solid solution.
Precursors with Ge at the top (Cu:Sn/Cu:Ge) are chosen for the highest vapour pressure of GeS
and the ability to tune Ge content with annealing duration. Five of those same precursors are
annealed with S at 550 °C between 15 and 30 minutes. Films of pure Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3

(x = 0 and 1) are prepared from single copper layers annealed in S and group IV atmosphere,
by the method described in Chapter 4. All seven resulting films are measured with WDX to
check for their lateral composition, both on micron-sized points and 60 µm2 areas randomly
selected on the sample surface. Considering that WDX allows an elemental accuracy down to
about ±1 at%, all measured ratios on a sample, x, Cu/IV and Ge/IV are found to be identical
since their variation from spot to spot are lower than the accuracy limit. Thus, the seven samples
are considered as uniform and for each sample the compositional ratios are averaged over three
large areas and reported in Table 6.3.2.

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
x 0 0.24 0.26 0.43 0.47 0.63 1.00
Cu/IV 1.95 1.83 1.94 1.94 1.98 1.84 1.86
S/IV 2.90 2.69 2.64 2.66 2.73 2.98 3.11

Table 6.3: Report of compositional ratios x= Ge
Ge+Sn

, Cu/IV = Cu
Ge+Sn

and S/IV = S
Ge+Sn

of the
seven CTGS thin films under investigation.

The compositional ratio reported in Table 6.3.2 demonstrate the successful synthesis of a series
of laterally uniform alloys with increasing Sn substitution by Ge. Only no sample could be
produced with a composition x between 0.65 and 1. This is explained by the high vapours
pressures of GeS and SnS during annealing and their desorption, which makes control of the
final composition after annealing difficult. Also, powders with a larger compositional range
could be produced and measured [51]. The Cu/IV ratio for the seven samples can be considered
as identical with values between 1.83 and 1.98. Thus, all films are copper poor as Cu/IV< 2,
which can be explained by the high partial pressure of SnS or GeS during the annealing [71].
The films are S-poor with S/IV < 3, at the exception of sample 7 which shows a higher sulphur
content. This higher sulphur is attributed to the formation of MoS2 during annealing as the film
has peeled off and thus Mo was exposed to the chalcogen vapours. In the Raman spectrum of
this sample, one peak suggests the existence of MoS2.

6.3.3 Depth uniformity of the Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3 films

The same films are analysed with depth-resolved GI-XRD for several grazing incidence angles
α (cf. section 2.1.2). α values of 0.5, 3 and 6 ° are chosen to study from the first 200 nm to
the entire depth of the film (3 microns) of the absorber, as demonstrated in section 2.1.2. The
average thickness of the films was evaluated from SEM cross-sections to 2.4 microns. Fig. 6.4
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presents all diffractograms recorded with α = 0.5°. The assessment of present phases and their
crystallographic structures is done by direct cross-comparison with reference patterns for mo-
noclinic CTGS and cubic Mo (substrate). The XRD references for Mo, monoclinic CTS and
CGS are taken from literature, as reported in Table 8.2 [47]. For the Le Bail fitting we make the
assumption that CTGS alloys with 0 < x < 1 also follow a monoclinic structure. However the
XRD references for CTGS alloys with 0 < x < 1 do not exist in literature.

Figure 6.4: GI-XRD recorded with α = 0.5° on CTGS absorbers with x = 0 ; 0.24 ; 0.26 ; 0.43
; 0.47 ; 0.63 ; 1 (as labelled on the graphs). The dashed grey lines indicate the Mo
contribution and the stars (×) the SnS-related peaks, both taken from literature, as
reported in Table 8.2. Theoretical patterns (shown in red) are generated with Pow-
derCell for all x from the atomic positions of pure CGS and the lattice parameters
of both CTS and CGS reported in Table 8.2.
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As seen in Fig. 6.4 the theoretical patterns calculated with PowderCell for monoclinic (space
group C1c1) lattices of CTGS are directly comparable with the experimental data for all x:
despite the hypothesis made on atomic positions, all visible reflections in the experimental data
are explained by the theoretical patterns, together with the signal referring to the Mo substrate.
The GI-XRD therefore suggest the alloying of CTS with Ge with various concentrations x.
Only the sample with x= 0.58 contains additional Bragg peaks, only two, which could be tin
sulphide SnS. To study the depth phase uniformity, GI-XRD are also recorded with α = 3 and
6° and presented in Fig. 6.5 for all x, together with the data recorded with α = 0.5° .

Figure 6.5: GI-XRD recorded for α = 0.5; 3 and 6° for each x. The dashed grey lines show the
reference pattern for the Mo substrate.

After visual inspection the XRD recorded at various depths seem to show identical Bragg peaks
as on the sample surface (first 200 nm). The sample with x = 0.63 shows the two SnS-related
peaks at the surface only. This SnS phase, not seen in powder data prepared in cleaner environ-
ments [51], is attributed to an impurity from the graphite box.
The depth uniformity is studied via extraction of lattice parameters of the CTGS alloys. The
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extraction of lattice parameters is done with Le Bail refinement method with the software Full-
Prof (as described in section 2.1.2). The overlay of all GI-XRD data with the respective Le Bail
fittings is presented in Appendix C. Since the method requires a starting crystal structure and
space group, one inputs a monoclinic C1c1 structure, for all x, as this seems fair for the annea-
ling temperature used [71]. The lattice parameters extracted from the refinement are presented
in Fig. 6.6 as function of the incidence angle α.

Figure 6.6: Lattice parameters a, b, c and β extracted from Le Bail refinement, on a monoclinic
structure (space group C1c1) shown as function of the incidence angle α (0.5° (red
stars), 3° (green stars), 6° (purple stars)). All compositions from x = 0 to 1 are
shown ordered as labelled on the left hand side. The dashed lines represent the
average of a set of three values.

Fig. 6.6 shows the lattice parameters are constant in depth. The few visible fluctuations to the
average within the sample depth are of a negligible value. As treated in the background section
to this chapter, Vegard’s law (Eq. (6.1)) averages the lattice properties over large volumes and
thus linear extrapolation of the data can be done. The same lattice parameters extracted with Le
Bail are presented in Fig. 6.7 as function of x together with lattice parameters extracted from
powder diffraction data in [51].
The direct cross-comparison between thin film and literature powder data [51], presented in
Fig. 6.7 shows satisfactory trends with very similar outcomes. A linear fit y = ax + b is
calculated for each parameter and each incidence angle α. The resulting linear equations are
given in table 6.3.3 together with standard deviations. Within the errors all fits for each lattice
parameter are identical.
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Figure 6.7: Lattice parameters a, b, c and β extracted from Le Bail refinement for all incidence
angles α ((0.5° (red stars), 3° (green stars), 6° (purple stars)), on a monoclinic struc-
ture (space group C1c1) shown as function of the composition x. The pink dots
are literature powder data extracted from [51]. Linear fits are drawn for all lattice
parameters at every α.

The overall shift of lattice parameters with x thus scales linearly with x, as shown in Table 6.3.3,
and is in agreement with the powder data. With this section we have shown that a wide solid
solution range of Sn-Ge alloying exists, uniform in depth and laterally. Unlike CIGSe, gradients
could be engineered and do not naturally form under standard annealing conditions.

6.4 Bandgap extraction with photoluminescence

PL spectra were measured for all x. The resulting spectra are shown in Fig 6.8a) normalised
to their maxima labelled as E2. An additional feature is visible at about 0.9 eV in almost all
spectra, labelled as E1. Fig 6.8b) shows the peaks E2 overlaid. E2 is considered as the band-to-
band transition, as both the maximum of E2 for x = 0 and x = 1 fit to expectations in bandgap
for pure CTS and pure CGS [116, 125, 127]. CTS and CGS also have been reported to have
an intrinsic feature with a second optical transition at slightly higher energies than the bandgap
[53], however for this analysis one considers it does not change the position of the main peak,
as no clear feature is observed. One therefore considers E2 relates to the main band-to-band
transition from the maximum valence band to the lower conduction band.
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Lattice parameter α Slope a [Å or °] Y-intercept b [Å or °]
a 0.5 -0.00225 (±9.86E-5) 6.66301(±0.00517)

3 -0.0023(±8.09E-5) 6.66032(±0.00425)
6 -0.00231(±8.86E-5) 6.66152(±0.00465)

b 0.5 -0.00238(±1.39E-4) 11.53471(±0.0073)
3 -0.00235(±7.34E-5) 11.5291(±0.0039)
6 -0.00233(±8.87E-5) 11.52948(±0.00466)

c 0.5 -0.00235(±2.09E-4) 6.65322(±0.01096)
3 -0.00221(±2.22E-4) 6.6431(±0.01163)
6 -0.0022(±2.40E-4) 6.63877(±0.01261)

β 0.5 -0.01(4±00E-4) 109.37405(±0.02098)
3 -0.01(±3.95E-4) 109.33469(±0.02073)
6 -0.01(±5.94E-4) 109.33607(±0.03115)

Table 6.4: Slope a and y-intercept b of linear fits y = ax+b of lattice parameters vs x, presented
in Fig 6.7 for a, b, c and β.

The overlay in Fig. 6.8b) of all E2 peaks shows that the full width at half maximum (FWMH)
do not exceed 115 meV. For FWHM < 120 meV extraction of the bandgap EG can be done
by taking the value of the peak maxima E2 [153], which can underestimate the real EG only
by 20 meV. The bandgap values obtained from E2 are presented in Fig 6.9 as function of x,
together with the optical light transmission-reflection data measured on CTGS powders in [51],
and theoretical bandgap values (top valence band to conduction band) extracted for CTS, CGS
and CTGS with x = 0.5 [53, 154]. A linear fit of the thin film data is performed and shown in
Fig 6.9, which would correspond to a bowing c = 0 which may be an approximation due to
the number of data points present. It has to be noted that transmission-reflection measurements
make the bandgap extraction complex due to the several optical transitions in the material [53].
In this regard, PL likely offers a more accurate description.
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Figure 6.8: (a) PL spectra normalised to the peak maximum E2, highlighted in rectangle for all
x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1, with shading from light grey for x = 0 to black for x = 1). The lu-
minescence peak E1 is also highlighted in a separate vertically orientated rectangle.
Only x = 0.63 shows large tailing and no E1 but a feature around 0.9 eV (circled
in red) possibly related to water absorption [152], (b) Overlay of all normalized PL
spectra shifted by their maximum Emax for comparison of peak widths (FWHM).

Figure 6.9: Bandgap energies EG (shown as red stars) extracted from the PL peak maximum
E2 for all x and fitted linearly, plotted together with the EG extracted from light
transmission-reflection measurements on CTGS powder samples (pink dots) [51].
Using the maximum of E2, EG is underestimated by 20 meV only (error bars) .
Only the error on CTS is a bit larger due to the PL tailing. Additionally theoretical
bandgaps from [53] are shown as half-filled grey circles for pure CTS, CGS and as
half-filled green circles for pure CTS, CGS and x= 0.5 [154]
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6.5 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy was measured for all xwith a wavelength of 633 nm, as shown in Fig.6.10a).
Additionally, theoretical physicists at the UL calculated the Raman modes expected in CTGS
materials of the same composition and sketched in b) for the same x, plus one at 0.8 which was
not produced experimentally, similarly as in Chapter 5 for x= 1.

Figure 6.10: Raman spectra recorded for all x (as labelled on the right hand side and shaded
from light grey (no Ge) to black (100% Ge). Each spectra is y-shifted to a value
its composition, in order to follow the peak shifts more easily. The major peaks
of interest are highlighted with red dashed lines and their respective Raman shift
positions. For x = 0.63 the modes known for SnS are highlighted by vertical lines
[155].

The experimental Raman spectra show a fair comparison to the phonon sketch with identifi-
cation of four separate regions of modes, although in the experiment the modes in region 2
have almost vanishing intensity. The experimental spectra also all have fewer peaks than the
calculated phonon sketch (where all phonons contribute with equal intensity). The theoretical
calculations simply show the possible phonon modes, but not their likely intensity. The cal-
culations confirm the existence of the Raman modes measured between 50 and 100 cm−1 in
region 1, never reported previously. We also note the good agreement in the degree of peak
shifting between theoretical and experimental data as x increases from 0 to 1. For example the
most intense mode in CTS at 353 cm−1 shifts to 394 cm−1 for CGS in Fig.6.10b), revealing a
shift to higher frequencies by about 40 cm−1. This corresponds rather well to the theoretically
expected shift of the main peak from 360.2 to 401.6 cm−1 in Fig.6.10a). Examining regions 3
and 4 in Fig.6.10b), the four modes observed in the CTS sample at frequencies between 290
and 450 cm−1 were previously reported in literature for the monoclinic structure of CTS in both
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thin film [30] and powder [51] forms. Similarly the seven modes observed in the CGS sample
at frequencies between 275 and 450 cm−1 were also previously reported in the literature for a
monoclinic structure in CGS bulk crystals and/or powders as explained in Chapter 5, at the ex-
ception of the mode at 408 cm−1 which was not reported previously but is visible in the spectra
and likely relates to MoS2 [156]. The presence of SnS suggested by XRD at the surface of
the sample x= 0.63 is not observed with Raman spectroscopy (160 and 191 cm−1 [85]) which
could mean that it is in low concentration, or that it is preferentially orientated in such a way
that its modes are not visible, as also seen by the lack of multiple reflections in XRD.

6.6 Electrical measurements

CTGS films could be implemented in solar cell devices. In this regard doping concentrations
below 1017 cm−3 are required to achieve a large space-charge width W in typical p-n junction
thin film photovoltaic devices. After adding aluminium front contacts to the films, capacitances
are measured for a range of applied voltages where resulting Mott-Schottky plots allow to ex-
tract both doping type and concentrations. The doping concentration corresponds to the slope
of the linear fit to the Mott-Schottky plot. Only the pure CTS sample (x= 0) could not be evalu-
ated as it was electrically shunted due to a high number of pinholes. All other samples showed a
linear response similar to Fig. 6.11 showing the Mott-Schottky plot evaluated for x= 0.24. The
negative slope confirms the p-type character of the films, and is thus suitable for creation of pn
junction photovoltaic devices. However, the apparent net doping concentration, NA, is in the
order of 1017 cm−3 for this sample. Doping concentrations for all x (except x= 0) are reported
in Table 6.6. NA varies from 4 to 35× 1017 cm−3 with no clear trend with respect to the group
IV composition.

x 0.00 0.24 0.26 0.43 0.47 0.63 1.00
NA × 1017[cm−3] (-) 4 22 8 35 11 18

Table 6.5: Report of apparent doping concentrations NA [cm−3] estimated from C-V
measurements

In two of the films NA below 1018 cm−3 are estimated which is consistent with the work of Ba-
ranowski et al. [21] but remain at least one order of magnitude too high for device applications.
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Figure 6.11: Exemplary Mott-Schottky plot measured on the sample with x= 0.24 whose slope
is used to extract the doping density NA.

6.7 Conclusion of the chapter

Ge-alloying of Cu2SnS3 offers a wide range of solid solution for monoclinic CTGS, where lat-
tice parameters and bandgaps can be extrapolated linearly for all x. Samples with composition
between 0.65 and 1 being not available, one can not be sure that the entire compositional range
offers a solid solution of CTGS. One however knows that without SnS and GeS in the atmos-
phere, high desorption of SnS and GeS occur, which make it complex to control final compo-
sition. Powder results have demonstrated a wide solution on the entire range, which correlates
with our results for x between 0 and 0.6. The powders are known to be synthesised in closed
and cleaner annealing environments, where thermodynamic conditions have higher impact than
the kinetics. Contrarily to CIGS, the kinetics of annealing of the films offer rapid formation
of an homogeneous CTGS absorber with no depth gradient. To engineer graded bandgaps in
the future, annealing durations should be minimised. For implementation in working solar cell
devices, investigation in lowering the doping density is a requirement. The high doping density
likely arise from the large density of copper vacancies in the material. Compensating those
acceptor defects by donors could result in a reduced doping density. Such doping can be for
instance done with silver if Cu has an oxidation state of +1, as suggested in Ref. [157]. The
next chapter consists in the study of the completion of CTGS absorbers into finished solar cell
devices. As in CIGS, depth gradients and thus bandgap gradients are known to be beneficial to
performance, one finds a way to engineer a gradient in CTGS absorbers and produce working
solar cells with a performance close to 3% which represents half of the current world record’s
device.
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CHAPTER 7

What limits the efficiency of Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3-based solar cell
devices?

7.1 Goal

This chapter investigates the completion of the CTGS absorber layers into thin-film solar cell
devices. Preliminary studies on the completion of the pure Cu2SnS3 (x = 0) and Cu2GeS3 (x = 1)
ternaries into similar devices demonstrate power conversion efficiencies below 2% for CTS and
below 1% for CGS in this thesis, when the best device efficiencies reported do not exceed 4.6%
for CTS [31] and 2.7% for CGS [158], respectively. Improvement of Ge-alloy based devices to
above 6% [29] with the same heterojunction motivated research on the mixture of Ge and Sn, as
developed in chapter 6. Although the device efficiency was improved to 6%, large power losses
still limit these thin film solar cells whose performance is far behind CZTS and CIGS. It is a
requirement now to try and understand the origin of power losses in order to reduce them in the
future. In this objective three themes of interest will be discussed in this chapter:

1. Literature background of non-ideal solar cells

2. Assessment of the main power loss factor in CTS and CGS-based solar cells

3. Presentation of the CTGS-based device obtained and discussion

7.2 Background

Solar cell devices function upon solar irradiation via the photovoltaic effect. Solar cells presen-
ted in this chapter were prepared from CTGS absorber layers completed in a p-n heterojunction
structure copied from CIGSe technologies, with n-type CdS buffer and ZnO window layers on
top of it, as seen in Fig. 1.4. The reader is referred to Refs.[43, 159] for more information about
the solar cell working principles.
When a device is illuminated, incident photons with an energy above the bandgap of the absor-
ber layer (CTGS), E > EG, are absorbed by the CTGS layer, generating electron-hole pairs.
The CdS and ZnO top window and buffer layers completing the p-n junction as n-type contact
have bandgaps of 2.4 and 3.3 eV respectively, therefore they can absorb some of the high energy
photons of the solar spectrum and this decreases the total number of photons being absorbed in
the CTGS. The charge carrier generation following photon absorption can occur anywhere in
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the absorber layer: either near the interface with the n-type CdS layer, within the space-charge
region (SCR), or deeper in the bulk. The photocurrent that one wants to extract out of the solar
device is described by the flow of minority carriers (electrons in the p-type layer) through an
external circuit. For an external current to flow, any electron generated in the bulk should dif-
fuse to the SCR where it is separated from holes by the existing electric field and is transported
through to the CdS layer. The holes are separated by the electric field in direction of the back
contact and thus diffuse through the bulk.
Several CTS, CGS and CTGS working solar cell devices have been reported in the literature,
such as those presented in Table 1.4 and more recently up to 4.6% for CTS [31] and 2.7% for
CGS [158]. However, these devices are still far below the efficiencies produced by CIGSe-based
or even CZTS-based devices. A requirement for the future is to give an attempt to understand
the origin of losses.

As defined in Eq. (2.20), the power conversion efficiency of the solar cell device η is defined
by the product of Jsc, Voc and FF for a fixed illumination power. Thus losses in the real device
will reflect in the decrease of at least one of these three parameters compared to the ideal device
defined in the SQ-limit (cf. Fig 1.3). The maximum Jsc, Voc and FF reachable in an ideal CTS,
CGS and CTGS device will be calculated next. However, first one wants to differentiate the
different loss factors.
Losses in the short-circuit current density Jsc are mostly optical losses. Optical losses are
constituted of:

• the parasitic photon absorption by the n-type CdS (2.4 eV) and ZnO (3.3 eV) layers,

• the incomplete photon absorption by the p-type CTGS layer (via reflection or transmis-
sion)

• the shadowing by the Ni:Al top surface grids on the device,

where a film thickness below the light penetration depth can also lead to incomplete photon
absorption.

In highly efficient CIGSe devices, only 10-15% of the incoming photons are lost, which results
in an EQE spectrum at 85-90% below the bandgap of CdS, E < 2.4 eV (cf. Fig.2.7, Eq. (2.25)).
The example of CIGSe devices in Ref.[160] is taken where a 15% loss is considered. However,
the highly efficient devices also contain a top anti-reflective coating (ARC) on the ZnO to help
in further reducing optical losses. In an ideal solar cell device without ARC a maximum of 24%
loss in Jsc can be considered.
Poorly efficient devices also do show a weak collection of the charge carriers generated in the
bulk of the absorber. Due to a restricted minority carrier diffusion length, Ld the photogene-
rated electrons do not get to the space-charge region as they should. A poor collection due to
a low Ld is reflected in a reduced EQE at long wavelengths (cf Eq. (2.25)) also reflecting in a
Jsc loss. The collection probability is however considered to equal 100% in the SQ limit where
each absorbed photon leads to one electron flowing out of the device.

On the other hand, losses in the open-circuit voltage Voc are due to the recombination of
electron-hole pairs. Recombination processes occur radiatively via band-to-band transitions or
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through defect levels (cf. section 2.1.3), and this anywhere in the absorber: in the bulk or rather
towards the interface with the buffer layer. Non-radiative recombination via defects leads to an
increase of the saturation current density J0 which reduces the Voc (cf Eq. (2.16)). Recombina-
tion also results in a poor collection of charge carriers, which as just mentioned, reduces the Jsc.

Losses in the fill factor FF (cf. Eq. (2.18)) reflect a non-ideal behavior of the diode, with a
diode ideality factor n, 1, large series resistance Rs and/or low shunt resistance Rsh. Highly
efficient CIGSe devices have FF values ∼ 80% [160]. The increase of Rs directly affects FF
and might reduce the Jsc as well when too high. On the other hand, the reduction of Rsh di-
rectly affects FF and might also reduce the Voc when too low. This means obviously that in
solar devices largely affected by resistance losses (i.e far from the ideal diode model n >> 1)
and/or poor charge carrier collection it is more difficult to determine the exact origins of power
losses as more factors combine to reduce the Jsc and Voc.

Table 7.2 gives a short summary of the different factors just discussed that lead to the reduction
of Jsc, Voc and FF .

Jsc Voc FF
Optical losses Yes - -

Charge carrier recombination (electrical losses) Yes Yes -
Low charge carrier collection probability (electrical losses) Yes - -

Resistive losses Yes (Rs) Yes (Rsh) Yes, both

Table 7.1: Summary of factors leading to a reduction of Jsc, Voc and FF , mostly separated into
optical, electrical & resistive losses.

In the following section, one would like to estimate what of Jsc, Voc or FF are the most affected
in real current CTGS solar cell devices.

7.3 Main power loss factor in CTS and CGS-based
solar cells

The produced CTGS absorbers are converted into completed photovoltaic devices with the same
structure as CIGS-based devices. This structure is shown in Fig. 1.4. KCN etching is always
performed on the absorber before device completion, where it is mostly known as an etchant for
CuxSy phases in devices based on Cu-rich absorbers (Cu/IV> 2) [119]. In this work we produce
Cu-poor absorbers as seen in Chapter 4 so KCN is not always mentioned as mandatory step,
nevertheless it might as well clean the surface of the absorber from other possible segregated
phases such as SnxSy [119] still present after annealing due to incomplete reaction of the binary
chalcogenides [125].
As seen in the previous section power losses in CTGS could have several origins. One can first
see whether Jsc, Voc and/or FF losses are the most detrimental to decide whether to pursue
optical, recombination or resistivity losses, first. The maximum power conversion efficiencies
of ideal CTS- (EG = 0.93 eV), CGS- (EG = 1.56 eV) and alloyed CTGS-based devices can be
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calculated in the Shockley-Queisser limit reported in Fig. 1.3. The bandgap EG of the CTGS
alloy is considered for the calculation to equal 1.4 eV, which should correspond to a Ge-rich
composition x ∼ 0.77 as seen in Chapter 6. A device of similar bandgap (the lower bandgap
seen in the EQE, as seen later in Fig 7.3) has been produced from a graded CTGS absorber layer.

The maximum Jsc,SQ, Voc,SQ and FF reachable for the three ’ideal’ devices can be calculated
in the SQ limit [43, 161] which considers the only power losses find their origin in the loss of
photons with energies below the bandgap of the absorber, that are thus not absorbed as well as
thermalisation losses (loss of energy through heat when charge carriers thermalise to the band
edges) and the radiative recombination losses.

In this respect almost all incident photons with E > EG are considered to be absorbed by
the film, except 24%, which as stated in the background introduction to this chapter account for
current reduction in real devices due to grid shadowing, parasitic absorption by ZnO and CdS, as
well as incomplete absorption, in a CTGS device without top ARC. The calculation, therefore,
amounts to a more realistic Schockley-Queisser limit ’with optical losses’, as established in
Refs.[16, 160], from highly efficient CIGSe devices. The Jsc, Voc and FF calculated in this limit
are described as Jsc,SQ,opt, Voc,SQ,opt and FFSQ,opt, respectively and calculated in the following
paragraphs.

7.3.1 Calculation of a maximum short-circuit current density

Jsc,SQ,opt is obtained by integration of the incident photon flux φinc on the device over all photon
energies, considering a sharp absorption edge where the absorptivity factor A = 0 for E < EG
and A = 0.76 for E > EG.

Jsc,SQ,opt = q

∫ λg

0

0.76 · φinc(λ)dλ (7.1)

where q is the elementary charge, λg corresponds to the bandgap of the semiconductor material
in nm and the incident photon flux φinc in s−1cm−2 is calculated from φsun,the ’AM1.5G’ solar
spectrum in Wm−2nm−1 divided by the photon energy.

7.3.2 Calculation of a maximum short-circuit current density

The open-circuit voltage Voc can be computed in an ideal device as Voc,SQ,opt, following Eq. (2.16)
with n= 1:

Voc,SQ,opt =
kbT

q
ln
Jill
J0
, (7.2)

assuming that the only loss, reflected in an increase in the reverse saturation current J0, balances
the blackbody radiation emitted at 300 K following Planck’s radiation law:

Voc,SQ,opt =
kbT

q
ln(

∫ λg
0
φsun(λ)dλ

2
∫ λg
0
φBB(λ)dλ

) (7.3)

with φBB the blackbody radiation spectrum at 300 K.
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7.3.3 Calculation of a maximum fill factor

The fill factor FF is expressed as in Eq. (2.18) by the ratio of the maximum power point on
the JV curve to the product of Jsc and Voc. In an ideal solar cell, the maximum value of the
fill factor in the SQ limit, representing thus the device without resistive loss, FFSQ,opt can be
determined empirically from Voc,SQ,opt following Ref. [161]:

FFSQ,opt =

q
nkbT
· Voc,SQ,opt − ln( q

nkbT
· Voc,SQ,opt + 0.72)

q
nkbT
· Voc,SQ,opt + 1

(7.4)

7.3.4 Estimation of open-circuit voltage and fill factor as main
power loss factors

The resulting values for Jsc,SQ,opt, Voc,SQ,opt and FFSQ,opt calculated for ideal CTS-based, CGS-
based and CTGS-based devices, all without ARC are reported in Table 7.3.4. These optimum
values are compared with the Jsc, Voc and FF of real CTS, CGS and CTGS-based devices pro-
duced by the author of this thesis with the same EG (University of Luxembourg, UL), as well
as CTS and CGS-based world record devices (WR) up-to-date with similar EG, and referenced.

The CTS and CTGS (UL) full devices were air annealed on a hot plate for 1 hour at 250 °C as
the treatment was shown to improve the device performance of Sn-containing devices via an
increase of the Voc and the FF , majoritarily [162]. No change in the JV curve was observed
after the same treatment on the CGS device.
As seen in Table 7.3.4 the largest power losses in the real CTS and CGS devices, either the best
ones reported (WR) or the ones produced at the University of Luxembourg (UL), compared to
the ideal device in the Shockley-Queisser limit (SQ) are reflected mostly in the Voc and FF and
are to a lesser extent in terms of Jsc, as seen by the lowest ratio around 1.
This all means that losses in real CTS and CGS devices mostly come from recombination of
photogenerated charge carriers affecting their collection and resistive losses affecting the diode
behaviour, rather than optical losses due to not enough photons being absorbed.
Since the loss in Voc is larger than the loss in Jsc it seems to suggest that the highest recombina-
tion of photogenerated carriers occurs at the interface, and is less pronounced in the bulk. Also,
since both FF and Voc are particularly low, one could have a very low RSH . The CGS-based
device shows a lower Jsc and a lower FF than the CTS device, which could be due to a larger
Rs.
On the other hand, in the CTGS-based device the Jsc losses are equally important to Voc losses
in efficiency reduction while FF is higher. It suggests that the device shows less resistive pro-
blems but rather increased optical and/or collection losses.

The J-V curves of the pure CTS and CGS UL devices are reported first in Fig. 7.1. As it can
be noticed directly, both JV curves do not follow an ideal diode behavior as the light curve can
not be obtained by a simple shift of the dark curve with the light-generated current. Especially
in the case of the CGS device, the JV curve deviates too much from the one diode model (cf.
Eq. (2.15)) to fit the data and extract reasonable values for Rs, Rsh and J0 [163]. Instead, one
can just extract tendencies by looking at the shape of the curve, knowing that Rsh and Rs can
be extracted from the inverse of the slopes at Voc and Jsc, respectively, as indicated by the blue
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CTS-based CTGS-based CGS-based
Ref η [%] WR 4.6 [31] - 2.7 [158]
η [%] UL 1.8 2.9 0.3
EG [eV] 0.93 1.40 1.56
Jsc,SQ,opt

[mA.cm−1] 39 25 20

Jsc UL
[mA.cm−1] 26 10 6

Jsc WR
[mA.cm−1] 37 - 15

Jsc,SQ/Jsc UL 1.5 2.5 3.3
Jsc,SQ/Jsc WR 1.0 - 1.3

Voc,SQ
[mV] 690 1121 1270

VocUL
[mV] 181 463 194

Voc WR
[mV] 283 - 592

Voc,SQ,opt/Voc UL 3.8 2.4 6.5
Voc,SQ,opt/Voc WR 2.4 - 2.1
FFSQ,opt [%] 84 89 90
FF UL [%] 38 51 33
FF WR [%] 44 - 30

FFSQ,opt/FF UL 2.2 1.8 2.7
FFSQ,opt/FF WR 1.9 - 3

Table 7.2: Report of maximum Jsc, Voc and FF in the Shockley-Queisser limit for ideal CTS
and CGS-based p-n junction devices as well as a CTGS-based device with EG =
1.3 eV, together with the maximum Jsc and Voc measured from real devices prepared
at the University of Luxembourg (UL), and the world record devices up to date (WR).
There is no device reported for the chosen CTGS alloy. The ratio of current, voltage
and fill factor between ideal and real devices are also calculated and reported and
highlighted by the bold lines.

and green dashed lines on the JV curves in Fig. 7.1. It suggests that the series resistance in
the CGS device is particularly high, which was already expected previously. Also the CTS
device shows a low shunt resistance, which was expected from the lower FF and Voc but the
resistive issues are overall less dramatic than in CGS. If the Voc still shows a large reduction in
CTS compared to an ideal device, it means for sure that recombination is a detrimental factor
that should be suppressed. Added to the resistances, the diode factor is increased with the
curves either crossing in forward bias for CTS or showing a large kink in reverse bias for CGS
under illumination. The crossover was observed on other CTS devices at the UL and attributed
to defects in the CdS buffer layer or voltage-dependent current collection [162]. Similarly, a
kink was observed with low energy photoexcitation and thus referred to an interface issue in
Ref.[162]. The kink was reduced for air annealed devices and it is thus not surprising it is not
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observed here in Cu2SnS3. The JV curves of the CTGS device are presented much later in this
chapter in Fig. 7.4, and indicate slightly better resistive behaviour for both Rs and Rsh which
explains the increase in FF.

Figure 7.1: Dark (black) and light (red) J-V curves of best (UL) CTS (solid lines) and CGS-
based (dotted lines) devices.

Analysis of the JV curves and JV parameters suggested that CTS and CGS devices suffer from
charge carrier recombination, which might be more pronounced at the pn junction interface than
in the bulk. In CTGS there is an improvement of the resistances as well as an increase of the Voc.
Looking at the EQE spectra of these devices could help in refining those observations. Before
studying the EQE spectra the possible current (optical and collection losses) and voltage losses
(recombination losses) are studied in more detail.

7.3.5 Sources of open-circuit voltage loss in CTGS solar cells

Poor carrier collection at long wavelengths: bulk recombination

The p-type material has been reported as having a large net acceptor densityNA with a minimum
of 1018 cm−3 [21, 164, 165], also measured in the several CTGS alloys prepared in Chapter 6. In
high-efficiency CIGSe-based devices (with η >19%) the hole density is evaluated in the order
of 1016 cm−3 [166] which is two orders of magnitude lower than in CTGS. The total space-
charge region width (or depletion width) W of the pn junction is fixed by the doping level of
the p and n-type materials with:

W = xp + xn, (7.5)
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where xp and xn are the depletion widths in the p- and n-type materials, respectively, which
add up to form W . For lightly p-doped materials such as good CIGSe absorbers, ND >> NA

thus one can make the approximation that W ∼ xp and the depletion width mostly extends in
the p-type region. Since one wants to collect photogenerated carriers that are generated in the
p-type CTGS material, one wishes to maximise xp.
xp can be expressed as in Ref.[141]:

xp = W · ND

ND +NA

(7.6)

with ND the donor density of the n-type material. For a fixed ND, the lower the NA, i.e the least
intrinsically doped the p-type material is, the higher the resulting xp is. Said differently, high
doping leads to the formation of a narrow depletion width. Baranowski et al. [21] suggested
a moderate p-type doping of ∼ 1017 cm−3 can be obtained under Cu and S-poor conditions,
which is likely still one order of magnitude too high. Doping densities in CIGS in the order
of 1016 cm−3 lead to depletion widths W that could rise up to 500 nm [167]. Narrower W , as
observed in CZTS below 250 nm [168], would then require a larger minority carrier diffusion
length Ld as large as the thickness of the absorber, to collect the photoexcited electrons that
are generated far from the pn-junction, before they recombine with holes. After thermalising
back to the conduction band edge, the photoexcited electrons eventually recombine with holes
in the valence band after a duration described as their lifetime or τ . It is suggested that CTS
has a short ’minority charge carrier lifetime’ τ of a few picoseconds [136] while τ reaches
250 picoseconds in highly efficient CIGSe devices [169]. It is therefore very likely that bulk
recombination affects CTGS devices, even though we suggest from the JV curves that interface
recombination is more important.

Band alignment CdS/CTGS: a disputed case in interface recombination

The bandgap of monoclinic CTGS was shown in chapter 6 to vary from about 0.9 eV (x= 0)
to 1.6 eV (x= 1) which represents a maximum increase of about 0.7 eV with the increase in
Ge content. CdS owns a larger bandgap of 2.4 eV. The VB states arise in CTS and CGS due
to the hybridization of the Cu 3d and S 3p orbitals while the CBM is composed of S 3p and
Sn 5s for CTS or Ge 4s components for CGS, respectively [38]. Therefore by increase of the
Ge content from CTS to CGS, we only expect an increase of the energy level of the CBM,
while the VBM would remain constant for all x. However, the positions of VBM and CBM of
CTGS compared to the vacuum level are unknown, which means we do not know the relative
positions of CTGS bands to CdS. Two situations can occur: either the CBM of CdS lies above
the CBM of CTGS (described as a ’spike-like’ interface) so there is an energetic barrier which
prevents the photoexcited electrons to cross the SCR and diffuse to the CdS where they are
collected so the FF is reduced, or the CBM of CTGS lies above the CBM of CdS and the
junction is described as ’cliff-like’ where photoexcited electrons can easily diffuse to the CdS.
However, in the last case, the recombination between holes in CTGS and electrons in CdS is
increased due to a reduction of the bandgap at the CTGS-CdS interface. This enhanced interface
recombination reduces the Voc of the device. The nature of the interface in CTGS is still disputed
in literature. A ’cliff’-like interface was measured between CdS and CTS by photoelectron
spectroscopy in Ref.[170] which was presented as a possible phenomenon for the low activation
energy measured by temperature-dependent JV measurements in Ref.[171], which suggests a
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large interface recombination. Other experimentalists have suggested a ’spike’-like interface
instead, in the CTGS alloy [172], which does not correlate with the former as one can not go
from a cliff to a spike-like interface by a rise of the conduction band of the CTGS absorber.
In a spike-like situation, a high density of gap states could also be responsible for an increased
recombination, which is likely to be the case as well in CTS. The case of the nature interface
remains therefore very disputed, despite one suggests a high interface recombination, the source
of it is still unclear and one often mentions a ’non-optimised’ interface. Attempts in changing
the buffer layer from CdS to In2S3 [173] were also performed experimentally, but not resulting
in a drastic change in the Voc. In this regard, the synthesis of the absorber needs to be optimised
first or improvements would be first seen in the Jsc. Even though similar attempts were tried at
the UL with ZnO instead of CdS, there was no resulting device efficiency that allowed to draw
comparisons. Therefore one can not conclude here at this stage.

Back contact recombination

The formation of a stable Cu2SnS3 ternary material was reported to occur in the presence of
MoS2 [174] which forms during annealing and is observed on cross-sectional images by a dou-
bling of the initial Mo thickness. The MoS2 was shown to generate an electronic barrier for ho-
les at the back contact, decreasing recombination of charge carriers and reducing the Voc [171].
Therefore, one can have back contact recombination together with interface recombination.

Local bandgap and electrostatic potential fluctuations

As explained in Chapter 5 the CTS and CGS ternaries are of a stoichiometry that does not allow
respect of the octet rule. Instead, two different motifs of the Cu-Sn and Cu-Ge atoms, Cu3Sn and
Cu2Sn2, exist only approaching the number of 8 valence electrons. As a result, (sub)-nanometer
clustering leading to local composition fluctuations and non-detectable by most experimental
techniques were calculated to cause both bandgap and electrostatic potential fluctuations [175].
Both hamper device performance [135, 176]. The monoclinic structures of CTS and CGS have
been demonstrated as the adequate phases for solar cells, showing a higher quasi-Fermi level
splitting than the low-temperature cubic phase [54, 125]. It is thus more suitable to use synthesis
conditions (high temperatures) that restrict the absorber formation to the monoclinic phase [71]
of the polymorph, or at least to a predominant monoclinic phase [176] and avoid the existence
of the low-temperature cubic phase. Chapter 6 has also demonstrated the existence of a solid
solution of CTGS with a monoclinic structure under similar annealing conditions. The existence
of local composition fluctuations is also likely.

Charge carrier recombination at grain boundaries

The difference between UL and WR devices particularly lies in the Voc loss which is more
pronounced at the UL. An obvious difference between the CGS devices produced at the UL and
the world records is seen in top view images of similar cross sections, where the average grain
size of the record device sums to 1-2 microns while the average grain size in UL devices does
not exceed a hundred of nanometers. This difference is attributed to the annealing process and
leads to the multiplication of grain boundaries. Grain boundaries are known as extended defects
which could be easily detrimental to the Voc [43]. The difference in cross-sections between the
UL and the WR device is not that sharp in CTS, where the difference in Voc is not that high. It
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could suggest that the synthesis process should be optimised, as the size of the grains could be
a parameter to enhance.

Figure 7.2: a) Top surface SEM image, and cross section of the record CGS device found in
[51], b) Top surface SEM image, and cross section of the CGS device prepared at
the UL.

7.3.6 Source of short-circuit current loss in CTGS devices

Second optical transition above the bandgap

A double step observed in light absorption data [53, 177], and attributed with theoretical studies
to the valence band splitting of the CTGS was attributed as responsible for losses of Jsc. A
second valence band whose maximum lies about 50 meV below the first is visible in the ab-
sorption coefficient plot versus wavelength (and in most EQE spectra) is responsible for a 5%
loss in Jsc. This loss is however not sufficient to explain all Jsc losses but could be one of the
contributors. We therefore mostly attribute the Jsc losses to low Rsh in CTS/CGS added to a
poor charge carrier collection. In the graded CTGS device, optical losses are likely increasing
instead, due to the graded bandgap.

7.3.7 Analysis of external quantum efficiency spectra

Analysis of the EQE spectra of the devices give more information on the collection and re-
combination issues that could exist. It is an easy method to employ for a first quantification of
existing challenges.
In particular, a modelling method developed by de Wild et al [162] for the EQE spectra of
Cu2SnS3-based devices allows to extract electrical properties such as the space-charge region
width W , the minority carrier diffusion length Ld and the magnitude of interface recombina-
tion. The EQE spectrum of the solar cell is fitted using the Gärtner equation (Eq. (2.24)), which
expresses the EQE as function of Ld and α. However, in poorly efficient devices without an op-
timised p-n interface, Eq. (2.24) is not sufficient to mathematically describe the EQE. A global
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decrease of the EQE intensity is explained in CTS by a large recombination of charge carriers
at the p-n junction interface. To account for this loss the modelling is performed by adding a
multiplicative term ’g’ to Eq. (2.24) which becomes:

EQE = g · (1− exp(−αW )

1 + αL
), (7.7)

with ’g’ expressed as:

g = (1 +
S

µe · E0

)−1 · exp(−αCdS · dCdS) exp(−αZnO · dZnO)

with S the interface recombination velocity, µe the electron mobility, andE0 the maximum field
at the p-n junction. The last two exponential terms account for the absorption of photons in the
top CdS and ZnO layers using the Beer-Lambert law, with α their respective absorption coeffi-
cients and d the respective thicknesses of both layers. The fit of CTS and CGS-based solar cells
is performed with the absorption data for CdS and ZnO found in the SCAPS software [178].

All EQE of study and their final modellings and values of W and Ld are shown in Fig.7.3. The
EQE of the modelled CTS solar cell is the one of the UL device while the CGS device is a WR
device [127] because the UL CGS device shows a large sub bandgap tailing that suggests Sn
contamination during annealing and therefore can not be used.

The absorption spectra of CTS and CGS are taken from theoretical calculations [53]. Additi-
onally the CTGS device does not present the double absorption onset which would allow the
modelling from the absorption spectrum of CGS, shifted by the difference in bandgap. There-
fore only the CTS and CGS EQE are modelled.

The modelling is based on the following equations that allow to calculate W from the acceptor
density in the p-type film. The intrinsic carrier concentration ni can be expressed as function of
temperature T following [43]:

n2
i = NVNC exp(

−Eg
kBT

) (7.8)

with NV and NC the effective density of states in the valence and conduction bands of the
absorber, respectively, and EG the semiconductor bandgap which equals 0.93 eV for CTS [116]
and 1.56 eV for CGS [125]. The intrinsic carrier concentration at room temperature (T = 300 K)
can be calculated assuming default values proposed by Scheer and Schock for NC and NV of 2·
1018 cm−3 [179]. The built-in potential at the pn junction is computed from n2

i , using [141]:

Vbi =
kbT

q
ln(

NAND

n2
i

) (7.9)

with NA the acceptor concentration on the p-type side of the junction (the absorber layer)
and ND the donor concentration on the n-type side of the junction (CdS). A default value
of 1·1018 cm−3 is taken for ND, which is a standard value for n-type CdS in CdS/CIGS juncti-
ons [179]. W is calculated as function of the total voltage at the junction (Vbi − Vapplied):
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W = [
2ε

q

NA +ND

NA ·ND

(Vbi − Vapplied)]
1
2 (7.10)

with q the elementary charge and ε the dielectric constant, such as:

ε = εr · ε0, (7.11)

where ε0 is a constant (the permittivity of free space) and εr the relative dielectric constant of
the absorber material, unknown for CTS and CGS. The default value εr of CZTS of 12 is chosen
[16], which allows to calculate ε. At Jsc the electric field at the junction can be calculated from
W as:

E0 =
2kbT ln(NAND

n2
i

)

W
. (7.12)

This allows to compare the depletion width W extracted from the EQE modelling, to a calcu-
lated W estimated as function of the expected acceptor doping density NA in the material and
check whether electric fields magnitudes correspond in both situations. As seen in Fig. 7.3 the
method shows average W and Ld not exceeding 150 nm for CTS, as measured on a CTS-based
device after air annealing post-treatment, known to reduce both bulk and interface recombina-
tion [53]. For an absorber with a thickness of around 1-2µm, the collection of charge carriers
generated far from the space-charge region is still affected, decreasing the Jsc. This is not the
only factor because the devices also suffer from a high interface recombination that is modelled
by the factor ’g’ and decreases the EQE. Interface recombination reduces both the Jsc and the
Voc.
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Figure 7.3: Modelling (black lines) of the EQE spectra of a Cu2SnS3-based device (grey) and a
Cu2GeS3-based device (red). The CTS device was prepared by the author while the
EQE of CGS is taken from [127]. The thin red line refers to a similar CGS device
prepared by the author of this work. The two thin grey lines refer to the graded-
CTGS device prepared n this work, and the WR Cu2SnS3 device [180], respectively.

The CGS device from [127] whose EQE is shown in Fig. 7.3 presents a shorter space-charge
region width than the annealed CTS device, which could relate to a larger doping [162]. Ho-
wever, it shows a larger minority carrier diffusion length, which could relate to larger grain
size and fewer grain boundaries as possible recombination paths. Nevertheless, it remains too
low and indicates a low τ . For a high acceptor density NA ∼ 1018 cm−3 (as high doping value
measured on the CTGS series), a W of about 45 nm is calculated, which is almost as low as the
low value extracted from the fit of 20 nm. The discrepancy in the values could arise from the
approximation made in the calculation, or the absorption coefficient used to fit the data. The
conclusion remains the same for CTS as for CGS, namely, the space charge region width is too
low, with a collection length affected by low carrier lifetimes and high interface recombination
’g’, even if the air annealing post-treatment carried out in CTS increases W + Ld.

7.4 Production of a 2.9% depth-graded CTGS-based
device

In this work, no working device could be prepared from depth-uniform absorbers similar to
the ones presented in Chapter 6. The high doping value measured did anyway not suggest an
increase of the space-charge region compared to the pure ternaries. For device applications,
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graded structures are preferred to uniform absorbers, as known from CIGS, which allow to
change locally the bandgap and improve device performances. The best solar cell (A = 0.58 cm2)
produced in this thesis was processed from a Cu/Sn precursor stack annealed in GeS, SnS and
S at 550°C with a 1 mbar background pressure of H2/N2. The device presents an efficiency
of 2.9% as reported in Table 7.3.4, which is higher than any of the CTS and CGS solar cells,
thanks to an increase in the Voc to 463 mV (Jsc of 17 mA/cm2, FF of 37%). The dark and light
JV curves of the devices are shown in Fig 7.4. A fit of the EQE (shown in Fig. 7.3) cannot
be carried out due to a composition depth gradient with a Ge-rich surface (x ∼ 0.9) down to
x ∼ 0.2, measured with EDX at different acceleration voltages of 20 and 30 keV. Normalised
SIMS data x depth content is presented in Fig.7.5. Therefore the composition is graded with
higher bandgap towards the surface which could be helping to reduce recombination at the
interface. It is only the second attempt of gradient engineering in CTGS, and one can not be
too convinced yet which grading is preferred [172]. In a first step the open-circuit voltage and
the resistive issues could be slightly improved. The device is more limited by Jsc losses than
the CTS and CGS. These losses could arise from optical losses due to the non-optimised depth
composition gradient.

Figure 7.4: Dark (black) and light (red) JV curves of the best CTGS device obtained, with an
efficiency of 2.9%.
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Figure 7.5: Depth information on the trend in Ge/(Ge+Sn) ratio in a similar absorber to the
one which produced a 2.9% efficient device, as extracted from Secondary Ion Mass
Spectroscopy. The Mo line is indicated (grey).

7.5 Conclusion of the chapter

Study of the CTS and CGS materials implemented in devices have shown particularly low Voc,
and resistive losses.
At this stage it is difficult to select a single factor responsible for performance loss. However
one can find trends that seem relevant to work on, first.

Modelling of the EQE have shown large interface recombination, and thus if the materials
should be pursued, the interface with the CdS should be optimised. Devices also suffer from a
narrow space-charge region and low minority carrier diffusion length, impacting both Voc and
Jsc.

If carried out, future device implementation absolutely requires reduction of doping density that
was measured to be two orders of magnitude too high compared to CIGS absorbers producing
highly efficient devices. The material is still in its early years and more future experimental
evidence is required to have more progress concerning, for instance, the ideal buffer layer to
use, or the recombination at the back contact.

A graded absorber could be produced from Cu/Sn precursors after annealing. A maximum de-
vice efficiency of 2.9% could be reached from this graded CTGS absorber, showing higher Voc.
In the future, several gradings need to be attempted to check if one of them is more beneficial
to reducing recombination and improving charge carrier collection.
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CHAPTER 8

Summary and outlook

Summary

The aim of this thesis was to investigate material properties of the CTGS semiconductor, for
applications as p-type absorber layer in thin film solar cells.
This work showed that the Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3 materials can be synthesised with a facile
two-step route, involving the annealing of copper in a reactive tin/germanium and sulphur at-
mosphere. From investigations of their chemical formation reactions, one showed the relevance
of having chalcogen and group IV chalcogenide vapour species present during the annealing,
to suppress secondary phase segregation and film decomposition. It was also demonstrated that
the kinetics of vapour-solid reactions are not the critical step to forming layers of uniform com-
positions, but rather the vapour phase generation of group IV chalcogen species. When kinetics
of generation of the vapour phase from the solid supply are insufficient for fulfilling the forma-
tion of the ternary compound, copper sulphides binaries will remain in the films, and the case
was shown to be particularly dramatic during the annealing of Cu2SnSe3. To reduce this, one
should minimise the background pressure used during the annealing process.

Before this work, CTGS was previously already described as a polymorphic material without
much consensus on the different structures observed, and resulting properties. One recommends
to perform X-ray structural analysis over sufficient angular range because it makes it easier to
identify the crystallographic phases. The Cu2SnS3 and Cu2GeS3 were shown in this manner to
exist under a low temperature phase, cubic, when annealed below 500°C and a higher tempe-
rature phase, monoclinic, which forms under higher annealing temperature. These phases are
predominant and to this point one can not say that there is no minor trace of the cubic phase in
the monoclinic sample. But definitely the monoclinic phase is more ordered and less defective.
In both ternaries, the monoclinic samples therefore show more promising properties for pho-
tovoltaic applications. Research done on the annealing has shown that forming Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3

alloys with controlled composition is a complex process since both SnS and GeS have high
vapour pressures. By choosing precursors containing Ge, high kinetics of intermix of Sn-Ge
metallic precursors allowed to form uniform Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 absorbers in the time given to the
annealing process. Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 was shown to be a solid solution range with a wide existence
domain, where lattice parameters decrease linearly with the Ge composition while bandgaps
increase linearly.
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However, from the knowledge of CIGS, bandgap graded absorbers are usually favourable to
device performance. One develops a way to engineer a graded bandgap by annealing Cu/Sn
precursors in GeS, SnS and S atmospheres. A 2.9% CTGS device based on such an absorber
has been produced. But even when growth conditions are restricted to the predominance of
the monoclinic structure which is the less defective and the most ordered, respective devices
have low one-circuit voltages far below the bandgap, and minor open-circuit current losses. By
careful analysis of the CTS, CGS and the record CTGS produced, one suggests that recombina-
tion of charge carriers is a detrimental factor in this material. Doping densities are measured to
values of 1018 cm−3 which is about 2 orders of magnitude higher than in well-performing CIGS
devices, and definitely leads to restricted depletion widths and reduced device performances.
Additionally, high bulk recombination exists seen in low minority carrier diffusion lengths. The
device external quantum efficiency also suffers from a large interface recombination.

Outlook

Study of CTGS properties bring a large consensus to the poor knowledge at the start of this
work, from a material point of view.

Bandgaps and lattice parameters of the Cu2(Sn, Ge)S3 alloys with a monoclinic structure are
now known on the full composition range from Ge-free to Sn-free layers. Therefore group IV
composition of a new layer can be now both deduced from optical or diffraction measurements.

Additionally, annealings should be performed in the presence of group IV chalcogenide va-
pours, which should permit to better control composition.

However this study also shows the intrinsic complexity of the material, which brings new chal-
lenges to future research when one wants to implement it in efficient solar cell devices.
This work showed the polymorphism of the compound with a transition from cubic to mono-
clinic. Only absorbers prepared from high temperature conditions are thus likely to rise above
efficiency limits. On the other hand, to reduce recombination and increase the device open-
circuit voltages one should decrease the intrinsic doping density.
The devices produced in this work with an efficiency of almost 3% are not too far apart from
current world record devices. One suggests that the difference relies in the growth process
with for instance a reduced grain growth. However, getting beyond the current world record
efficiency at 6% will require far more work.
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Appendix A

All annealings performed for Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are done in the presence of chalcogenide,
X(g), and group IV chalcogenide, MX(g) vapours. These vapours are generated by sublimation
of solid powders of X and MX . All solid powders used are presented in Table 8.1 with their
provenance and purities. One uses fixed amounts of 100 mg of chalcogen powder and 10 mg of
group IV chalcogenide in the annealing box.

Nature Provenance Purity [%]
S Alfa Aesar 99.9995
Se Alfa Aesar 99.999
SnS MKnano 99.95
SnSe Alfa Aesar 99.999
GeS Sigma Aldrich 99.99

Table 8.1: Nature of X and MX powder supplies used to produce a X+MX vapour atmosphere
in the graphite box during annealing of the precursors
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Appendix B

This section groups the reference X-ray diffractograms used from the International Centre
for Diffraction Data (ICDD PDF-2016) to identify crystallographic structures and compounds
obtained within the frame of this thesis. The given PDFs were selected for their quality, as given
by the database, when several for the same structure were present. Table 8.3 groups the XRD
references for selenium compounds analysed in Chapter 4.

Figure 8.1: Collection of XRD patterns as found in Table 8.2 for the polymorph CTS (blue) and
CGS (black) compounds for the reported crystal structures: orthorhombic, triclinic,
monoclinic, cubic and tetragonal.
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Phase Structure Space group Lattice parameter (Å & °) PDF Nr.

Mo cubic Im-3m
a = b = c = 3.146
α = β = γ = 90 04-001-0059

CuS hexagonal P63
mmc

a = b = 3.792, c = 16.344
α = β = 90, γ = 120

00-006-0464

Cu9S5 rhomboedral R-3m
a = b = 3.930, c = 48.140
α = β = 90, γ = 120

00-047-1748

SnS orthorhombic Pbnm
a = 4.329, b = 11.192, c = 3.984

α = β = γ = 90 00-039-0354

(Cu2SnS3)1.333 cubic F-43m
a = b = c = 5.430
α = β = γ = 90 01-089-2877

Cu2SnS3 monoclinic Cc
a = 6.665, b = 11.537, c = 6.653

α = γ = 90, β = 109.39
04-010-5719

Cu2SnS3 triclinic P1
a = 11.510, b = 18.758, c = 6.640

α = 90.29, β = γ = 90
00-027-0198

Cu2.665Sn1.335S4 tetragonal I-42m
a = b = 5.413, c = 10.824
α = γ = 90, β = 109.39

04-009-7947

Cu2GeS3 monoclinic Cc
a = 6.449, b = 11.319, c = 6.428

α = γ = 90, β = 108.37
04-010-4292

Cu2GeS3 cubic F-43m
a = b = c = 5.317
α = β = γ = 90 03-065-5562

Cu2GeS3 tetragonal I-42d
a = b = 5.326, c = 10.410

α = β = γ = 90 00-041-1035

Cu2GeS3 orthorhombic I2mm
a = 5.210, b = 11.321, c = 3.766

α = β = γ = 90 04-008-8915

Cu8GeS6 orthorhombic Pm21n
a = 7.026, b = 9.841, c = 6.947

α = β = γ = 90 00-039-1902

Cu8GeS6 cubic F-43m
a = b = c = 9.926
α = β = γ = 90 00-040-1190

Table 8.2: XRD references for sulphide compounds used in this thesis

Phase Structure Space group Lattice parameter (Å& °) PDF Nr.

CuSe2 orthorhombic Pnnm
a = 5.023, b = 6.196, c = 3.747

α = β = γ = 90 04-004-2178

Cu2SnSe3 monoclinic Cc
a = 6.967, b = 12.049, c = 6.945

α = γ = 90, β = 109.19
04-012-4693

Table 8.3: XRD references for selenide compounds used in Chapter 4
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Appendix C

This appendix reports the overlay of all Le Bail fittings (black lines) with raw GI-XRD data (red
dots) for Chapter 6, as extracted from the software FullProf [48]. The blue XRD dashed pattern
for CTGS is generated for a monoclinic structure (space group C1c1) after refinement of the
lattice parameters. The red dashed pattern corresponds to Mo. The blue line at the bottom of
each graph represents the residuals (Imeasured − Icalculated). The corresponding composition x
and incidence angle α are shown at the top of each graph.

Figure 8.2:
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Figure 8.3:

Figure 8.4:
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Figure 8.5:

Figure 8.6:
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Figure 8.7:

Figure 8.8:
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Figure 8.9:

Figure 8.10:
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Figure 8.11:

Figure 8.12:
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Figure 8.13:

Figure 8.14:
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Figure 8.15:

Figure 8.16:
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Figure 8.17:

Figure 8.18:
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Figure 8.19:

Figure 8.20:
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Figure 8.21:

Figure 8.22:
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Figure 8.23:

Figure 8.24:
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Acronyms and Symbols

Acronyms

AM1.5G Standard terrestrial solar spectrum ’Air Mass 1.5 Global’

ARC Anti-Reflection Coating

BSE Backscattered Electron

CB Conduction Band

CBM Conduction Band Minimum

CBD Chemical Bath Deposition

CE Counter Electrode

CGS Cu2GeS3

CIS CuInSe2

CIGS CuIn1 – xGaxSe2

CTGS Cu2Sn1 – xGexS3

CTS Cu2SnS3

CTSe Cu2SnSe3

CZTS Cu2ZnSnS4

ED Electrodeposition

EDX Energy Dispersive X-Ray

EQE External Quantum Efficiency

FF Fill Factor

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

GI-XRD Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffractogram

HZB Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin
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I-V Current - voltage characteristics

J-V Current density -voltage characteristics

KCN Potassium cyanide

LIST Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology

OCP Open Circuit Potential

RE Reference Electrode

(RT)-PL (Room Temperature) Photoluminescence

PV Photovoltaics

PVD Physical Vapour Deposition

RE Reference Electrode

SE Secondary Electron

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy

SHE Standard Hydrogen Electrode

SIMS Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry

SLG Soda-Lime Glass substrate

SQ Shockley-Queisser Limit

QE Quantum Efficiency

QFLS Quasi-Fermi Level Splitting

T-R Transmission-Reflection measurements

UL University of Luxembourg

VB Valence Band

VBM Valence Band Maximum

WDX Wavelength Dispersive X-Ray

WE Working Electrode

XRD X-Ray Diffraction
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Symbols

α absorption coefficient

a activity

a thickness

A surface area

α molecular sticking coefficient

c speed of light, c= 3· 108 m/s

Cu
IV

Cu
Ge+Sn

d molecular diameter

D diffusion coefficient

E photon energy hν

EF Fermi level

EG bandgap energy

ε0 permittivity of vacuum, ε0 = 8.85 · 1012 F/m

F Faraday constant, F = 96485 C.mol−1

G Gibbs free energy

Gf Gibbs free energy of formation

G0 standard Gibbs free energy of formation

h Planck’s constant

η solar cell device efficiency, %

H enthalpy

Keq equilibrium constant

kB Boltzmann constant, kB = 1.38× 10−23 J K−1

IV group IV atomic species, Sn+Ge

J current density

J0 saturation current density

Jd current density in the dark

Jill illumination current density
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Jsc short-circuit current density

L distance travelled by the vapour phase starting at the source

Ld minority carrier diffusion length

λ wavelength

λt mean free path

M Cu or group IV metal

M molar mass

m molecular weight

mF mass electrodeposited according to Faraday’s law

n diode factor

NA Avogadro number, NA = 6.02× 1023 mol−1

NA net acceptor concentration

ND net donor concentration

p vapour pressure

pback background pressure

Pe plating efficiency

Pin incident power

pp partial pressure

pt total pressure

Φgamma photon flux

Q reaction constant

q elementary charge, q = 1.6× 10−19 C

R gas constant R = 8.31 JK−1 mol1

rcov covalent radius

re bond length

rmax maximum vapour generation rate

rmin minimum vapour generation rate

rs series resistance
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rSH shunt resistance

ρ density

S
IV

S
Ge+Sn

S entropy

t annealing duration

T temperature

u atomic mass unit, u = 1.66× 10−27 kg

Voc open-circuit voltage

vrms root mean square speed

W space-charge region (or ’depletion’) width

x Ge
IV

= Ge
Ge+Sn

X chalcogen source (S or Se)

X chalcogen source (S or Se)

Z atomic number
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